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Abstract
This thesis examines many of the ways in which massive galaxies and their super-
massive black holes have changed over the past 12 billion years. In a sense, this is
an attempt to write a cosmic history of massive galaxies, and in so doing construct a
useful catalogue of changes which can be studied to gain insight into galaxy forma-
tion and evolution. In particular, this thesis concentrates on two potential drivers for
galactic evolution: external inßuences from galaxy - galaxy interactions (Chapters 2 -
3); and internal inßuences from AGN feedback (Chapter 4). We Þnd that both of these
mechanisms have a profound impact on massive galaxies throughout their lifetimes.
In Chapter 2 the major merger history of massive galaxies is probed via close pair
statistics and computational morphological approaches. We Þnd that there is a mono-
tonic rise in the merger fraction of massive galaxies with redshift out to z = 3, which
is best parameterised by a simple power law of the form fm = f0(1 + z)
m, where f0
= 0.008 +/- 0.003 andm = 3.0 +/- 0.4. We compute the total number of major mergers
that massive galaxies (withM∗ > 10
11M") experience from z = 3 to the present to be
Nm = 1.7 +/- 0.5. We also note a close accord between morphological and close pair
methods at z < 1.5 for standard optically deÞned CAS mergers and d < 30 kpc close
pairs, probably indicative of both methods tracing the underlying merger activity with
similar mass ratio and timescale sensitivities. Further, we provide a series of additional
tests to the close pair method.
In Chapter 3 we extend the study of galaxy interactions to minor mergers, and also
compute the morphologically determined major merger fractions of very high redshift
massive galaxies. We Þnd that high redshift massive galaxies are frequently highly
asymmetric with∼ 1/4 Þtting the CAS deÞnition of a merger at 1.7< z < 3. We go on
to utilise the extraordinary depth and resolution of the HST GOODS NICMOS Survey
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to probe the minor merger history of massive galaxies. We Þnd that in total massive
galaxies experience Nm = (4.5+/-2.1)/τm mergers with galaxies with M∗ > 10
9M"
from z = 3 to the present, where τm is the merger timescale which will vary with
mass. From this we compute the total stellar mass increase, due to mergers, of massive
galaxies to be∆M∗ ∼ 3×10
11M" over the past 12 billion years. This potentially offers
a tempting solution for the observed rapid growth of massive galaxies throughout the
same epoch.
In chapter 4 we investigate in detail the co-evolution of massive galaxies and their
supermassive black holes by constructing a complete volume limited sample of 85
AGN with hard band luminosities LX > 2.35 × 10
43 erg s−1 residing within host
galaxies with masses M∗ > 10
10.5M" at 0.4 < z < 3. Using this data we compute
the Eddington limiting (minimum) masses, ME , of the black holes in our sample.
By assuming that there is no evolution in the Eddington ratio (µ = LBol/LEdd) and
then that there is maximum possible evolution to the Eddington limit, we quantify
the evolution in the M∗/MBH ratio as lying in the range 700 < M∗/MBH < 10000,
compared to a local value of M∗/MBH ∼ 1000. Furthermore, we Þnd that the active
fraction of massive galaxies rises with redshift from 1.2 +/- 0.2 % at z = 0.7 to 7.4 +/-
2 % at z = 2.5. We calculate the maximum timescales for which our sample of AGN
can continue to accrete at their observed rates before surpassing the local galaxy-black
hole mass relation. We use these timescales to calculate the total fraction of massive
galaxies which will be active above our threshold, Þnding that at least ∼ 40 % of all
massive galaxies will be Seyfert luminosity AGN or brighter since z = 3. We Þnd that
the energy output due to these objects is sufÞcient to strip apart every massive galaxy
in the universe at least 35 times over. Finally, we use this method to compute the
evolution in the X-ray luminosity density of AGN with redshift, Þnding that massive
galaxy Seyferts are the dominant source of X-ray emission in the Universe at z < 3.
We conclude in Chapter 5 by summarising these Þndings and commenting upon the
powerful role of both internal and external inßuences on galaxy formation and evolu-
tion over the past 12 billion years.
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Introduction 3
1.1 Philosophical Motivation: What is Cosmology?
A semantic deÞnition of cosmology could be phrased as: the study of the Universe as
a whole often through scientiÞc or empirical methods but not necessarily solely con-
strained to these. But this would be to miss the fundamental point about cosmological
endeavour. Perhaps the most profound discovery of mankind is that the Universe had
a beginning in time and has since evolved into what it is now from an earlier, sim-
pler, hotter and smaller state. This fundamental point about cosmology is also a truism
about existence: things change. If they did not it would be sufÞcient to simply observe
how things are and one would immediately know how they were and will be for all
time. To a modern reader this may sound obvious, but it is pertinent to note that it is
not at all so. Take for example the ÔcosmologiesÕ of ancient Greece and Egypt, or even
the cosmologies of medieval society or laterday Christianity. These all have a sharp
devision between the immutable and immortal heavens, and the changeable ephemeral
Earth. We now know that this division is, at least in a physical sense, a myth. However,
the knowledge to free our thoughts from this dualism between Heaven and Earth was
hard won and not at all realised for what it was at the time.
In the 17th Century, Newton and Galileo, among others, described and explained how
the laws of nature as we understand them on Earth can be applied to the heavens
above to give phenomenally accurate predictions of, for example, the motions of plan-
ets around the sun and moons around planets. This naturally suggests that the same
ephemerality (or tendency to change) might apply out there in the heavens above us as
well as down here on earth. This point was not embraced at the time. Instead, Newton
and his contemporaries believed in an eternal, static, and immutable Universe in which
objects were deÞned for all time by deterministic laws which they unchangingly fol-
low. This view held such prevalence across both science and religion that it is easy to
forget that it disagrees fervently at its base level with both.
All of the major monotheistic religions have a creation myth associated with them,
as do many non-monotheistic religions such as the many polytheistic religions in the
ancient world. Now, if there is creation then there is a period of formation (of Ômak-
ingÕ) and thus there is, in a sense, evolution - a period of becoming. Equally, at the
heart of NewtonÕs theories is a principle of causality, a metaphysical assumption that
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one thing causes another, which implies that things naturally change, albeit via pre-
ordained deterministic and knowable laws. Therefore, the idea of a separate eternal
reality just above the sky where all is forever as it was and will be has never Þt partic-
ularly well either natural philosophy (science) or theology (in most religions at least).
So it becomes signiÞcant and interesting to ask, why was this view so passionately
adhered to? One obvious solution is that of timescales. Cosmological objects tend
to change on timescales far greater than everyday objects down here on Earth (with a
Gyr = 1 billion years often being the usual unit of time used among cosmologists and
astrophysicists), and thus it is very difÞcult to actually perceive changes in the heavens
directly within the lifetime of human civilisation. Nonetheless, there are a number of
signiÞcant counter-examples, such as bright (nearby) supernovae, comets and meteor
showers which all suggest change and variability over and above the clockwork me-
chanics of the standard solar system picture and the static background of distant stars.
A thoroughly convincing answer is, therefore, something that is difÞcult to achieve and
is far beyond the scope of this thesis, but I will return to the question periodically by
way of highlighting how it is often what is most obvious that is hardest to see about
nature. For now, however, it will sufÞce to look brießy at how this view of unchanging
and immutable heavens came to be discarded by scientists.
Albert Einstein is heralded by many as the greatest thinker of all time, but for the pur-
poses of this discussion it will be his blindness to the true nature of his theory of gen-
eral relativity, and to the Universe itself, that will be of most interest. In seeking to Þnd
a reconciliation between MaxwellÕs electromagnetism and NewtonÕs mechanics, and
later universal gravitation, Einstein was forced to consider deeply what was required
of a physical theory at quite a philosophical level. He postulated a Ôprinciple of rela-
tivityÕ which states that the laws of physics should be precisely the same everywhere
regardless of where, when, what angle etc. an observer happens to be positioned. This
is the radical generalisation of the the idea (began with Newton and Galileo) that one
can use the same laws to describe the motions of the heavens to those which describe
the motions of balls on inclined planes down here on Earth. Of course, this theory led
to several startling (and now experimentally and observationally tested) consequences,
including the absolute constancy of the speed of light, time dilation, length contraction,
black holes and warped spacetime. But it is the role of curved spacetime to describe
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gravity that will provide an insight into our present concern, of trying to understand
what in fact cosmology is. Einstein related the total curvature of spacetime (roughly
Gµν) to the total mass-energy (Tµν) by the Einstein Þeld equation (e.g. Misner, Thorne
& Wheeler 1973):
Gµν + Λgµν =
8piG
c4
Tµν (1.1)
where
Gµν = Rµν −
1
2
gµνR (1.2)
and R is the Ricci scalar, Rµν is the Ricci curvature tensor which is reduced from the
Riemann tensor, and gµν represents the metric of spacetime. c is the speed of light and
G is NewtonÕs universal gravitational constant. Λ is the much maligned and disputed
cosmological constant (discussed below) which may be a means of explanation to the
observed dark energy, resulting in accelerated expansion of spacetime today. What is
most important for our present concerns, is the fact that this equation beautifully links
spacetime to mass-energy, effectively linking the stage and players together inextrica-
bly.
It became rapidly apparent to Einstein that his theory of general relativity led naturally
to a dynamical spacetime, where Ômatter tells spacetime how to curve, and spacetime
tells matter how to moveÕ (Wheeler). In unifying space and time, matter and energy,
and Þnally the effects of mass-energy as curved spacetime, Einstein discovered that the
entire fabric of the Universe, that of space and time itself (not just the objects within it),
is subject to change and evolution. But this view was philosophically abhorrent to him,
and to return to the view of a static, unchanging, immutable spacetime in which objects
passively evolve according to universal physical laws, he introduced a mathematically
sound yet physically mysterious Ôcosmological constantÕ. This was set to balance the
inward force of gravity in the Universe providing a static (non-dynamical, immutable)
spacetime. Unfortunately, this was a failure both theoretically and, as it turned out,
empirically as observations of distant ÔnebulaeÕ and mathematically rigorous checks of
the effect of the cosmological constant on a static spacetime both led to the conclusion
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that we live in a dynamical spacetime, in a Universe which evolves with cosmic time.
One of the greatest and most celebrated modern astronomers was Edwin Hubble,
whose use of Cepheid variable stars to deduce absolute magnitudes and hence distances
to ÔnebulaeÕ allowed him to discover a fascinating, and at the time beguiling, relation.
He noted that the distances to many ÔnebulaeÕ were vast, often millions of light years
away, placing them far outside the Milky Way galaxy, which at the time was thought
by most astronomers to be the entire extent of the Universe (Hubble 1926). Moreover,
he compared these distances to Doppler redshifts obtained earlier by Vesto Slipher to
demonstrate a startling result. Slipher noted that the vast majority of ÔnebulaeÕ had
light Doppler shifted to the red part of the spectrum, indicating that these objects were
all moving away from us. Hubble showed that the further the extra-galactic ÔnebulaeÕ
(which we now know as galaxies) were from us the faster their recession velocities
(see Fig. 1.1 for a contemporary example). Thus (as in e.g. Sparke & Gallagher 2000):
v = H0r (1.3)
where v is the line of sight recession velocity of a distant galaxy, r is its distance from
us, andH0 is HubbleÕs constant, known today to be∼ 70 km/s Mpc
−1. What this most
readily demonstrates is that the Universe is expanding. If we run time backwards we
would see the Universe shrink, and if we allow this to go on indeÞnitely we see that
the observable Universe would reach zero size in a Þnite time. A Þrst estimate of this
time is given by 1/H0 (assuming no variation in the Hubble parameter). Today we
are able to use our detailed knowledge about the constituents of the Universe - matter,
dark matter and dark energy, and their relative abundances - to compute the age of the
Universe more precisely. This is now known to be ∼ 13.7 billion years (e.g. Suyu
et al. 2010). Thus, we have profound empirical evidence that we live not only in a
dynamical Universe (which changes or evolves over time) but also live in a Universe
which is Þnite, in time at least, and has therefore a beginning about which we can ask
meaningful scientiÞc questions.
Even without the direct test of dynamical spacetime performed by Hubble and Slipher,
a static unchangeable view of the Universe would already have been in big trouble by
the late 1920Õs. It was demonstrated by Friedmann and de Sitter (amongst others) that
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Figure 1.1: Hubble plot for (top) Cepheid determined distances, and (bottom) a variety of distance
indicators, including supernovae and the Tully-Fisher relation (as indicated on the plot). These
plots are taken from Freedman et al. (2000). The current accepted best value forH 0 is ∼ 72 km/s
Mpc−3.
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EinsteinÕs cosmological constant could not prevent spacetime from either expanding or
contracting, as it was an unstable solution, much like trying to get a pen to rest stably on
its tip. Moreover, since other empirical tests of relativity were performed (most notably
the explanation of the precession of the perihelion of Mercury, Le Verrier 1859, and
EddingtonÕs inspired observation of the displacement of a star on the sky due to the
curvature in spacetime caused by the sunÕs gravitational Þeld, Dyson et al. 1920),
high conÞdence in the validity of general relativity was already beginning to emerge.
Thus, science was on the verge of accepting once and for all an evolving picture of the
Universe and all within it.
In the decades of the 20th century which followed more and more evidence mounted
for a picture of the cosmos as a changeable, developing entity. The masses, colours,
densities, and even morphologies of galaxies were seen to vary with cosmic time (e.g.
Aragon-Salamanca et al. 1993). The chemical composition of the stars and gas regions
varied, as did the density and frequency of quasars (e.g. McLure & Dunlop 2004). Per-
haps most signiÞcantly the size of the Universe dramatically increases with age, and
hence the Universe cools. Again, by playing this backwards in time it is easy to see
how this implies a much smaller, denser, and hotter Universe in the past. From this
model, and detailed application of general relativity and nuclear and atomic physics,
the relative abundances of nuclei were accurately and correctly predicted (Suess &
Urey 1956). Finally, this kind of cosmology led to the prediction of a Cosmic Mi-
crowave Background by Dicke, Gamow and others (e.g. Gamow 1948), a relic of the
energy from the Big Bang itself, which was in due course observed, Þrst by Penzias
and Wilson and later with purpose built precision satellites, including COBE, WMAP
and now PLANCK among many other experiments (see e.g. Bennett et al. 2003).
All this combines to make a compelling case for a dynamical spacetime and evolving
Universe.
The upshot of all this is that we now know with absolute certainty that the Universe
in which we inhabit changes over time, and in a very fundamental sense this is what
cosmology is all about. Cosmology is both an observational/ empirical scientiÞc Þeld,
and also a more speculative mathematical/ theoretical pursuit in modern science. Ide-
ally these two branches inform and strengthen each other, leading to discovery and
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explanation. The jewel in the crown of this bipartisan approach is the current stan-
dard cosmological model, known as ΛCDM, short for dark energy - cold dark matter.
Add to this the Big Bang theory and inßation, and we have a self consistent, phe-
nomenally predictive and thoroughly tested picture of the Universe. However, it is
in many important ways fundamentally ßawed. As of the time of writing there is no
accepted explanation for dark matter (although many conjectures exist mostly within
supersymmetry models for quantum gravity), worse there is almost complete failure in
accounting for the dark energy within standard particle physics (with many string the-
orists reaching for a multiverse solution through anthropic arguments). Furthermore,
inßation has many problems of its own (not least the reheating problem) and the Big
Bang theory gives us no insight into how the Universe began (or why it exists) in the
Þrst place. In many ways, what the standard model of cosmology is, is an empiri-
cally formulated procedural method for correctly accounting for the exact observed
expansion of the Universe, matching with a vast collection of data from supernovae to
the CMB. What it is emphatically not, is a satisfactory scientiÞc explanation of it at
present.
To return now to the titular question, given this introductory discussion, what is cos-
mology? In a sense it is history (at the observational/ empirical end) and philosophy (at
the mathematical/ theoretical end). Because the Universe is not static and unchanging,
and in fact evolves with cosmic time, and due to the Þnite speed of light, to observe
the Universe is to witness history, and to seek coherent explanation of that history is in
the purest sense philosophy. Due to the evolving nature of stars, galaxies, and space-
time itself it is not sufÞcient to know how things are now, and in fact it becomes vital
to ascertain how things were in the past. By observing how things change (be they
galaxies, quasars or gas cloud chemical compositions) we can come to understand the
causal reasons for this change, and with this predict the future evolution of the Uni-
verse. So, it is at this Þnal juncture, in cosmologyÕs predictive potential, that it returns
to be most naturally ÔscienceÕ. The more we come to know about the detailed history
of the Universe and its constituents, the better equipped we shall be to Þnd explanation
for the evolution witnessed, and with this the more reliable and robust our predictions
about the future will become.
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In this thesis I study in detail many of the ways in which massive galaxies and their
supermassive black holes have changed over the past 12 billion years of cosmic evo-
lution. Thus, I construct a cosmic history of massive galaxies and their supermassive
black holes. To achieve this I combine extremely high resolution and deep images in
the near infrared from the Hubble Space Telescope (HST) with deep X-ray imaging
from the Chandra X-ray Observatory (CXO), and combine these space based data sets
to a wealth of photometry and spectroscopy from ground based instruments, includ-
ing the Palomar Observatory, the Canada France Hawaii Telescope, Keck, the VLT
and Gemini telescopes. The result is an attempt at a thorough description of many of
the ways in which massive galaxies and their supermassive black holes have evolved
from the early Universe to the present day. From this I suggest several plausible and
observationally motivated explanations to the witnessed evolution, which lead to the
possibility of predictions for the future.
1.2 Galaxies
For almost a century astronomers have known that there are other galaxies in the Uni-
verse than our Milky Way. However, some nearby galaxies had been viewed by the
naked eye and through the eye pieces of modest telescopes for several centuries be-
fore. They were not realised to be extra-galactic objects containing billions of stars
like our own galaxy until the pioneering work of Edwin Hubble (Hubble 1925, 1926)
using Cepheid variable stars as distance indicators. However, this explanation as to
the the nature of some ÔnebulaeÕ was Þrst suggested as a possibility much earlier by
Thomas Wright and Immanuel Kant in the 1750Õs. We now know there to be at least
∼ 1011 galaxies in the observable Universe (Williams et al. 1996), and these objects
vary greatly in size and mass, from 106 - 1013 M" and from ∼ 1 - 30 kpc. A clear
and unambiguous deÞnition of the term ÔgalaxyÕ, however, is not immediately appar-
ent. Nonetheless, there are several signiÞcant commonalities between these objects
suggesting, at least, that they are natural kinds of some sort. Firstly, all galaxies are
vast gravitationally bound objects containing at least millions of stars. Additionally,
galaxies contain in general a large amount of gas and dust, and presumably planets,
comets, asteroids and other low brightness objects such as brown dwarfs, white dwarf
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stars and so on, which are much harder to detect than the stellar components.
All of this ÔbaryonicÕ (read atomic + ionic) component to the mass of galaxies, how-
ever, contributes only around 20 % of the total mass of galaxies. Fritz Zwicky in 1933
demonstrated that the velocity dispersion of galaxies in the Coma cluster was far to
high to be gravitationally bound in a virialised system by the observable mass (Zwicky
1933), hence, suggesting the existence of some unseen ÔdarkÕ matter. We now know
that many other measurements agree that there is missing mass in galaxies and galac-
tic groups and clusters. Observations of the rotation curves of galaxies (Rubin et al.
1980), gravitational lensing of distant galaxies by nearby galaxy clusters (e.g. Taylor
et al. 1998), and X-ray luminosities of X-ray clusters (e.g. Vikhlini et al. 2006) all lead
inextricably to the conclusion that much of the mass of galaxies is in some invisible
ÔdarkÕ form. Furthermore, evidence from the baryon acoustic peaks of the temperature
power spectrum of the CMB and from the primordial nuclear abundances dictate that
this matter be non-baryonic in form (see Hinshaw et al. 2009 for the most up to date
WMAP data on the ΛCDM cosmology). One alternative to this view is that the laws
of gravitation must be modiÞed on the vast scales of galaxies and galactic clusters (see
Milgrom 1983), although more recent measurements of the ÔbulletÕ cluster seem to
support a particle approach for explaining dark matter (e.g. Markevitch et al. 2004).
Constraints from modelling the evolution of large scale structure and from comparing
these simulations to galaxy redshift surveys suggest that this non-baryonic dark matter
must be non-relativistic, or ÔcoldÕ (see, for the 2dF survey example, Cole et al. 2005).
Therefore, in terms of mass, the most important constituent of a galaxy is in fact this
cold dark matter. However, if there were a Ôdark galaxyÕ with much mass and little or
no electromagnetic emission it is unclear whether this would be justiÞably described
as a ÔgalaxyÕ in the common parlance or merely referred to as a dark matter halo.
For the purposes of this thesis we shall operationally deÞne galaxies to be gravita-
tionally bound collections of at least many millions of stars, which are expected to
contain signiÞcant other components including dark matter, interstellar gas and dust,
and stellar remnants. One other vital component of most galaxies seems to be a central
supermassive black hole (SMBH) which has typically a mass ∼ 1/1000 that of its host
galaxyÕs stellar mass component (see e.g. Kormendy & Richstone 1995 and Haring &
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Rix 2004) . We shall return to discuss these fascinating objects in much more detail in
the next section.
So far the components of galaxies have been discussed, but equally important are the
structures that galaxies form. The distribution of galaxies on the sky is not a random
pattern. In fact one is much more likely to Þnd a galaxy near another galaxy than in a
randomly chosen area of sky. Thus, it has been known for almost as long as we have
been able to observe extra-galactic galaxies that these group and cluster together to
form immense structures throughout the observable Universe (e.g. Kessler et al. 2009).
In a sense galaxies are the building blocks of cosmic large scale structure, the funda-
mental mass units (or atoms) of clusters and Þlamentary super-clusters that permeate
our Universe. Therefore, galaxies are simultaneously Ôisland UniversesÕ (c.f. Kant),
containing often billions of stars gravitationally bound into mostly coherent dynamical
systems, and Ôcosmic atomsÕ (c.f. Sandage) which are the seeds and constituents of
large scale structure.
It is, of course, paramount in any research program to ask Ôwhy study this?Õ and the
Þeld of extra-galactic astrophysics is no exception. By way of an answer, on the one
hand galaxies are powerful laboratories in which to test the laws of physics on size,
mass and energy scales far removed from that of the Earth. On the other hand, they are
also fundamental units in cosmology in their own right, and any hope of understanding
the evolution of the Universe as a whole must rely on the reductionist appreciation of
its constituent base parts, i.e. galaxies. But perhaps the most important reason of all
for studying galaxies is that we ourselves evolved to live on a planet orbiting a star
which itself is part of, and orbits the centre of, a galaxy. Thus, any serious attempt
to appreciate our place in the Universe must address both our place in our galaxy and
how our galaxy (and by extension all galaxies) formed and evolved to be as they are
today. It is this dual capacity to probe both fundamental physics and cosmology, along
with the wonder and audacity to ask how we came to be here, that makes extra-galactic
astronomy such an exciting and important Þeld of research in the early 21st Century.
For largely historical reasons, the Þrst attempts to categorise galaxies were morpholog-
ical in nature, i.e. galaxies were grouped together according to their ÔshapeÕ. Hubble
(1922) invented a now much maligned and disputed Ôtuning forkÕ approach to cate-
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Figure 1.2: HubbleÕs Ôtuning forkÕ categorisation scheme for galaxies, going from early type
spheroidal galaxies (on the left), via lenticulars (at the branching point), to late type disc galax-
ies with spiral arms (on the right). However, for the purposes of this thesis we shall mostly be
interested in the disturbed irregular galaxies (shown at the extreme right end of the diagram) which
do not classically Þt anywhere in the Hubble scheme. These galaxies are obviously in a state of
change, and will provide a tracer for galaxy formation and evolution. Image credit: University of
Texas
gorising galaxies (Ônon-Galactic nebulaeÕ) via morphology (see Fig. 1.2). Most galax-
ies in the local Universe are either elliptical or disc like in shape, with the latter most
often having spiral structure. A smaller group of peculiar or irregular galaxies is also
observed to exist. Ordinarily one most often Þnd irregular galaxies to be the result of
the merging together of two or more galaxies, with peculiar galaxies arising from tidal
interactions between galaxies or the cluster potential which can also result in merging.
Therefore, observing irregular or distorted galaxies is effectively catching galaxy for-
mation and evolution in the act - it is witnessing change in progress. This means that
studying galaxy morphology can be a powerful tracer of merger history, and, hence,
galactic formation and evolution. We shall discuss the formation and evolution of mas-
sive galaxies in §1.2.2. The type of galaxies studied in this thesis are all very massive
(with stellar massM∗ > 10
10.5−11M") and we turn next to discuss these objects in the
following section.
1.2.1 Massive Galaxies
Most of the galaxies in the Universe are relatively small, and even by mass the vast
majority of galaxiesÕ contribution to the observable Universe would come from smaller
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systems. This is represented by the steepness of the local stellar mass (and luminosity)
function (see Fig. 1.3). Massive galaxies are rare, and contribute only modestly to
the total mass and luminosity from galaxies in the Universe, but they are, however,
very good tracers of galactic evolution and cosmic history. Due to their high stellar
masses, massive galaxies are very often highly luminous objects. This allows them to
be seen from Earth, via large telescopes, routinely out to almost the entire distance of
the visible Universe (up to z ∼ 4 or so) at present times. Furthermore, in the dominant
paradigm of galaxy formation, small galaxies form from the gravitational collapse of
gas clouds in dark matter halos in the very early Universe, which then merge together to
form larger structures via hierarchical assembly. Thus, the most massive galaxies in the
Universe are most likely those which have undergone the most evolution throughout
their lifetimes. The result of which is that massive galaxies are excellent probes of
galactic evolution, relatively easy sources to detect at very great distances and, from
this, bright beacons of cosmic history.
In this thesis massive galaxies are considered generally to be galaxies with high stel-
lar mass (as often total dynamical mass is unobtainable in practice for high redshift
systems) withM∗ > 10
10.5−11M". At high redshifts this criteria will select the most
massive galaxies in existence at these early times, which are likely to be progenitors
for large modern day ellipticals, and perhaps brightest cluster galaxies (BCGs).
1.2.2 Galaxy Formation and Evolution
The formation and evolution of massive galaxies is most properly considered within
the Big Bang theory paradigm of cosmic evolution. Within the cold dark matter (CDM)
picture, simulations suggest that dark matter halos form in the very early Universe out
of slight density ßuctuations, likely a relic from cosmic inßation (Guth 1981), which
increase in size and mass hierarchically out of the merging of smaller halos together
to form larger ones as the Universe expands (see e.g. the Millennium Simulation,
Harker et al. 2006, Bett et al. 2007). This leads to a complex Þlamentary large scale
structure to the mass distribution of the Universe. The dominant paradigm for galaxy
formation and evolution posits that galaxies form within these dark matter halos and
merge in line with them. This picture, however, ignores much of the highly complex
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Figure 1.3: K band luminosity (top) and stellar mass (bottom) functions for the local Universe,
taken from Bell et al. 2003. Note that the total number of massive (M ∗ > 10
11M#) galaxies is
much lower than the number of less massive galaxies. However, these massive galaxies are much
more luminous and, hence, are easier to detect and study at high redshifts, resulting in these objects
being frequently used as tracers for the formation and evolution of galaxies.
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and unpredictable baryonic gas physics that is involved in galaxy formation. Thus,
there is likely to be signiÞcant departure in the structure and distribution of galaxies
when compared to the underlying skeleton of the dark matter distribution. This not
withstanding, the global distribution of galaxies in the local universe as seen from, for
example, the 2DF survey shows Þlamentary structure uncannily reminiscent of that
predicted in CDM models (see Fig. 1.4), suggesting that hierarchical assembly in
line with CDM evolution is a good Þrst order approximation of the history of galaxy
evolution.
A perhaps oversimpliÞed description of galaxy formation is as follows (for a more
thorough discussion see e.g. Cole et al. 1994, Sugerman et al. 2000, Krumholz &
McKee 2005, Kitzbichler & White 2007, Romano-Diaz et al. 2009). In the very early
Universe dark matter begins to clump together under the attractive potential of grav-
ity, due to the slight over- and under-densities left as a relic from inßation. Baryonic
matter is well distributed throughout the CDM landscape at this early time and begins
to cool via various processes, collapsing to the centre of dark matter halos. Torques
are induced via interactions between halos, such as orbiting, merging and close passes.
Through conservation of angular momentum, as the baryonic matter cools and col-
lapses it spins faster and is transformed into a disc. These systems are held virialised
via high rotational velocities. Slight imperfections in the distribution of matter may
lead to orbiting density waves which provoke spiral structure. Thereafter, major and
minor merging of galaxies can disrupt this highly structured kinematic system, lead-
ing to temporarily irregular shaped galaxies, which may settle into elliptical galaxies,
which are held apart (virialised) via the effective pressure of their high velocity disper-
sions. These Ôearly typeÕ galaxies are usually redder in colour, most probably because
they have necessarily experienced more merging, resulting in star bursts (rapid star
formation) and the increased deplenishing of available cool gas to form new stars with.
In this picture the fraction of blue (star forming) spiral galaxies will naturally decrease,
and the fraction of red (non-star forming) ellipticals will rise with time, and, due to the
hierarchical nature of the process, the average (or typical) galaxy mass will increase
with cosmic time. Furthermore, since the Universe is expanding, and even the comov-
ing number density of galaxies will presumably decrease with time (due to galaxies
merging together to form single systems), the irregular galaxy fraction will also de-
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Figure 1.4: A comparison of the distribution of galaxies in the local Universe (top, from the
2df Survey, Cole et al. 2005) and the predicted distribution of dark matter (bottom, from the
Millennium simulation, Bett et al. 2007). Note the similar Þlamentary structure in both images,
suggesting that on large scales, to Þrst order at least, galaxies trace the underlyingmass distribution
of the Universe, which is dominated by cold dark matter.
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crease with time. Although the global predictions stated here do hold true, there are
still signiÞcant issues to be resolved with this picture.
Despite the lauded success of this hierarchical model of galaxy formation, other theo-
ries for galaxy formation do exists. The most important and distinct of these is mono-
lithic collapse (see e.g. Madau et al. 1998 and Moore et al. 1999 for discussions
from observational and theoretical perspectives respectively). In this paradigm galax-
ies form via gravitational collapse of baryonic gas clouds in the very early Universe and
form a wide spectrum of galaxy masses, sizes and morphologies, due to a combination
of gas physics and the underlying gravitational potential of dark matter. Then galaxies
grow rapidly quiescent in terms of their interactions with each other, and galaxies pre-
dominantly passively evolve with cosmic time thereafter. Principal arguments against
this monolithic collapse model include the observation of major merging of massive
galaxies throughout cosmic history (see Chapter 2, Patton et al. 2000, Conselice et al.
2007, Rawat et al. 2008, Bluck et al. 2009, Lopez-Sanjuan et al. 2009a/b, Conselice,
Yang & Bluck 2009), the dramatic reduction of the peculiar morphology fraction of
galaxies with cosmic time (see more in Chapter 3, Schade et al. 1995, Abraham et al.
1996), the close resemblance of the galaxy distribution to the simulated dark matter
distribution (Cole et al. 2005, Fig. 1.4), and the observations of star burst galaxies
periodically throughout cosmic history which are thought to be triggered by mergers
(e.g. Juneau et al. 2005, Conselice, Yang & Bluck 2009). These arguments, how-
ever, do not entirely rule out some aspects of the monolithic collapse mechanism, as
it is still possible that these processes are secondary evolutionary features. One strong
case for monolithic collapse is the recent observations of morphologically undisturbed
massive galaxies at very high redshifts (see Conselice & Arnold 2009), where one can
construct a persuasive case for there not being enough time for massive galaxies to
have formed via hierarchical assembly (merging) and become dynamically cool and
morphologically smooth in the few hundred million years allowed since the origin of
the Universe.
The debate between hierarchical assembly and monolithic collapse will provide a gen-
eral backdrop to this thesis, and Chapter 2 and 3 in particular will consider the case for
both these paradigms in much detail in light of new data acquired during my PhD from
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the HST NICMOS 3 camera. This issue is further complicated by much recent excite-
ment concerning the role of gas inßows towards galaxies as a mechanism for galaxy
evolution and possibly formation (e.g. Townsley et al. 2003, Kaufmann et al. 2006).
Here much of the baryonic mass of galaxies could be built up by accretion of gas from
the intergalactic medium, as opposed to through initial gas cloud collapse or merging
with smaller galaxies. It is likely that all three of these formation processes, along
with quiescent evolution and star formation, occur and are important for explaining
the origin and diversity of massive galaxies in the Universe.
As well as the above mechanisms for galaxies to build up and increase their baryonic
and stellar mass, and in this sense ÔformÕ, there are also both internal and external
processes that effect how galaxies evolve over cosmic time. Along with morphology,
another powerful tool with which one can examine the nature of galaxies is colour, de-
Þned as the difference between the absolute magnitudes of differing wavebands. It has
been known for some time that there are more ÔredÕ galaxies in denser environments,
such as the centres of clusters, than in less dense environments such as the outskirts
of clusters, groups, or voids (Butcher & Oemler 1984). Additionally it is known that
there was a higher fraction of blue galaxies at early times than in the present day Uni-
verse (Oemler 1974). This suggests that there is evolution towards redder colours in
galaxies over cosmic time, perhaps in part caused by increased clustering. Intuitively,
this is a logical outcome of the standard process of star formation: as galaxies age they
use up cool gas to make stars, thus the star formation rate will decline and the stel-
lar populations will age and redden. However, this picture is fundamentally ßawed as
there should (by this mechanism alone) be plenty of available gas in galaxies to form
new stars by the present day (e.g. Bell et al. 2004). Therefore, a fundamental ques-
tion still to be addressed in extra-galactic astrophysics is: what drives the reddening of
galaxies?
Some other process(es) must be responsible for the reddening of galaxies over cos-
mic time. One of the Þrst candidates explored by astrophysicists was the effect of
supernovae feedback on star formation (e.g. Reddish 1975, Couchman & Rees 1986,
Thomas & Fabian 1990). As a rule of thumb there is roughly one supernova per 100
stars over the age of the Universe, providing a vast amount of energy which is input
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into the interstellar medium of galaxies (e.g. Diehl et al. 2006). Could this energy be
responsible for the reddening of galaxies witnessed? There is little doubt today that
supernovae explosions will have a profound impact on the interstellar medium, in gen-
eral heating and blowing away cool gas, needed to form new stars, thus aiding in the
production of the red sequence. This is not necessarily, however, the only effect worth
considering. Since there are observed relationships between the colour, morphology
and environment of galaxies (e.g. Dressler 1980, Butcher & Oemler 1984), whereby
the galaxies in the most dense environments tend to be red lenticulars (S0Õs) or ellipti-
cals, it is likely that there are environmental considerations to the evolution of galaxies
as well, for example selecting against blue spiral galaxies in very dense environments.
Processes such as tidal forces from the cluster potential, ram pressure stripping, harass-
ment and strangulation can lead to a reduction of available cool gas and a consequent
reduction of star formation rate and ultimately a reddening of galaxies (e.g. Gunn &
Gott 1972, Moore et al. 1996, Gnedin & Ostriker 1997, Poggianti et al. 2006). Fur-
ther, as mentioned above, the major (and possibly minor) merging of galaxies together
can also result in an eventual reddening of galaxies through induced star bursts and
the rapid depletion of cool gas supplies. This is also likely to have a differential en-
vironmental effect, whereby the optimum environments for merging are likely to be
intermediate density regions, where the frequency of galaxy close passes (and interac-
tions) is still moderately high, but the velocity dispersion is relatively low compared to
in the centre of clusters. Thus, increased integrated merger histories can lead to more
kinematically, and hence morphologically, disturbed systems which leads to an evolu-
tionary effect whereby there are less blue spiral galaxies in denser environments than
in less dense ones. Furthermore, black holes in the centres of galaxies can generate a
colossal amount of energy through the accretion of matter onto their event horizons,
also leading to a source of feedback energy on star formation (see §1.3 below).
For the purpose of this thesis the most important formation mechanism considered will
be that of merging (see chapters 2 and 3), and the most signiÞcant evolutionary mecha-
nism which will be addressed is the role of central supermassive black holes (SMBHs)
in massive galaxy evolution (considered in Chapter 4). We turn to an introduction to
the nature, and role in feedback on star formation, of SMBHs in massive galaxies in
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the next section.
1.3 Supermassive Black Holes
The idea of an object so dense that light could not escape its surface was Þrst sug-
gested by John Michell in his 1783 letter to the royal society (Michell 1784). This
idea of a Ôdark starÕ was largely ignored until it was reinvented in the early 20th cen-
tury as a black hole. Black holes were Þrst predicted as an artifact of spacetime in
EinsteinÕs general theory of relativity at the strong Þeld limit, as a solution to the Ein-
stein Þeld equation under the assumption of a point particle and spherical mass by
Karl Schwarzschild (Schwarzschild 1916). These objects were not taken seriously
astrophysically for some time, until the pioneering work of Chandrasekhar. Chan-
drasekhar computed that the electron degeneracy pressure of white dwarf stars would
not be able to withstand masses greater than 1.44 solar masses, and thus these objects
should collapse further, possibly forming black holes (Chandrasekhar 1931, 1935).
We now know that there is an intermediary state of ZwickyÕs neutron star, where elec-
trons are effectively forced inside protons at this mass limit, to form stars held apart
by the degeneracy pressure of neutrons (Baade & Zwicky 1934). However, work by
Oppenheimer, Tolman and Volkoff concluded that stars above approximately three so-
lar masses would inevitably collapse into black holes, as neutron degeneracy pressure
would be unable to withstand the intense gravitational forces on such massive and
compact bodies (Tolman 1939, Oppenheimer & Volkoff 1939).
Therefore, the hunt was on to detect a black hole as this became a vital prediction of
both general relativity and our understanding of quantum forces. Detecting black holes
directly is tantamount to being impossible given that they emit no light (except pos-
sibly through Hawking radiation which will be inÞnitesimally small for any feasible
astrophysical black hole in the Universe today). Consequently, black holes must be
looked for indirectly. One early possibility emerged in searching for the evidence of
matter being accreted onto a black hole from a companion star. This matter should
heat up and radiate energy away, possibly up to∼ 40 % of its rest mass (Thorne 1974),
making accretion the most efÞcient transfer mechanism of matter into radiation short
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of matter - anti-matter collision. A particular signature of this process would be a very
high emission in X-rays, making X-ray astronomy an attractive Þeld for those astro-
physicists keen to probe fundamental physics. The Þrst strong indirect evidence for
the existence of a black hole come in observations of the now infamous Cygnus-X1,
a strong nearby X-ray source believed to be the result of accretion onto a black hole
from a neighbouring star (Bower et al. 1965). Soon, however, a wealth of observa-
tional evidence mounted for the existence of roughly solar mass black holes through
the motions of stellar binary companions around strong X-ray sources (e.g. Meszaros
1975, Oda 1977, McClintock & Remillard 1986, Cowley et al. 1990). It is now gen-
erally accepted that black holes exist and are common at roughly solar masses in our
galaxy at least.
Since the early 1990Õs the possibility of supermassive black holes (SMBHs) residing
at the centre of galaxies has been seriously suggested by astronomers. For over a
decade now the existence of these central SMBHs have been widely postulated to
be a near ubiquitous constituent of massive galaxies (e.g. Kormendy & Richstone
1995, Ferrarese & Merritt 2000, King 2003). These objects are known to vary in
mass from a few hundreds of thousands of solar masses to several billion solar masses.
They are thought to form from the merging of black holes created in the supernovae
explosions of population III stars in the very early Universe, which will fall to the
centre of the galaxy, and then slowly accrete matter in the form of cool gas and dust
over many billions of years, to become the vast central supermassive black holes we
observe to exist in the local Universe. Alternative hypotheses have been suggested
for the formation mechanisms of SMBHs. One possibility is that instead of forming
from smaller black holes via a merger tree evolution, they form out of the collapse of
a relativistic super-giant star, maybe of the order a hundred thousand or more solar
masses, which then grows via accretion of matter thereafter (Begelman et al. 2006).
What is clear, however, is that the accretion of matter onto SMBHs will occur in all
scenarios, and result in both the growth in mass of the black hole and a high degree of
electromagnetic emission into the surrounding galaxy and intergalactic medium (IGM)
from the accretion disc.
Perhaps the earliest observational evidence for extra-galactic supermassive black holes
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were from radio, and later X-ray and optical, observations of quasars, or quasi-stellar
objects (QSOÕs). These objects are point like, high redshift sources of colossal amounts
of energy (e.g. Schmidt 1963), and are in fact the most luminous known objects in the
Universe, out-shining host galaxies by up to a million times for time periods up to an
estimated billion years or so (Silk & Rees 1998, Fabian 1999, and more in Chapter 4,
Bluck et al. 2010a). A crucial observational fact about these objects is that they always
shine brightly in X-rays, thought to be due to inverse Compton scattering of photons
in the corona around SMBH accretion discs, and sometimes (around one in ten) are
very bright in radio wavelengths as well, due largely to synchrotron radiation around
jets. The current paradigm is that these QSOÕs are powered by accretion around the
central supermassive black holes of some very distant and massive galaxies; with the
radio loud QSOÕs arising from relativistic jets (due to magnetic effects) surging out of
some of these accretion discs and their interaction with the interstellar and intergalactic
medium. The effect of this colossal outpouring of radiation and energy must have
dramatic implications on the evolution of the galaxies in which these supermassive
black holes reside. One of the principal aims of this thesis is to examine the role of
SHBHs in the evolution of massive galaxies, and to help constrain differing models of
SMBH formation and evolution, see Chapter 4 in particular.
Detailed studies of nearby galaxies conÞrmed the existence of SMBHs via a variety
a methods, including through virial estimator techniques, reverberation mapping, and
the observation of the motion of stars in the cores (e.g. King 2003, McLure & Dunlop
2002, 2004 and OÕNeil et al. 2005). In particular, the evidence for the existence of
a SMBH of mass ∼ 4 × 106 M" at the centre of our Galaxy is overwhelming, with
detailed observations of the orbits of stars conÞrming that the only known object that
could be sufÞciently massive and compact is a SMBH (e.g. Schodel et al. 2002). Since
black holes are fundamental objects, and thus in a sense ÔsimpleÕ there are only a few
parameters with which one needs to accurately deÞne them. A general relativistic black
hole can be completely described by just three numbers, its mass, charge and angular
momentum (see Heusler 1998). However, the mass and angular rotation speed are in
fact the only astrophysically signiÞcant properties of black holes (since charged black
holes would very rapidly attract matter of opposing charge thus becoming neutral),
along with details of their environments, such as accretion discs.
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Estimating the rotational speeds of SMBHs themselves is very difÞcult to achieve due
to the fact that we cannot observe the SMBH directly and must deduce the likely rota-
tion via indirect means (such as observation of the accretion disc) and from this con-
struct the motion of the SMBH from theoretical assumptions and a deep knowledge
of the inertial reference frame dragging (and hence geometry) in the region of space-
time considered. In general, therefore, this fundamental parameter is usually unknown.
Mass estimators are much easier to come by, but still require sophisticated techniques
and exceptional observational data even in the local Universe. Estimation of the masses
of SMBHs in distant galaxies is often very difÞcult to achieve, but methods based on
the Doppler broadening of emission lines from orbiting broad line emitting regions
often give rise to the most robust estimates when combined to either direct or indirect
estimates of the radius of the source. Direct methods involve measuring the time delay
between emission from the accretion disc and re-emission from the broad line emitting
region (as in McLure & Dunlop 2002, 2004), with indirect methods making use of
the observed correlation between distance from the SMBH and strength of the 3000
ûA line (McLure & Jarvis 2002, Willot, McLure & Jarvis 2003, Woo 2008). Addition-
ally lower limits can be placed on SMBH masses through Eddington arguments (e.g.
Alexander et al. 2009, and further details in Chapter 4).
Once the existence of SMBHs as a common constituent of galaxies was established,
it was natural to look for possible correlations between the global properties of host
galaxies and the intrinsic property of mass of the SMBH. Perhaps surprisingly, con-
sidering that SMBHs are much less massive (∼ 1/1000 M∗) than their host galaxies
and vastly smaller (with Schwarzschild radii ∼ 1 AU and accretion discs < 1pc, com-
pared to typical massive galaxy sizes of 10 Kpc or so), close relations were found to
exist. We explore the nature of some of these relationships in the next section, and their
importance to our understanding of the formation and evolution of massive galaxies.
1.3.1 Black Hole - Galaxy Relations
Kormendy and Richstone (1995) found a correlation between the mass of extragalactic
SMBHs and the total optical luminosity of their host galaxies. This landmark discovery
opened the possibility of there being other, possibly more fundamental, relationships
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between the global properties of host galaxies and the SMBHs that dwell within them.
Perhaps the most tightly correlated, and indicative of a fundamental causal connection,
is the Gebhardt-Magorrian relation between SMBH mass and the velocity dispersion
of the inner spheroidal component of galaxies (Magorrian et al. 1998 and Gebhardt et
al. 2000, see Fig 1.5). This is now thought to have the form MBH∝ σ
α, with α∼ 4 - 5.
Since velocity dispersion is fundamentally related to total dynamical mass (M ∝ σ 2),
this implies that there is a close positive relationship between the total mass of the
inner region of galaxies and the mass of their SMBHs.
Furthermore, relationships have been demonstrated to exist between the stellar mass of
spheroids, or bulge stellar mass of disc galaxies, and the SMBH mass (Haring & Rix
2004, see Fig 1.5). Although this relationship is not necessarily the tightest or most
fundamental, it does prove in practice to be the easiest to probe at higher redshifts. This
makes it an ideal choice to study the co-evolution of SMBHs and their host galaxies,
using possible evolution in this relationship as a tracer (see Chapter 4).
Taken in aggregate, what do these correlations between the global properties of mas-
sive galaxies, and the mass of their central SMBHs tell us? One possibility which
must be considered is that these relationships are nothing more than a coincidence.
This, however, seems very unlikely given both the tightness of some of these correla-
tions and the potential for variability about these ratios. Nevertheless, until we have
an accepted model which gives rise to these empirical trends we must be open to the
possibility that these relationships are a transient occurrence. More likely, the relation-
ships discussed here indicate a causal connection between galaxies on large scales and
SMBHs on smaller scales. The nature of this causal connection is not immediately
apparent, and it is in fact possible that it could be formulated in either direction: i.e.
galaxies could dictate the growth and Þnal mass of their SMBHs, or SMBHs could
somehow dictate how much galaxies can grow in mass, possibly through AGN feed-
back on star formation. To have a better idea of which, if either, of these possibilities
more closely describes the truth of the situation, it would be hugely advantageous to
know when this relationship occurs, and, if it is relatively recent in the history of the
Universe, how it changes with cosmic time. One of the major aims of this thesis (in
Chapter 4) is to determine empirical limits on the possible evolution of theMBH −M∗
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relationship with redshift, and from this begin to deduce how SMBHs and their host
galaxies evolve together through cosmic time. Ultimately, the question of why these
relationships develop will be tentatively addressed through a careful examination of
how and when they develop.
1.4 Data and Observations
This thesis draws on data from a variety of ground and space based telescopes looking
across the electromagnetic spectrum from the infrared to X-rays. In particular pho-
tometry from the Palomar Observatory POWIR Survey is utilised in the near infrared
(NIR), along with optical photometry from the Canada France Hawaii Telescope in
the EGS Þeld. Hubble Space Telescope imaging in the optical and NIR is utilised via
the ACS and NICMOS cameras in the GOODS Þelds. Additionally, we utilise optical
and NIR spectroscopy from the Very Large Telescope, Gemini Observatory and Keck
Observatory across both the GOODS and EGS Þelds. Furthermore, we use the deepest
available X-ray imaging from the Chandra X-ray observatory in both the GOODS and
EGS Þelds. A full account of the details of this data is provided as appropriate in each
chapter, where it is most relevant.
The main original proprietary data set used in this thesis is the HST GOODS NICMOS
Survey, in which a large portion of my PhD has been spent preparing usable catalogs,
computing observable quantities (such as stellar masses and rest frame colours), and
analysing the data. As such, a more detailed account of this survey and my contribution
to it is provided in the next section.
1.4.1 The HST GOODS NICMOS Survey (GNS)
The HST GOODS NICMOS Survey (GNS) is a 180 orbit Hubble Space Telescope
survey (P.I. C. J. Conselice) consisting of 60 pointings with the NIC-3 camera in the
F160W (H) band in the GOODS North and South Þelds (see Dickinson et al. 2003 for
an overview of GOODS). Each pointing is observed to 3 orbits depth, with each tile
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Figure 1.5: The Gebhardt-Magorrian relation (top, Magorrian et al. 1998) andM BH−M∗ relation
(bottom, Haring & Rix 2004). These relationships suggest that there is some causal connection
between host galaxies and the SMBHs which reside at their centres. The nature of this relationship
and its evolution with redshift will be discussed at length in Chapter 4.
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(51.2′′x51.2′′, 0.203′′/pix) observed in 6 exposures combining to form images with a
pixel scale of 0.1′′ and a point spread function (PSF) of∼ 0.3′′ FWHM (full width half
maximum). The pointings are centred around massive galaxies (with stellar masses
M∗ > 10
11M") at 1.7 < z < 3.0. In total 8298 galaxies are detected, with∼ 100 in the
high mass, high redshift range (see Fig. 1.6 for an example comparison between ACS,
rest frame UV, and NICMOS, rest frame optical, imaging of high redshift massive
galaxies in our sample). Details of the data reduction procedures may be found in
Magee, Bouwens & Illingworth (2007). The massive galaxies chosen for study in
this sample were selected by a variety of techniques using optical-to-infrared colours
(see Yan et al. 2004, Papovich et al. 2006, and Daddi et al. 2007). Full details
of the selection, implementation, data reduction and initial analysis (including source
detection, photometric redshift and stellar mass determination) of the GNS data set
may be found in Conselice et al. (2010). Further details and a preliminary account is
found in Buitrago et al. (2008), Bluck et al. (2009), Bluck et al. (2010a), Gruetzbauch
et al. (2010, in prep) and Bauer et al. (2010, in prep). Some further details of relevance
to this thesis are presented below.
1.4.1.1 Source Counts
Sources are detected in the H band images using the SExtractor package (Bertin &
Arnouts 1996). Our detection criterion is based on a 2 σ detection above the back-
ground noise and the requirement of at least 3 adjacent pixels having values above this
threshold also. We measure magnitudes from the MAGAUTO output parameter. This
measures ßux in a Kron-like elliptical aperture, where the aperture is deduced from the
light proÞle of the galaxy in question. The ßux contained within the ellipse is then con-
verted to a magnitude using the mag zeropoint of 25.17. Throughout this thesis every
effort is made to ensure consistency between the magnitudes measured and compared
to in external data sets. Thus, the MAGAUTO function is precisely the same as utilised
in the POWIR (low-z) and GNS (high-z) sample, and, further, when comparing stellar
mass we are careful to use the same IMF and Þtting techniques. We achieve depths to
5 σ of HAB = 26.8, which is considerably deeper than the deepest prior near-infrared
imaging from the VLT in the GOODS Þeld, ofHAB = 24.5 (Retzlaff et al. 2010). Stars
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Figure 1.6: Comparison of rest frame UV (ACS, left) to optical (GNS, right) imaging of a sample
of very massive (M∗ > 10
11M#) galaxies at 1.7 < z < 3.0. Note that many of these galaxies are
much more visible in the rest frame optical GNS imaging than in the ACS imaging. Furthermore,
many of these galaxies are extremely compact, with effective radii ∼ 1 kpc. Image credit: F.
Buitrago, A. Bluck, C. Conselice.
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and spurious detections were eliminated from the catalog, and a resulting 8298 galax-
ies were detected. Particular effort was placed in ensuring that there was an accurate
optimal balance of deblending of sources in this resulting GNS catalog. Each pointing
was looked at in detail by eye and assessed for quality of Þt with the segmentation
map.
1.4.1.2 Photometric Redshifts
To obtain photometric redshifts for our galaxy survey, we match the H band GNS
imaging to GOODS ACS Þelds. Photometry was available in the B, V, I and z bands
down to a limiting magnitude of BAB ∼ 28.2. Matching was performed using a 2
′′
radius, however the mean separation was signiÞcantly less than this. The photometric
redshifts were then obtained by Þtting template spectra to the BVIzH band photometric
data. Two approaches were used, the standard χ2 minimisation procedure, using HY-
PERz (Bolzonella et al. 2000) and a Bayesian approach utilising the BPz code (Benitez
2000). The Bruzual & Charlot stellar population synthesis code (Bruzual & Charlot
1993) was used to construct model spectra for the HYPERz method. Full details of
this approach can be found in Conselice et al. (2010) and Gruetzbauch et al. (2010).
The Bayesian approach uses similar template Þtting but draws on empirical, as opposed
to synthetic, templates. Whereas the HYPERz code determines the most likely position
of each galaxy in a parameter space of redshift, age, metalicity and reddening, the
BPz code also takes into account, as a ÔpriorÕ, how likely it is to Þnd certain types of
combinations. Effectively this introduces a weighting to each solution, as well as a
simple χ2 minimisation. Again full details can be found in Gruetzbauch et al. (2010).
To assess the reliability of our photometric redshifts we compare with spectroscopic
redshifts available from our sample of galaxies. There are approximately 1000 spec-zÕs
available out of a total of∼ 8000 galaxies detected in the GNS. To quantify the quality
of agreement between redshift measures, we deÞne δz = ∆z/(1 + z) = (zspec −
zphot)/(1 + zspec). We Þnd good agreement between photometric and spectroscopic
redshifts across both codes. In particular, for HYPERz, when considering only high
probability sources (with P > 95 %), we Þnd < δz > = 0.033, with a scatter of σδz =
0.045. BPz gives a slightly improved offset of < δz > = 0.026, but a higher degree of
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scatter, σδz = 0.058, for high probability sources. As such, we adopt the photometric
redshifts from the HYPERz code throughout the body of this thesis. Full discussion on
the comparison of photo-zÕs and spec-zÕs is provided in Gruetzbauch et al. (2010), as
well as issues leading to possible systematics in the following Chapters as appropriate
(see §4.4 in particular).
1.4.1.3 Stellar Masses and Rest-frame Colours
The stellar masses and rest-frame colours computed for the GNS are measured via
multicolour stellar population Þtting techniques based on identical catalogs to the pho-
tometric redshift measurements. A large set of spectral energy distributions (SEDs)
were constructed from Bruzual & Charlot (2003) models, assuming a Chabrier ini-
tial mass function (IMF). We consider the star formation history to be exponentially
declining, such that:
SFR(t) = SFR0e
t/τ (1.4)
where the values for the e-folding time, τ , are randomly populated between 0.01 and 10
Gyrs. Whilst parameters such as age, metalicity and e-folding time are not particularly
well Þt due to various degeneracies in the codes, our measures of rest-frame colours
and stellar masses are accurate. From the width of the probability distribution we
estimate errors on our stellar masses to be ∼ 0.2 dex. Additional errors from the
choice of IMF lead us to a total error of ∼ 0.3 dex, or roughly a factor of two. Further
considerations, such as the possible effects of AGB stars on the SEDs of galaxies,
and their resultant increase in mass uncertainty, are discussed in the data sections of
Chapters 2 & 4 in more detail. We, however, conclude that these types of effect do not
seriously adversely affect our stellar mass conÞdence. Throughout this thesis we are
careful to compare stellar masses computed via the same models, and using the same
IMF.
Rest-frame colours are taken direct from the best Þt model SED for each galaxy, with
approximate errors, from the probability distribution, of 0.2. Full details of the stellar
mass and rest-frame colour determination is provided in Conselice et al. (2010) and
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further information in Gruetzbauch et al. (2010). A brief description of the salient
details of the GNS data will also be provided in each chapter where appropriate, in-
cluding considerations of the impact of possible systematic (as well as random) sources
of error on photometric redshifts and stellar masses.
1.5 Thesis Outline
Chapter 2 investigates the major merger properties of a population of massive high
redshift galaxies, using statistical close pair methods. Comparison is made between
differing approaches to determine merger fractions, including morphological (CAS)
and close pair techniques. We Þnd that there is a monotonic rise in merger fraction
for the most massive galaxies in the Universe out to z = 3, best parameterised by a
simple power law of the form fm ∝ (1 + z)
3. We also deduce the total number of
major mergers experienced by massive galaxies since z = 3 as being Nm = 1.7 +/-
0.5. Further, a series of checks and tests on the close pair method are provided in a
retrospective to this chapter.
Chapter 3 investigates the structures, morphologies and minor merger properties of
a population of massive high redshift galaxies. We Þnd that approximately 1/4 of
all massive galaxies at 1.7 < z < 3 are in a state of high morphological disturbance,
most likely explained by major merging. Moreover, we go on to investigate the minor
merger properties of massive galaxies, utilising extremely deep HST H-band data from
the GNS, and statistical close pair methods. We Þnd that massive galaxies experience
a total ofNm = (4.5+/-2.1)/τm mergers with galaxies with stellar massesM∗ > 10
9M"
over the past 12 billion years. Where τm is the merger timsecale, which is thought to
vary with stellar mass. This leads to a mass increase of ∆M∗ ∼ 3× 10
11M" from z =
3 to the present, assuming an average timescale of τm ∼ 1 Gyr, which is motivated by
N-body simulations.
Chapter 4 investigates the co-evolution of supermassive black holes and their host
galaxies over the past 12 billion years. This Chapter brings together X-ray data from
the Chandra X-ray Observatory (CXO), near-infrared data from the GOODS NIC-
MOS (GNS) and Palomar Observatory Wide-Þeld Infra-Red (POWIR) surveys, and
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spectroscopy from the CFHT, VLT and Keck, to link over 500 bright X-ray sources
to their massive host galaxies, and probe the evolution of AGN and galaxies together
since z = 3. Among the numerous results in this, the largest, section of the thesis are:
The localMBH −M∗ relation is primarily unchanged with redshift; at least 40% of all
massive galaxies will become AGN reaching Seyfert luminosities, or brighter, since z
= 3; The total energy output from the SMBHs in these galaxies is sufÞcient to strip
apart each galaxy at least 35 times over; and the total X-ray luminosity function (XLF)
of the Universe is dominated by AGN in massive galaxies, at all redshifts up to z = 3.
Chapter 5 summarises the results and Þndings of this thesis and presents conclusions
concerning the formation and evolution of massive galaxies and their supermassive
black holes over the past 12 billion years. A discussion of suggested future work,
motivated by the discoveries of this thesis, is also provided.
1.6 PublishedWork, Conference Presentations and Press
Releases
Much of the work presented in this thesis is currently published in peer reviewed jour-
nals, or pending publication therein, and has been presented at conferences and with
press releases. This section highlights these prior publications for the interested reader
to pursue at their leisure.
1.6.1 Published Work
The following is a list of publications that I was involved in during the course of my
Ph.D. studies. Much of the work presented in this thesis is published, or pending
publication, in the below list:
1. A surprisingly high pair fraction for extremely massive galaxies at z ∼ 3 in the
GOODS NICMOS survey
Bluck, Asa F. L.; Conselice, Christopher J.; Bouwens, Rychard J.; Daddi, Emanuele;
Dickinson, Mark; Papovich, Casey; Yan, Haojing, 2009, MNRAS, 394, 51L
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2. The structures of distant galaxies - III. The merger history of over 20000 massive
galaxies at z < 1.2
Conselice, Christopher J.; Yang, Cui; Bluck, Asa F. L., 2009, MNRAS, 394, 1956
3. On the co-evolution of supermassive black holes and their host galaxies since z = 3
Bluck, Asa F. L.; Conselice, Christopher J.; Almaini, Omar; Laird, Elise; Nandra, Kir-
pal; Gruetzbauch, Ruth, 2010, accepted for publication in MNRAS, [arXiv:1008.2162]
4. The HST GOODS NICMOS Survey: Overview and distant massive galaxy sample
and selection
Conselice, Christopher J.; Bluck, Asa F. L.; Buitrago, Fernando; Bauer, Amanda E.; +
GNS Team (26 co-authors), 2010, accepted for publication inMNRAS, [arXiv:1010.1164]
5. Galaxy properties in different environments up to z ∼ 3 in the GOODS NICMOS
Survey
Grutzbauch, Ruth; Chuter, Robert W.; Conselice, Christopher J.; Bauer, Amanda E.;
Bluck, Asa F. L.; Buitrago, Fernando; Mortlock, Alice, 2010, accepted for publication
in MNRAS, [arXiv:1011.4846]
6. Probing Stellar Mass Functions over All Galaxy Masses at z ∼ 1 - 3 in the GOODS
NICMOS Survey
Mortlock, Alice; Conselice, Christopher J.; Bluck, Asa F. L.; Bauer, Amanda E.;
Grutzbauch, Ruth; Buitrago, Fernando; Ownsworth, Jamie, 2010, submitted to MN-
RAS
7. Star-forming properties of a stellar mass selected sample of galaxies to z = 3
Bauer, Amanda E.; Conselice, Christopher J.; Grutzbauch, Ruth; Bluck, Asa F. L.;
Buitrago, Fernando; Mortlock, Alice, 2010, submitted to MNRAS
8. The minor and major merger histories and the Kormendy relation of massive galax-
ies at z < 3 in the HST GOODS NICMOS Survey
Bluck, Asa F. L.; Conselice, Christopher J.; Buitrago, Fernando; Gruetzbauch, Ruth;
Hoyos, Carlos; Bauer, Amanda; Mortlock, Alice, in preparation
9. Structure, activity, and evolution of massive galaxies at z ∼ 1 - 3 from the GOODS
NICMOS Survey
Weinzirl, Tim; Jogee, Shardha; Conselice, Christopher J., Papovich, Casey; Bluck,
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Asa F. L.; Buitrago, Fernando; Dickinson, Mark + GNS Team, in preparation
1.6.2 Conference Presentations and Invited Talks
The following is a list of conference presentations and invited talks given over the
couse of my PhD and based primarily on the research presented in this thesis:
1. AGN Populations and Power Meeting, University of Birmingham, 2010
Talk: ÔThe Evolution of Supermassive Black Holes over Cosmic TimeÕ
2. National Astronomy Meeting, University of Glasgow, 2010
Talk: ÔOn the Co-evolution of Supermassive Black Holes and their host Galaxies since
z = 3Õ
3. Invited Talk to Gemini North Observatory, Hilo, Hawaii, 2009
Talk: ÔExtreme Galaxies from the Edge of the Universe IIÕ
4. Invited Public Lecture for International Year in Astronomy, Nottingham, 2009
Lecture: ÔOur Never Ending Universe: What Caused the Big Bang?Õ
5. Galaxy Evolution and Environment Conference, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia, 2009
Poster: ÔThe Merger History of Massive GalaxiesÕ
6. Invited Talk to Gemini South Observatory, La Serena, Chile, 2009
Talk: ÔExtreme Galaxies from the Edge of the Universe IÕ
7. Invited Talk to Nottingham Particle Theory Group, 2008
Talk: ÔCan we use Galaxies to Constrain Cosmological Models?Õ
8. National Astronomy Meeting, QueenÕs University, Belfast, 2008
Poster: ÔThe HST GOODS NICMOS Survey (GNS): First resultsÕ
1.6.3 Press Releases
The following is a list of press releases based on the research presented in this thesis:
1. New Scientist Article, 2010:
ÔWhen Black Holes go Rogue, they Kill GalaxiesÕ
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2. Science Now Article, 2010:
ÔSupermassive Black Holes can Kill Whole GalaxiesÕ
3. RAS Press Release, from NAM 2010:
ÔConnecting Black Holes and Galaxy DeathÕ
4. RAS Press Release, from NAM 2009:
ÔHubble Survey Reveals the Formation of the First Massive GalaxiesÕ
5. Nature News Article, 2009:
ÔGalaxies Collision History RevealedÕ
Chapter 2
A surprisingly high pair fraction for
extremely massive galaxies at z ∼ 3 in
the GOODS NICMOS Survey
The work in this chapter is published as: Bluck et al. (2009)
(with additional excerpts from Conselice, Yang & Bluck (2009))
This Chapter is based on work I led, in collaboration with Christopher J. Conselice1,
Rychard J. Bouwens2, Emanuele Daddi3, Mark Dickinson4, Casey Papovich5, Haojing
Yan6 and Cui Yang1.
1 University of Nottingham, School of Physics and Astronomy, Nottingham NG7 2RD, UK
2 Astronomy Department, University of California, Santa Cruz, CA 95064, USA
3 Laboratoire AIM, CEA/DSM-CNRS-Universite Paris Diderot, Irfu/SAp, Orme des Merisiers,
F-91191, Gif-sur-Yvette, France
4 National Optical Astronomy Observatory, Tucson, AZ 85719, USA
5 Astronomy Department, Texas A & M University, TX, USA
6 The Observatories of the Carnegie Institution of Washington, Pasedena, CA 91101, USA
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Abstract
We calculate the major pair fraction and derive the major merger fraction and rate for
82 massive (M∗ > 10
11M") galaxies at 1.7 < z < 3.0 utilising deep HST NICMOS
data taken in the GOODS North and South Þelds. For the Þrst time, our NICMOS data
provides imaging with sufÞcient angular resolution and depth to collate a sufÞciently
large sample of massive galaxies at z > 1.5 to reliably measure their pair fraction
history. We Þnd strong evidence that the pair fraction of massive galaxies evolves with
redshift. We calculate a pair fraction of fm = 0.29 +/- 0.06 for our whole sample at
1.7 < z < 3.0. SpeciÞcally, we Þt a power law function of the form fm = f0(1 + z)
m
to a combined sample of low redshift data from Conselice et al. (2007) and recently
acquired high redshift data from the GOODS NICMOS Survey. We Þnd a best Þt to
the free parameters of f0 = 0.008 +/- 0.003 and m = 3.0 +/- 0.4. We go on to Þt a
theoretically motivated Press-Schechter curve to this data. This Press-Schechter Þt,
and the data, show no sign of levelling off or turning over, implying that the merger
fraction of massive galaxies continues to rise with redshift out to z∼ 3. Since previous
work has established that the merger fraction for lower mass galaxies turns over at z
∼ 1.5 - 2.0, this is evidence that higher mass galaxies experience more mergers earlier
than their lower mass counterparts, i.e. a galaxy assembly downsizing. Finally, we
calculate a merger rate at z = 2.6 of % < 5 × 105 Gpc−3 Gyr−1, which experiences no
signiÞcant change to % < 1.2 × 105 Gpc−3 Gyr−1 at z = 0.5. This corresponds to an
averageM∗ > 10
11M" galaxy experiencing Nm = 1.7 +/- 0.5 major mergers between
z = 3 and z = 0, with the bulk of this merging occuring at z > 1.
2.1 Introduction
Hierarchical assembly is the established leading theory for the evolution of structure
in the universe from the viewpoint of Cold Dark Matter (CDM) theory. This states
that larger structures form from the merging of smaller structures. Thus CDM halos
grow in size, with the largest structures forming latest in the history of the universe.
Galaxies are often thought to form principally in line with halo mergers. If they do,
it is likely that merging of smaller galaxies to create more massive ones is the major
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factor in the evolution of galaxies over cosmic time. Alternatives to a merger history of
massive galaxies include rapid collapse mechanisms, whereby galaxies form over very
short time-scales in the early universe, and then do not signiÞcantly interact during the
rest of their lifetimes.
The aim of this chapter is to address the question: what mechanism drives galaxy
evolution with regards to the most massive (M∗ > 10
11M") galaxies in the universe?
We can observationally test this by calculating the merger fraction of massive galaxies
at different redshifts. Previous work by Conselice et al. (2007) explores this problem
for similar mass galaxies out to z ∼ 1.4, using morphological techniques. We extend
this work using a close-pair method to z ∼ 3, using data from the GOODS NICMOS
Survey.
There are several different ways to locate merging galaxies which roughly relate to the
stage of the merger. The most direct method is to look at morphological disturbances
in galaxies, e.g. Chapter 3, Bluck et al. 2010b, and Conselice et al. (2003, 2006, 2008
and 2009). In this approach one selects galaxies with asymmetries, or distortions in
their morphologies, above a certain threshold, and deÞne these as merging systems.
This can be carried out by eye, or via computational methods, e.g. CAS, Gini and
M20 parameters (see §A, Conselice 2003, 2006, Conselice at al. 2008 and Lotz et al.
2008a). Alternatively, one could also look in principle for secondary features such
as an abrupt increase in star formation rate. This is because the merging of gas rich
galaxies will often give rise to an increase in star formation, and hence a distinctive
spectral signature, see e.g. Lin et al. (2008) and Mathis et al. (2005).
Also one can look for galaxies in close proximity and count the number of galaxies in
apparent pairs in a given sample. This pair counting method requires much less angular
resolution than the morphological approaches, and can be extended to higher redshifts
more directly than the others. The close pair method does not precisely trace merging,
however, but rather looks for likely potential future mergers. Thus, to go from a close
pair fraction to a merger fraction requires that assumptions be made. Ultimately, the
pair count method measures mergers before they happen, the morphological approach
measures merging while it happens, and methods involving increased star formation
rates trace merging during and after the event.
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Merging is already thought to be of paramount importance in driving the rate of star
formation, the formation and evolution of supermassive black holes, and as a mecha-
nism for increasing galaxy mass. Further, mergers can be used to trace the formation
history of galaxies, probing where, when, and how galaxies form. Conselice et al.
(2007) and Rawat et al. (2008) Þnd that massive galaxies (M∗ > 10
11M") out to z ∼
1.5 have an increasing merger fraction with redshift. It has been noted for lower mass
systems that there is a levelling off and eventual turn around in the merger fraction at
z < 2 (see Conselice et al. 2008). In order to probe whether the same levelling off and
turn around in the merger fraction occurs for M∗ > 10
11M" galaxies, it is necessary
to explore the merger fraction of these massive galaxies at higher redshift.
Consequently, we have collated a sample of 82 galaxies with M∗ > 10
11M", se-
lected from the GOODS North and GOODS South Þelds. These are imaged as part
of the GOODS NICMOS Survey (GNS). The GOODS Þeld has the multi-band cover-
age needed to estimate good photometric redshifts, in addition the depth and angular
resolution from NICMOS allows us to resolve signiÞcantly fainter objects around the
primary targets to distances of a few kpc. Thus, for the Þrst time, we can probe the
pair fraction history to z ∼ 3. We argue that the increase in merger fraction with red-
shift continues for massive galaxies in our sample out to z ∼ 3. The merger fraction
shows no sign of levelling off or turning around at 2 < z < 3, unlike for lower mass
systems observed by Conselice et al. (2008). Thus, we Þnd that, complimentary to
the star formation results of Bundy et al. (2006) and Palpino et al. (2008), the most
massive galaxies appear to form by mergers at a higher rate in the early universe than
less massive ones.
Throughout this chapter we assume aΛCDMCosmologywith: H0 = 70 km s
−1Mpc−1,
Ωm = 0.3, ΩΛ = 0.7, and adopt AB magnitude units.
2.2 Data and Observations
The GOODS NICMOS Survey imaged a total of 8298 galaxies in the F160W (H)
band, utilising 180 orbits and 60 pointings of the HST NICMOS-3 camera. These
pointings are centred around massive galaxies at z = 1.7 - 3 to 3 orbits depth. Each tile
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(51.2′′x51.2′′, 0.203′′/pix) was observed in 6 exposures that combine to form images
with a pixel scale of 0.1′′, and a point spread function (PSF) of ∼ 0.3′′ full width half
maximum (FWHM). See Magee, Bowens & Illingworth (2007) for details relating to
the data reduction procedure. The pointings were chosen and optimised to contain
as many high-mass (M∗ > 10
11M") galaxies as possible. The selection of these is
outlined in Conselice et al. (2010). These galaxies consist of high redshift galaxies
selected by various optical-to-infrared colour techniques (see Conselice et al. 2010 for
a full discussion and Papovich et al. 2006, Yan et al. 2004 and Daddi et al. 2007).
A total of 82 galaxies were found withM∗ > 10
11M", with photometric and spectro-
scopic redshifts between z = 1.7 and z = 3. Limiting magnitudes reached are HAB =
26.5 (10σ).
There is a wealth of observational data covering the GOODS Þeld. As such, the masses
and photometric redshifts of our sample of massive galaxies are calculated using data
from the U-band to the H-band (e.g. Giavalisco et al. 2004) and contain K-band
photometry which is especially sensitive to established stellar populations and hence
stellar mass. Bands omitted are J and H-band initially, added later for Þnal sample.
The 4000 ûAbreak is covered for all systems at 1.7 < z < 3.0 which increases the re-
liability of the result. We do not use the available IRAC bands, however, due to their
large PSF and resultant errors in correctly matching galaxies. The stellar masses were
measured utilising standard multi-colour stellar population Þtting techniques, produc-
ing uncertainties of ∼ 0.2 dex. The details of this procedure can be found in, e.g.
Bundy et al. (2006) and Conselice et al. (2007). The stellar masses were calculated
assuming a Chabrier initial mass function and by producing model spectral energy
distributions (SEDs) constructed by Bruzual & Charlot (2003) via stellar population
synthesis models parametrised by an exponentially declining star formation history.
The model SEDs are then Þt to the observed SEDs of each galaxy to obtain a stellar
mass. Recent work by Conroy, Gunn and White (2008), however, has suggested that
current methods for measuring stellar masses may have greater errors than previously
thought (∼ 0.3 dex). Although newer methods have been developed utilising different
stellar evolution tracks, we Þnd that these newer models do not signiÞcantly affect our
measured stellar masses, and our stellar masses are accurate to within a factor of a few.
For a discussion of this see Trujillo et al. (2007) and Conselice et al. (2008).
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Due to the steepness of the stellar-mass function at high masses, Poisson errors in
measuring the mass of galaxies may lead to more lower mass galaxies being counted in
our high mass sample. These are technically Eddington biases, but may be considered
as a form of Malmquist bias. To model this we ran a set of Monte-Carlo simulation
based on the stellar mass function for high z galaxies in Fontana et al. (2006). We used
intrinsic stellar mass errors of +/- 0.3 dex (as estimated by our codes) and allowed a
mock sample of galaxies to be re-distributed in stellar mass, according to the steepness
of the Fontana et al. (2006) mass function. We found that∼ 8% of lower mass galaxies
systematically inÞltrated our higher mass sample. This effect is relatively small and
will not signiÞcantly affect our results. Moreover, since we go on to note a dramatic
increase in the pair fraction of massive galaxies, when compared to less massive ones,
this effect cannot be responsible because contamination of lower mass systems would
result in the pair fraction of higher mass galaxies being lower (see e.g. Conselice et al.
2007).
Details on the photometric redshift deduction is provided in §1.4.1.2, and e.g. Con-
selice et al. (2008), with further details provided in the Retrospective provided at the
end of this chapter. Additionally to the photometric redshifts, we Þnd seven spectro-
scopic redshifts from the literature for our sample. Using the GOODS/VIMOS DR1
(see Popesso et al. 2008) we Þnd three matches with δz
1+z
= 0.026, and four spectro-
scopic redshifts from a compilation of redshifts from the literature (see Wuyts et al.
2008) giving δz
1+z
= 0.034.
We use SExtractor to make catalogs for all detected galaxies in the GNS, removing
stars and obviously spurious detections (for a full account see Conselice et al. 2010).
Essentially this was done via discounting point-like sources autonomously and check-
ing this by eye. We then carefully check by eye that the deblending is accurate and that
we are not artiÞcially merging separate galaxies or splitting individual galaxies into
parts. For the massive galaxies studied in this chapter, we put in particular effort to
ensure that the sources are extracted accurately. Further, the choice of studying major
mergers with steallar mass ratios of at least 1:4 of the primary source (+/- 1.5 mag.)
allowed us to be complete to 5 σ. The full completeness calculations are presented in
Conselice et al. (2010).
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2.3 Close Pair Method
We follow an approach similar to Patton et al. (2000) for calculating major merger
fractions for our galaxies based on a close pair method. First we separate our galaxies
into two redshift bins, with 1.7 < z < 2.3 for the Þrst group (containing 44 galaxies)
and 2.3 < z < 3.0 for the second group (containing 38 galaxies). The method for
assigning potential pairs is relatively straightforward. We assign any galaxy within
30 kpc, in physical units (taking H0 = 70 km s
−1 Mpc−1), of our host galaxy to be a
count, if it is within +/- 1.5 of the host galaxy magnitude. To calculate a pair fraction
we sum up the number of galaxies within 30 kpc of all of our host galaxies and divide
by the total number of galaxies. This would be an accurate pair fraction if we had
precise redshifts for all of the galaxies in our sample, and included in the summation
only those at the same redshift as the host. As we have photometric redshifts only for
our host galaxies and potential pairs, we do not know if any particular galaxy within
30 kpc projected on sky is a real pair or just foreground or background contamination.
We correct for contamination by calculating the probability of a close galaxy being a
pair by chance from our surface number counts. These number counts are taken around
the objects to minimise clustering effects. We then subtract this correction from our
running pair total. SpeciÞcally we calculate:
corr =
∫ m+1.5
m−1.5
ρ(m′)× pi(r230kpc − r
2
5kpc)dm
′ (2.1)
Where ρ(m′) is the surface density of galaxies in the survey, in the magnitude range +/-
1.5 of the magnitude of the host galaxy. r30kpc and r5kpc are distances of 30 and 5 kpc
from the host galaxyÕs centre, respectively. Essentially this expression corresponds to
calculating how many galaxies in the whole survey are within +/- 1.5 of the magnitude
of the host galaxy, and dividing this number by the total area of the survey. We then
multiply by the area within the annulus marked out by the radii 5 and 30 kpc, which
is done to avoid miscounting due to blending with the host galaxy. This gives an
expectation value for the number of galaxies one would expect to see within 30 kpc
of the host galaxy purely by chance. Although massive galaxies at high redshifts are
highly clustered, our correction is based upon the densities of objects centred around
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these systems (at radii < 200 kpc). The mean correction is ∼ 0.5 but this of course
varies with magnitude range considered. The speciÞc value of the correction is then
subtracted from the number counts for each host galaxy in turn to obtain a major pair
fraction thus:
fm =
1
N
i=N∑
i=1
(countsi − corri) (2.2)
WhereN is the total number of galaxies in the summation. We use the values of +/- 1.5
for the magnitude range to select major (1:4) mergers only (where we are complete).
Furthermore, we adopt the convention of setting 30 kpc as our pair distance to be
in line with Patton et al. (2000) and Bundy et al. (2004). This allows us to make
fruitful comparisons, and also follows rough theoretical arguments for the likelihood
of a major close pair becoming a major merger in a relatively short (∼ 400 Myr)
time-scale. This is calculated through N-body simulations by Lotz et al. (2008a,b)
and is based on typical group velocity dispersions and the merging of gas rich disk
systems for massive galaxies in NFW potentials. Uncercainties in this timescale are
signiÞcant and can be up to a factor of two or slightly more considering variable initial
velocities, gas densities and speciÞc mass ratios of the merging systems. The merger
fractions derived via close pair methods at d = 30 kpc also have a similar timescale to
the merger fractions calculated via CAS methods (∼ 400 +/- 300 Myr for d < 30 kpc,
∼ 1000 +/- 400 Myr for CAS). For further discussion on this and the characteristic
timescales relevant to these two approaches, see §2.4.4, Chapter 3, Conselice, Yang &
Bluck (2009).
2.4 Results
2.4.1 Merger Fraction
We Þnd a pair fraction of fm = 0.29 +/- 0.06 for the whole sample at 1.7 < z < 3.0.
Within the range 1.7 < z < 2.3 we calculate a pair fraction fm = 0.19 +/- 0.07,
and within the range 2.3 < z < 3.0 we calculate a pair fraction fm = 0.40 +/- 0.10.
These are considerably higher values than those found by Conselice et al. (2008) for
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similar mass objects at z < 1.4. We do not make any correction to transform our pair
fractions into merger fractions, unlike Patton et al. (2000) and Rawat et al. (2008).
This is because both morphological and close pair methods likely trace merging but
have different timescales. A detailed investigation on the differing timescales traced
by morphological and pair methods in Conselice, Yang & Bluck (2008) suggests that
the timescale for 30 kpc pairs and morphologically selected mergers is very close.
Moreover, we go on to calculate the pair fractions for the POWIR survey massive
galaxies, to directly compare these values to the GNS massive galaxies (see Fig. 2.1).
N-body simulations from Wetzel et al. (2008) suggest that pair fraction methods may
underestimate the number of true major mergers, as pairs at higher separations may
also merge. If this is true, it suggests that the real merger fractions may be higher
than what we calculate. But, since the calculated merger fractions in this chapter
are very high, this will not change the thrust of our conclusions and may even make
them stronger. Our results cannot be treated as strict lower limits, however, as other
malmquist-like bias could conspire to lead our values to be overestimated. A careful
analysis of this possibility is provided in the Retrospective at the end of this chapter.
Our pair fractions are plotted alongside lower redshift points from the POWIR Survey,
with merger fractions estimated via CAS methods (Conselice et al. 2007) and via close
pairs (calculated in this chapter), and with a local universe value calculated in de Propis
et al. (2007) based on morphological methods in Fig. 2.1. For a detailed explanation
of morphological techniques see Chapter 3.
2.4.2 Merger Fraction Evolution
We plot a Þt of the form fm = f0(1 + z)
m to all POWIR and GNS points (solid line in
Fig. 2.1), and Þnd a best Þt to the free parameters of: f0 = 0.008 +/- 0.003 andm = 3.0
+/- 0.4. Our value of f0 compares very favourably to the accepted local universe value
of the merger fraction for massive galaxies of 0.009 +/- 0.002 at z = 0.05 (de Propris
et al. 2007). The red squares represent POWIR data for M∗ > 10
11M" galaxies at
z < 1.4 (Conselice et al. 2007) with merger fractions calculated morphologically. We
also Þt a power law exponential curve of the form fm = a(1 + z)
b exp(c(1 + z)2) to
all POWIR and GNS points (dotted line in Fig. 2.1) (Carlberg, 1990). We Þnd a best
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Figure 2.1: The merger fraction evolution of M ∗ > 10
11M# galaxies. The red squares are
taken from POWIR data, with merger fractions calculated via CAS morphologies (Conselice et
al. 2007). The blue circles are taken from POWIR data, with merger fractions calculated via close-
pair methods (this work). Blue triangles are taken from the GNS, with merger fractions calculated
via close-pair methods (this work). The green circle represents the local universe value (calcu-
lated in de Propris et al. 2007). Solid line is a best Þt power law, to the high z data, of the form
fm = 0.008(1 + z)
3, with dotted line being a best Þt power law exponential, to the high z data, of
the form fm = 0.008(1 + z)
0.3 exp(1.0(1 + z)2).
Þt to the free parameters of: a = 0.008 +/- 0.002, b = 0.3 +/- 0.2 and c = 1.0 +/- 0.6.
There is poor agreement, however, between the power law exponential prediction for
the local universe value and the de Propris et al. (2007) point. This parameterisation
also shows no sign of turning over at high z, unlike for the lower mass systems in
Conselice et al. (2008). As such, this indicates that the merger fraction continues to
increase with redshift out to z ∼ 3, implying that higher mass objects are experiencing
relatively more mergers than their lower mass counterparts at high redshift, compared
to the lower mass data in Conselice et al. (2008).
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2.4.3 Merger Rates
In order to calculate merger rates from our merger fractions we must assume a time-
scale (τm) over which merging is occurring for galaxies in a major pair. Adopting the
simulation results found in Lotz et al. (2008b), we take τm = 0.4 +/- 0.3 Gyr for close
pairs at d = 30 kpc, and τm = 1.0 +/- 0.4 Gyr for morphological CAS measurements,
for roughly equal mass systems. The timescales are deduced from N-body simulations
of massive gas rich disk-like galaxies in NFW potentials, a range of initial velocity
separations are considered and the results utilised here are appropriate for the group
environment, where our galaxies most probably reside. This is likely to be true because
theses are the most massive galaxies in the Universe at these redshifts, but no true
clusters have formed by z ∼ 2.3 which is the median redshift of the sample. Errors
given take into account variable velocity separations, gas content and mass ratios. We
also need to know the comoving number density, n(z), forM∗ > 10
11M" galaxies at
different redshifts. We calculate this using data from Drory (2005) for the GOODS
South Þeld. The typical errors of these values are +/- 20 % of the value. It is also
important to use the galaxy merger fraction (fgm) as opposed to the merger fraction
calculated above. The galaxy merger fraction relates to the merger fraction (fm) by:
fgm =
2× fm
1 + fm
(2.3)
This gives the number of galaxies merging as opposed to the number of mergers (fm),
divided by the number of hosts in the sample. For a more detailed derivation of this
and discussion on its application see Conselice (2006). We calculate the merger rate
thus:
%(z) = fgm(z)n(z)τ
−1
m (2.4)
where n(z) is the comoving number density of galaxies and fgm(z) is the galaxy
merger fraction (calculated above). We calculate this rate at z = 2.6 as % < 5 ×
105 Gpc−3 Gyr−1 and at z = 0.5 as % < 1.2 × 105 Gpc−3 Gyr−1. These rate calcula-
tions are, however, notoriously difÞcult to perform accurately as there are signiÞcant
errors associated with the calculation of the comoving number density (n), the galaxy
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merger fraction (fgm), and the characteristic timescale for a merging system being de-
tected (τm). When added in quadrature, the resultant Þnal error on the merger rate is
very large. Therefore, unlike for the merger fraction, the major merger rate is con-
sistent with having no redshift evolution. There are two competing variables here:
the comoving number density, n(z), which decreases with increasing redshift, and the
galaxy merger fraction, fgm(z), which increases with increasing redshift. These appear
to combine to roughly negate any redshift evolution of the merger rate %(z) (Fig. 2.2).
A useful term may be deÞned (Γ) which is essentially the characteristic time between
mergers that an average galaxy experiences at a given redshift. It is deÞned as:
Γ =
τm
fgm
(2.5)
This is plotted in Fig. 2.3. It is clear that Γ evolves with redshift from∼ 1.5 Gyr at z =
3 to∼ 12 Gyr at z = 0. Further, we Þt a curve of the form Γ = Γ0(1+ z)
−p, with a best
Þt to the free parameters of: Γ0 = 12 +/- 3 Gyr and p = 1.6 + /- 0.4. This represents
a steep increase in the time taken for galaxies to merge. We calculate the number of
expected mergers (Nm) for a given galaxy between two redshifts using this power law
Þt. SpeciÞcally we calculate:
Nm =
∫ t2
t1
1
Γ(z)
dt =
∫ z2
z1
1
Γ(z)
tH
(1 + z)
dz
E(z)
(2.6)
where Γ(z) is the characteristic time between mergers, tH is the Hubble time, and the
parameter E(z) = [ΩM (1 + z)
3 + Ωk(1 + z)
2 + ΩΛ]
1/2 = H−1(z). Calculating this
from z = 3 to z = 0, we obtained a value of Nm = 1.7 +/- 0.5 major mergers per galaxy,
with τm = 0.4 Gyr.
2.4.4 Comparison of Structural Mergers and Pair Fractions
In this section we look to prior work in Conselice, Yang and Bluck (2009), as well as
to the data in this chapter, to compare the effectiveness of morohological or structural
approaches to assigning mergers with close pair statistical methods.
One of the results we derive from our measured structural mergers is how the derived
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Figure 2.2: The major merger rate, %(z), evolution with redshift. Although this is a difÞcult
commodity to constrain due to high composite errors, this is the most directly comparable merger
statistic for comparison to models. Red squares are taken from POWIR data with merger fractions
calculated via morphological CAS methods, blue circles are taken from POWIR data with merger
fractions calculated via close pair methods and the blue triangles are high redshift data taken from
the GNS with merger fractions derived from close pair methods.
merger fractions, based on the CAS and other methods (such as Gini/M20) compare
with derived pair fractions for lower mass systems. Fig. 2.4 shows this comparison,
with the morphological methods (Conselice, Yang and Bluck 2009& Lotz et al. 2008a)
shown in red, and the pair methods (Kartaltepe et al. 2007; Lin et al. 2008; de Ravel
et al. 2008) shown in blue, taken from Conselice, Yang & Bluck (2009). What is
immediately clear is that the structural methods, while agreeing quite well with each
other, Þnd a higher merger fraction than the pair methodology (at d< 20 kpc) for most
masses and redshifts in general. However, there appears to be good agreement for the
highest mass systems at all redshifts up to z ∼ 1.5 (at d < 30 kpc, see Fig. 2.1). There
are several possible reasons for this.
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Figure 2.3: The redshift evolution of the average time between mergersΓ = τm/fgm. Red squares
are taken from POWIR data with merger fractions calculated via morphologicalCAS methods, blue
circles are taken from POWIR data with merger fractions calculated via close pair methods and the
blue triangles are high redshift data taken from the GNS with merger fractions derived from close
pair methods. The solid line is the Þt Γ = 12(1 + z)−1.6.
While it is possible that one or both methods have systematics that result in inaccu-
rately measured merger fractions, we Þrst investigate what the time-scales for these
methods are. This is an important question as these fractions differing can be partially,
or entirely, explained if the time-scales for merging for the two methodologies are dif-
ferent. For example, if the time-scale for a 20 kpc pair to merge is half the time-scale
sensitivity for an asymmetric galaxy, then we would expect the pair fraction to be half
of the CAS merger fraction if both methods are tracing the same merger process. That
is, the merger fraction for a given sample scales as the time-scale sensitivity of the
method used to Þnd mergers. Given that the merger rates for the two methods should
give the same result, the ratio of the pair fraction to its merger timescale should be
equal to the structural merger fraction divided by its time-scale, or:
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fpair
τpair
=
fCAS
τCAS
. (2.7)
Time-scales (τ ) within the merger process are notoriously difÞcult to measure and have
large uncertainties. Initially, measuring the merger rate from pairs involved dynamical
friction calculations (e.g., Patton et al. 2002; Conselice 2006), and typical time-scales
for a 20 kpc pair to merge were thought to be ∼ 0.5 - 1 Gyr with various assumptions.
The time-scale calculation for dynamical friction used by Conselice (2006), and in
earlier studies are based on isothermal mass distributions and the time-scale can depend
highly on the mass of the galaxies, and the characteristic velocity of the system (e.g.,
Conselice 2006, eq. 7).
Likewise, the time-scales for merging within the CAS system for dark matter domi-
nated galaxies was found to be similar to the dynamical friction time-scales derived
from an isothermal proÞle and a galaxy with mass of ∼ 1010M". There are however
problems with both of these calculations, which have already been alluded to above for
the dynamical friction time-scale. The measured time-scales for the CAS method are
found by Conselice (2006) to vary between ∼ 0.3 − 0.8 Gyr, depending on viewing
angle and the orbital parameters of the two galaxies in the pair. Also, the simulations
used in Conselice (2006) are purely dark matter, and it is desirable to determine the
CAS time-scale for systems with stars, star formation, and dust.
New simulations were recently analysed by Lotz et al. (2008b, 2010) in terms of
CAS, Gini/M20, and pair selection for mergers. Lotz et al. (2008b) furthermore utilise
simulations that include star formation and dust, and are currently by far the most
thorough investigation into merger time-scales using both morphology and the time-
scales for mergers to occur within a given separation from 20 h−1 kpc to 30 h−1 kpc,
and 50 h−1 kpc.
Lotz et al. (2008b) Þnd a variety of time-scales for their merger simulations depending
on the type of merger and the type of galaxy. For their highest resolution simulation
(SbcPPx10), they calculate a merger time-scale of τCAS = 0.94 ± 0.13 for the CAS
methodology, and a time-scale of τpair = 0.15± 0.18 for galaxies to merge within a 20
h−1 kpc pair. This ratio of time scale, which we denote as κ = τCAS/τ20kpc, is equal to
κ = 6.3 for this model.
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Fig. 2.5 shows the histogram for the value of κ for all the models published in Lotz
et al. (2008b). What we Þnd is a general distribution, but with all the Sbc models
having a ratio κ > 1. The models shown by the blue hatched histogram in Fig. 2.5
are for the Lotz et al. (2008b) ÔGÕ models, which are less gas dominated, and have
sub-parabolic orbits which lead to artiÞcally shortened merger time-scales in pairs. As
can be seen, while earlier analytical calculations showed that the time-scale for pair
merging was similar to the morphological merger time-scale, the simulations by Lotz
et al. demonstrate that the time-scales for pairs to merge are shorter than the analytical
estimates (at d < 20 kpc).
This implies that if the pair method and the structural methods are measuring the
same merger process, then the merger fraction derived from pairs should be lower
than that derived from structure by an equivalent amount. We denote this ratio as
κ′ = fCAS/fpair. For the COSMOS Þeld we Þnd that the value of κ
′ using the data
from Kartaltepe et al. (2007) and Conselice, Yang and Bluck (2009), give κ′ values
from 1.5-3.5, yet the pairs from Kartaltepe et al. (2007) are not selected in the same
way our CAS mergers are, i.e., with M∗ > 10
10M".
A better test of the merger criteria time-scale is to determine how the ratio of the
CAS merger fraction and the pair fraction change with redshift in the same sample.
While it is likely that even within the same sample, the CAS and pair methods will
Þnd galaxies in different modes of evolution (e.g. de Propris et al. 2007), it is still
instructive to determine this ratio within a well deÞned sample. We utilise the POWIR
data base from the EGS to determine this ratio (e.g. Conselice et al. 2007, 2008b).
Fig. 2.6 shows this ratio for galaxies at separations of < 20 kpc, 30 kpc, and 50 kpc.
The values for fm(CAS)/fm(Pair), with a pair deÞned as having a separation of < 20
kpc, range from 12.2 to 2.3, with a average value of 6.2, which perhaps coincidently
is close to the value of κ for the highest resolution model from Lotz et al. (2008b).
This implies, at least, that there is no inconsistency between the pair method and struc-
tural methods for measuring merger fractions and rates. Moreover, we Þnd that the
timescales of d < 30 kpc pairs and CAS selected mergers are roughly equivalent for
massive galaxies (withM∗ > 10
11M") up to z = 1.5 (see Fig. 2.6 and 2.1). In Chapter
3 this analysis will be extended out to even higher redshifts, up to z ∼ 3, and found to
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Figure 2.4: The evolution of the derivedmerger fraction through several previous studies compared
to our results. Those systems which are coloured red are those derived through structural methods,
either the CAS system (Conselice, Yang&Bluck 2009) or the Gini/M20 method (Lotz et al. 2008a).
The blue symbols are the merger fractions derived from (d< 20 kpc) pair studies, either kinematic
pairs as in Lin et al. (2008) and de Ravel et al. (2008) or photometric pairs from the COSMOS
Þelds (Kartaltepe et al. 2007). In general the morphologically deÞned mergers give a higher merger
fraction than those derived through pairs.
still be true. What this may represent is an optimal distance for measuring close pairs
whereby the timescales agree favourably to more direct structural approaches.
2.5 Discussion
Conselice et al. (2008) Þnd that galaxies with masses in the range 8 < log(M∗/M") <
9 and 9 < log(M∗/M") < 10 have a peak in their merger fraction at around z = 1 - 1.5,
with galaxies with stellar masses log(M∗/M") > 10 appearing to peak in their merger
fraction later, at around z ∼ 2. In this chapter we have found that for galaxies with
log(M∗/M") > 11 the merger fraction continues to increase out to z ∼ 3, indicating
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Figure 2.5: The ratio of the time-scale sensitivity for the CAS identiÞed mergers and the time-
scale for merging for galaxies in 20 h−1 kpc pairs. The blue hatch histogram shows the results for
galaxies in sub-parabolic orbits, while the solid yellow show the results for the more realistic Sbc
orbital models from Lotz et al. (2008b).
that the peak must occur at z > 3. This provides further evidence that more massive
galaxies undergo a greater number of major mergers earlier than less massive systems.
This method of calculating pair fractions is based on noting over-densities of galaxies
around host galaxies, based on background counts. However, the clustering of galaxies
increases with redshift (see Bell et al. 2006). So, this effect may be partly explained
by the correlation function of galaxies increasing with redshift. Since the parameters
of this function are poorly known observationally, no attempt has been made to correct
for this issue. Consequently, our pair fraction results from both the GNS and POWIR
surveys may be interpreted as the 2 point correlation function evaluated at 30 kpc for
these massive galaxies. This clearly evolves and it is likely true that the actual pair
fraction evolves in line with this correlation. Contamination from line of sight projec-
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Figure 2.6: The ratio of the CAS merger fraction and the pair fraction, within the same sample
of galaxies with M∗ > 10
11 within the EGS and the other POWIR Þelds (Conselice et al. 2007,
2008b). The blue squares are for those systems with separations of < 20 kpc, the green triangles
are for those with separations of < 30 kpc, and the red circles are for systems with separations of
< 50 kpc.
tion at scales larger than 30 kpc will be minimised by the fact that we calculate our
correction around the galaxies being measured. Further, we have recently acquired
morphological CAS measurements on the GNS galaxies as well as the POWIR ones
(see Chapter 3). This gives a consistent merger fraction (fm ∼ 0.3) to the pair meth-
ods. We explore this fully in the following chapter, and elude to the relation between
morphological and pair methods in Conselice, Yang & Bluck (2008) and Bluck et al.
(2010b), in preparation.
Despite the large errors associated with calculating merger rates, we have demonstrated
that there is little or no evolution in the rate of major mergers with redshift. The
maximum evolution permitted by the errors (to 2 σ) would only amount to increasing
the merger rate by a factor of Þve. This agrees well to predictions from teh Millen-
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nium Simulation (see Bertone & Conselice 2009). Of greater signiÞcance, however, is
our calculation of the redshift dependence on the characteristic time between mergers,
Γ(z). This quantity decreases signiÞcantly with redshift. As such, in the early universe
(z ∼ 3) there appears to have been a shorter time between major mergers of massive
galaxies than there is today.
2.6 Summary and Conclusions
We derive the major merger fractions for massive (M∗ > 10
11M") galaxies in the GNS
at two redshifts. We Þnd a merger fraction of fm = 0.19 +/- 0.07 at z = 2.0 and fm = 0.40
+/- 0.10 at z = 2.6. This indicates, when compared to data from Conselice et al. (2007),
De Propis et al. (2007), and POWIR pair fractions (also calculated in this chapter) in
Fig. 2.1, that there is a strong correlation between merger fraction and redshift for
massive galaxies. Furthermore, we Þt a function of the form fm = f0(1 + z)
m to our
data, and the data from Conselice et al. (2007) at lower redshifts for M∗ > 10
11M"
galaxies, Þnding a best Þt to the two free parameters of: f0 = 0.008 +/- 0.003 and m
= 3.0 +/- 0.4. This indicates that the merger fraction for massive galaxies continues to
increase out to z ∼ 3. This implies that more massive galaxies have higher numbers of
mergers earlier than less massive ones, since previous work has found that the merger
fraction for lower mass galaxies levels off and declines with increasing redshift in the
range z ∼ 1 - 2 (e.g. Conselice et al. 2008).
We Þnd that there is close agreement between CAS selected structural merger frac-
tions and d < 30 kpc close pair fractions, for massive galaxies at z < 1.5. We argue
that this is most probably a result of both methods being sensitive to the underlying
merger history, and, moreover sharing a similar mass ratio and timescale sensitivity.
We also note that our empirically deduced ratios between close pair and structural
merger fractions agree very well to the highest resolution and most realistic available
N-body simulations of these processes (see Lotz et al. 2008a,b).
We calculate the major merger rate Þnding no signiÞcant evolution from % < 5 ×
105 Gpc−3 Gyr−1 at z = 2.6 to % < 1.2 × 105 Gpc−3 Gyr−1 at z = 0.5. Moreover, a
steep evolution is ruled out. We also calculate the evolution of the characteristic time
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between mergers Γ(z), Þnding a rapid decrease from ∼ 12 Gyr at z = 0 to ∼ 1.5 Gyr
at z = 3. This indicates that massive galaxies take much longer between individual
mergers in the local universe than at high z, but, since there are more massive galaxies
now than there were in the early universe, the comoving rate remains roughly constant.
By integrating over the best Þt to this curve, we calculate the average number of major
mergers an average massive (M∗ > 10
11M") galaxy experiences from z = 3 to the
present is Nm = 1.7 +/- 0.5.
2.7 Retrospective: Close Pair Errors, Star Formation
Rates and Morphology
2.7.1 Introduction
During the course of the Viva Voce examination on this Thesis a number of questions
were raised regarding the reliability, or otherwise, of the close pair method presented
in this chapter, and indeed used further to identify minor mergers in the following
chapter (Chapter 3). Additionally, suggestions were made to investigate whether the
galaxies in apparent pairs have higher levels of asymmetry or star formation rates. In
particular, reference was made to the large body of work published by Lopez-Sanjuan,
Marc Balcells and collaborators on the merger fraction and rate for massive galaxies up
to z ∼ 1 which was published after the results of Chapter 1 (e.g. Lopez-Sanjuan et al.
2009a/b, Lopez-Sanjuan et al. 2010). They Þnd merger fractions up to a factor of 2-3
times lower than that of Conselice, Yang & Bluck (2009) through using a maximum
likelihood method, accounting for Malmquist-type biases.
A complete comparison between the approaches presented in this Thesis and the work
of Lopez-Sanjuan et al. is beyond the scope of this section, however, the author ac-
knowledges here that there is some debate in the Þeld as to the correct methodology for
assigning close pairs and indeed deducing merger fractions from these. The methods
presented in this thesis draw a close parallel to the work of Patton et al. (2000) and are
by far the most commomly used methods (see e.g. Patton et al. 2000, Conselice et al.
2003, Bundy et al. 2004, Rawat et al. 2008, Conselice 2009, Jogee et al. 2009). It is
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also pertinent to note that the Lopez-Sanjuan - Balcells team have not computed pair
and merger fractions for z > 1.5 galaxies, which this Thesis centres around, and thus
no direct comparison between the results can be made here. Nonetheless, at z = 0.6
both approaches give a merger fraction of ∼ 0.08 (see Fig. 1.1 and Lopez-Sanjuan et
al. 2009a). This not withstanding, the efÞcacy of the close pair method will be tested
in this section in a variety of ways, with the intention of better understanding the errors
intrinsic to the method, possible systematic effects and its relation to other indicators
such as elevated star formation rates and asymmetries.
This section has three goals:
1. Compare model statistical close pair fractions to model spectroscopic close pair
fractions in the Millennium Simulation.
2. Look at photometric close pairs as both a sanity check and as a means to identify
future targets of interest for spectroscopic follow up.
3. Explore possible relationships between star formation rate (SFR), asymmetry (A)
and close pair fraction (fm).
Each of these are looked at in turn throughout this section.
2.7.2 Updated Error Analysis - The Millennium Simulation
The aim of this sub-section is to compare the merger fraction results obtained by the
statistical close pair methods presented in this Thesis with spectroscopic close pair
methods for a set of model galaxy catalogs constructed from the Millennium Sim-
ulation. In particular, we use light cone views developed by Kitzbichler & White
(2006) constructed from semi-analytic galaxy catalogs in the Millennium Simulation
produced by De Lucia & Blaizot (2007). The techniques used, and full details of the
models are provided in these references. For the purposes of this section it should
sufÞce to comment that the views were a set of six pencil beam light cone obser-
vations through an extended Millennium simulation, whereby 500 h−3 Mpc3 blocks
were added together with a small angular shift to avoid exact repetition. The full pre-
scriptions for assigning galaxy luminosities and masses from halo masses are beyond
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the scope of this Thesis, but are presented (for the interested reader) in detail in De
Lucia & Blaizot (2007) and references therein. Effectively the catalogs from De Lu-
cia & Blaizot (2007) provide the fundamental characteristics of the galaxies, such as
stellar mass, luminosity, location in the model coordinates system, and the tables from
Kitzbichler & White (2006) provide the direct observational components, such as RA
and Dec, observed (spectoscopic) redshifts and apparent K band magnetudes.
We selected eight areas of the Kitzbichler & White (2006) views, with equal (0.01
square degree) areas which provide our eight unique runs. This was chosen organically
to contain roughly equal high redshift massive galaxy numbers to our GNS sample, and
to keep to a minimum the computational overheads that go with very large numbers of
total galaxies visible in the view. The average number ofM∗ > 10
10.5M" galaxies at
1.7 < z < 3 in each run is 60 (comparable to the 82 used in the GNS sample). The
average number of galaxies visible at all redshifts and stellar masses in each view is ∼
32000. This provides ample numbers to gain meaningful statistics on the differences
between spectroscopic and statistically deduced close pair farctions, from model data.
We were forced to choose slightly lower stellar mass cuts than used in the GNS (lg[M∗]
> 11) due to the intrinsic underpopulation of very massive galaxies (and halos) at high
redshifts inherent in the Millennium simulation, see e.g. Bertone et al. (2009) for a
discussion on this issue. However, the mass and redshift parameter space is broadly
similar and should provide a decent Þrst formal test to the efÞcacy of the close pair
method.
For each run we selected two samples: a high stellar mass, high redshift galaxy cat-
alog containing only M∗ > 10
10.5M" galaxies at 1.7 < z < 3; and a large catalog
containing all galaxies viewed in the light cone and restricted area utilised regardless
of mass or redshift. We then ran our close pair codes (exactly as presented in §2.3) and
further ran an additional set of three spectroscopic close pair codes (correspomding to
massive galaxies with pairs within 30 kpc, with magnitudes +/-1.5 of the host galaxy
magnitude, and velocity differences of ∆v < 500 km/s, 1000 km/s and 1500 km/s re-
spectively) utilising the observed (spectroscopic) redshifts available for all objects in
the view from the Kitzbichler & White (2006) catalogs. Explicitly we compute the
spectroscopic pair fractions as:
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fpair =
Npair(< 30kpc,+/− 1.5mag,∆V < X)
Nhost
(2.8)
Where Npair gives the total number of galaxies in the model with companions within
30kpc of the host, and within +/-1.5 of the host galaxyÕs K-band magnitude, with a
velocity difference from the model observed spectroscopic redshift of X = 500 km/s,
1000 km/s and 1500 km/s. The statistical pair farction is computed as in eq. 2.3
where the corrections for our statistical method are computed exactly as in eq. 2.1 in
§2.3 with these corrections being taken around the objects in question (at radii < 200
kpc in physical units). The results are presented in Table B.5, which can be found in
Appendix B.
Graphs showing and comparing the spectroscopically and statistically deduced pair
fractions are presented in Fig. 2.7. We Þnd that our statistical close pair method gives
values which are in general lower that ∆v < 1500 km/s spectroscopic close pairs and
higher than ∆v < 500 km/s. We also note that in all but one case (run 4) our statisti-
cal methods are slightly higher in value than the ∆v < 1000 km/s spectroscopic close
pairs. Quantitatively, we calculate a mean difference of: +0.075+/-0.04 between sta-
tistical and spectroscopic close pairs (with ∆v < 500 km/s); +0.029+/-0.021 between
statistical and spectroscopic close pairs (with ∆v < 1000 km/s); and -0.018 +/- 0.23
between statistical and spectroscopic close pairs (with ∆v < 1500 km/s). The errors
presented here are taken as the standard deviation about the mean difference in values.
Care must be taken when taking these raw results and attempting to transform these
into updated errors on the statistical method. Since the environomental data on our
sample of high redshift high stellar mass galaxies (presented in Grutzbauch et al. 2010)
places these objects as primarily in groups, as oposed to Þeld or cluster galaxies, this
would seem to suggest that velocity dispersions ought to be less that∼ 500 km/s. This
is, unfortunately, not ideal when utilising the Millennium Simulation as the smoothing
length inherent to the halo merger trees results in there being very few galaxies in
close pairs with low (∆v < 500 km/s) relative velocities for artiÞcial reasons. As such,
the exact velocities cannot be entirely trusted at small distances, which is the area of
interest for this study. A full quantitative analysis of the effects of the smoothing length
in the Millennium Simulation on over populating close pairs with higher velocities
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is beyond the scope of this Thesis. Nonetheless, it can be seen that the ∆v < 500
km/s spectroscopic close pairs scale less well with both the statistical method and the
higher velocity difference spectroscopic methods, and we tentatively suggest that this
is ultimately a result of the smoothing scale length in the Millennium Simulation.
If we consider the∆v< 1000 km/s spectroscopic close pair as the real values for close
pairs (which is often used in the literature), then we witness a relatively small offest
of +0.029+/-0.021, which is smaller than the average statistical random errors for our
high redshift data (+/- 0.07). It is also interesting to note that this effect is comfortably
within 2 σ of indicating no intrinsic bias at all. Whether or not the ∆v < 1000 km/s
spectroscopic close pair is itself entirely representative of the true pair fraction is not
considered here, but it is recommended that this is looked into further in the future.
What is established here is that there is broad agreement between spectroscopic and
statistical close pair methods when applied to the model data of the Millennium Simu-
lation. There is a hint of a small possible bias for the statistical method to overestimate
the spectroscopic method at ∆v < 1000 km/s, but this is only visible at the 2 σ level
and contributes a signiÞcantly smaller shift than the random erros on our data at high
redshifts. It is also not at all clear as to what ∆v is best to choose in this comparison.
Thus, we do not modify our results in the previous sections in light of this analysis,
but we do give an updated error estimate in light of this and other issues at the end of
this subsection. We do, however, note that our methods give close accord with spec-
troscopic methods at ∆v < 1000 km/s, and broadly correlate with the spctroscopic
methods at all relative velocity limits probed here (see Fig. 2.7 and Table B.5).
The variation in measured pair fraction for each of the differing spectroscopic and
statistical methods can be quantiÞed as the standard deviation about the mean of the
runs. These vary from σ = 0.04 - 0.06 across all of the methods, with the spectroscopic
close pair method at ∆v = 500 km/s giving the highest variance, possibly due to the
adverse effect the smoothing length of the Millennium Simulation has at these low
velocities. Since all of the methods have similar variance here this is most naturally
interpreted as cosmic variance across the Millennium Simulation. Whether there is
greater or less variance in the real Universe than that witnessed in the Millennium
Simulation cannot be judged without a greater sample of different areas of sky probed
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to high redshifts than currently possessed or available. However, as a Þrst estimate the
effect on the error of the statsistical pair fractions used throughout this chapter due to
cosmic variance may be estimated to be ∼ 0.05 (the mean variance of the eight runs),
which is similar to the statistical error on our high redshift sample. Thus we tentatively
suggest that the observed variance can be explained by small number counting errors,
not global cosmological effects, and do not take these into account further. If greater
cosmic variance is witnessed to that expected merely via counting error (either in future
models or real world data) this view will have to be revised.
Unfortunately, the mechanics of the Millennium SimulationÕs semi-analytics makes it
impossible to use for probing the merger timescales directly. There is neither sufÞcient
resolution nor sophisticated enough gas physics implemented to trust the timescales
between close pairs becomming mergers, thus, this is not explored further here. The
most realistic models to date are implemented by Lotz et al. (2008a/b, 2010). These
are based on gas rich disk mergers (Sbc models), and are computed via N-body simu-
lations. The values they obtain are used throughout Chapter 2 and 3, but it is acknowl-
edged that uncertainty in the initial relative velocities remain an unrestricted source of
error in these analyses at the present time.
Future planned spectroscopic study, as well as even more deatiled and realistic N-body
simulations, will come to beter constrain this difÞcult issue in time. For now, adopting
average group relative velocities of typically ∆v ∼ 300 - 400 km/s and looking prin-
cipally at gas rich disks have yielded workable values of the merger timescale (τm). In
light of the uncertainty in this issue, however, in the following Chapter the majority
of the analyses are performed in a timsecale independent manner, and where possible
timescales are factored out of the equations until the Þnal values are stated to make it
easy for researchers in the future to implement new timescales into our analyses, when
these are better constrained than at present.
To better acknowledge the true errors on the total number of mergers, given both the
small systematic offset between spectroscopically and statistically determined close
pair fractions, and the uncertainties in the timescale, τm, we have recomputed these
here in a timescale independent manner. Assuming that the ∆v < 1000 km/s spec-
troscopic close pair fraction in the Millennium Simulation can be treated as a true
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close pair fraction, and noting that we have effectively used a mean timescale between
the CAS and close pair methodts of < τm > = 0.8 Gyr, we can recompute the total
number of major mergers from z = 3 to the present. We Þnd that an average massive
(M∗ > 10
11M") galaxy will experience Nm = 1.35
+0.4
−0.6 / τm mergers over the past 12
billion years, with objects within a stellar mass ratio of ∼ 1 : 4.
By way of conclusion, we have noted a close agreement between spectroscopically and
statistically computed model pair fractions in the Millennium Simulation, especially at
commomly used velocity differences of ∆V < 1000 km/s. There is a hint of possi-
ble bias whereby statistical methods may slightly overestimate the true spectroscopic
pair fractions, but this is only evident at the 2 σ level and moreover corresponds to
a shift signiÞcantly less than the random counting errors for our high mass and high
redshift sample. Thus, no signiÞcant modiÞcation to the results are required or im-
plemented here. The broad observed agreement between these approaches, and small
offsets in values when applied to model data, lend an important positive check on the
methods used throughout this Thesis. Further investigation here, however, is strongly
recommended, and real-world spectroscopic follow up is essential to fully establish
the validity of the method. A Þrst step toward this goal is presented in the following
section, by selecting possible future targets of interest.
2.7.3 Photometric Close-Pairs
Although the close pair method presented in this chapter is statistical in nature, and
does not rely on Þnding pairs at similar redshifts (as in the spectroscopic close pair
methods described above), looking at the differences in photometric redshifts of iden-
tiÞed potential (statistical) pairs can provide both a useful sanity check and a means to
identify systems that could be interesting to follow up with spectroscopy in the future.
In this sub-section we compute photometric redshifts for the entire sample of galaxies
imaged by the GNS, compute photometric close pair fractions, and provide a set of
tables which present salient information on the potential close pairs, as well as other
information about the host galaxies such as star formation rate (SFR) and asymmetry
(A), see Tables B.1, B.2, B.3 and B.4 in Appendix B.
The methods used to compute photometric redshifts are presented in §1.4.1.2. Also full
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Figure 2.7: Left panel is a comparison of spectroscopic and statistically deduced model pair frac-
tions across the eight runs performed on the Kitzbichler & White (2006) views of the De Lucia &
Blaizot (2007) galaxy models drawn from the Millennium Simulation. Right panel presents spec-
troscopically conÞrmed close pairs at varing velocity differences as a function of the statistically
deduced pair fraction. Red error bars (left plot) are Poisson errors on the statistical counting. Black
error bar (right plot) represents the average counting error on all methods. These errors do not take
into account cosmic variance, systematic effects or biases as this is in part what these plots aim to
address. The solid black line indicates the one-to-one relation. The cyan, red and blue dashed lines
indicate best Þts to the∆v = 1500, 1000 and 500 km/s close pair fractions respectively, assuming a
constnt one-to-one gradient and varying the intercept only. Explicitly fm (spec-z) = fm (statistical)
- c, where c = -0.018 for 1500 km/s, +0.029 for 1000 km/s, and +0.071 for 500 km/s.
details are presented in Grutzbauch et al. (2010) with further discussion in Conselice
et al. (2010). Brießy, two methods were used: HYPERz and BPz, both functioning via
Þtting template spectra to the BVizH HST bands we posess for the data. A comparison
of our photometric redshifts with the available spectroscopic redshifts within the sam-
ple is presented in Fig. 2.8, for both methods used. In total we have 906 spectroscopic
redshifts and ∼ 8000 photometric redshifts. In Fig. 2.9 we present the scatter as δz =
∆z / (1+z) as a function of apparent magnitude, and also plot explicity the fraction of
catastrophic outliers (those with |δz| > 0.3) as a function of H-band magnitude. It was
concluded that HYPERz gives the superior result and we ustilise this for the remainder
of this subsection (please see full details in Grutzbauch et al. 2010).
Errors on the photometric redshifts were computed via Monte-Carlo simulation, util-
ising the intrinsic scatter (δz = 0.02) and its dispersion (σδz = 0.06). We then allowed
the fraction of catastrophic outliers (foutlier = 0.2) to be randomly shifted from δz =
0.3 to 1. The resultant 1 σ errors are found to be σz = 0.15(1+z).
We compute the photometric close pair fractions for our sample of massive galaxies
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for 1, 2, 3 and 4 σ differences in redshift between the host and potential companion,
and present these results in Table B.1. For all the massive (M∗ > 10
11M") galaxies
we produce a comparison table between photometric close pairs at the 3 σ detection
threshold and statistical pair fractions computed previously in this chapter (see Table
B.2). For those galaxies with photometric close pairs at the 3 σ detection level we
additionally provide two more tables displaying the characteristics of the pairs (Tables
B.3 and B.4), where some of these galaxies may be candidates for actual close pairs.
The tables provide details on the RA, Dec, photometric redshift and H-band magnitude
for both the host galaxies and their potential pairs. In the future it would be interesting
to investigate some of these candidate pairs with spectroscopy, and in so doing come to
give a real-world test similar to the model test for the close pair method demonstrated
in the previous subsection. At present due to lack of spectral data for our sample of
pairs this cannot be done, and what follows in the rest of this section are some more
general and statistical comments.
We note that the photometric close pair fractions may be interpreted as upper limits
to the true pair fraction at the certainty level of the difference between host and com-
panion redshift, to within the Poisson statistical counting error. We can thus compute
upper limits to the pair fraction robustly. At 1.7 < z < 2.3 we can state that fm <
0.37 to 3 σ, and at 2.3 < z < 3.0 we can state that fm < 0.64 to 3 σ. These upper
limits are calculated by taking the uncorrected pair fraction for massive galaxies in our
sample having pairs with redshifts less than 3 σ away from the host galaxy and adding
to this value the 3 σ counting error. The statistically deduced pair fractions in these
redshift ranges are ∼ 0.2 and ∼ 0.4 respectively, comfortably lower than the robust
upper limits. This is at least indicative of there being no fundamental inconsistency
between the methods (also see Table B.1 for raw data). However, a more thorough ex-
amination will have to wait until spectroscopic follow up has been performed on some
of the galaxies with potential real pairs in Tables B.3 and B.4 which are possible actual
close pair candidates with redshifts compatible to within 3 σ. For a direct comparison
between raw pair counts within 30 kpc for +/- 1.5 mag objects, photometric close pairs
with redshifts within 3 σ, and corrected statistical pair counts please see Table B.2 in
Appendix B.
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Figure 2.8: Photo-z - Spec-z comparison 1: Reliability of photometric redshifts. Top panels: pho-
tometric vs. spectroscopic redshifts using HYPERz (left) amd BPz (right). Photometric redshifts
with a high probability of P > 0.95 are circled in red. Bottom panel: ∆z / (1+z) (=δz) dependence
on redshift. Black symbols show all redshifts, red symbols high probability redshifts only. The
dashed lines show the limit for catastrophic outliers at |δz| > 0.3
2.7.4 Comparison with Star Formation Rates and Morphologies
There is a multitude of data available across the GOODS Þelds, and in this sense no
GOODS survey is an island. For consistancy within the GNS data heretofore we have
considered only HST imaging, except in the original massive galaxy sub-set where
we add a host of groundbased photometry (including the K-band where available). In
this section the aim is to broaden this approach, including star formation data from the
UV (HST ACS) and 24 µm (MIPS). This is not an extensive examination of multi-
wavelength analysis and in fact merely represents a start to this process within the
GNS. Much future work can be done in this area and the author encourages all who
are interested to obtain the freely available GNS data (see Appendix B) and continue
in this line of study.
Star formation rates are computed in two different ways: through UV emission with
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Figure 2.9: Photo-z - Spec-z comparison 2: Dependene of ∆z / (1+z) on magnitude. Top panel:
∆z / (1+z) vs H-band magnitude for HYPERz (red circles) and BPz (blue crosses). Median values
in each magnitude bin (bin size 1 mag) are plotted as big symbols with errorbars representing
the scatter in each bin. The dashed line shows the limits for catastrophic outliers. Bottom panel:
Fraction of catastrophic outliers |δz| > 0.3 as a function of H-band magnitude. For this plot only
the redshift range 1.7 < z < 3 is used.
SED slope correction and through the 24 µm ßux. The star fomation rates were not
computed as a part of this Thesis and are in fact presented in detail in a forthcoming,
submitted, paper (Bauer et al. 2010). It is beyond the scope of this thesis to provide a
full detailed description of all of the steps taken to deduce SFRs through these methods,
and the interested reader is directed to BauerÕs work. What follows here is a brief
description of the essential details for each method in turn.
As a primary star formation rate indicator we use UV light, which we determine from
both observed optical and modelled spectral energy distributions (SEDs). UV lumi-
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nosity is closely related to the level of ongoing star formation as the UV continnuum
luminosity is produced by short-lived O and B stars primarily. However, these methods
are strongly affected by dust extinction. In fact inferring the level of dust reddening
from photometric properties remains a major challenge to understanding the star for-
mation properties of galaxies at all redshifts. To address this issue an SED correction is
appled. UV star formation rate (SFRUV ) is calculated from the observed optical ACS
z-band ßux density which corresponds to a rest-frame wavelength of 2125 ûA- 3400 ûA,
at z = 1.5 - 3. A simple K-correction is applied as log(1+z) (as in Kim et al. 1996;
Daddii et al. 2004) and the Kennicutt (1998) conversion to SFR is applied:
SFRUV (M"yr
−1) = 1.4× 10−28Lν(ergs
−1Hz−1). (2.9)
As a check, a different approach is used by Þtting model SEDs to the multi-wavelength
GOODS data for our sample of galaxies, which are then used to give synthetic esti-
mation of the UV emission at 1600 ûA, and 2800 ûA, which are also transformed to UV
SFRs via the above formula. Good agreement is found between these two methods (see
Bauer et al. 2010). For the purposes of this analysis the SED Þt technique was used.
To obtain reliable SFRs from the rest-frame UV a dust correction must be appliued,
and this is certainly not trivial (see e.g. Meurer et al. 2009). Meurer et al. demon-
strate a correlation between rest-frame UV slope, β, and dust attenuation for a sample
of relatively nearby starburst galaxies (where Fλ ∼ λ
β). From the best Þt synthetic
models we calculate the slope, β, and apply the Calzetti et al. (2004) law to deduce
the dust correction. As a sanity check it is noted in Bauer et al. (2010) that there is
broad agreement between the uncorrected UV SFR added to the 24 µm SFR and the
SED correced UV SFR (see Fig. 2.10). Less than 10 % of data points lie beyond 2 σ
of the one-to-one line. However, there is a tendency for the FIR method to have higher
values than the UV + SED correction method. This is possibly indicative of the SED
correction method underestimating the dust attenuation for some systems.
For the FIR method, a total SFR is obtained by adding together the uncorrected UV
star formation rate to the 24 µm deduced SFR. The SFR24µm is computed from the
monochromatic luminosity at rest-frame 24 µm to which the Alonso-Herrero et al.
(2006) calibration is applied. The assumption here is that the 24 µm emission is re-
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radiated star light from young short-lived O and B stars by dust. If a signiÞcant fraction
of this emission is in fact not re-radiated young star light then this method can overesti-
mate the true SFR, possibly also offering an explanation to the higher values observed
via the FIR method to the SED corrected UV method.
We compare the star formation rates via both of these methods in Fig. 2.11 to the asym-
metry (A) of the galaxies, for all objects with detected UV and/or 24 µm emissions.
Please see Appendix A for detailed description of the derivation of the A parameter.
For now it should sufÞce to comment that A is a measure of the total global asymmetry
of a galaxy, with high values generally being thought to be indicative of merger activ-
ity. We Þnd no evidence here of a correlation between SFR (deduced via both methods)
and global asymmetry, A. We do not conclude, however, that there is no relationship
between SFR and A, only that with our data errors and the limitations of measuring
SFR especially at high redshifts we cannot report any here.
Furthermore, we go on to compare SFR (deduced via both methods) with corrected
statistical close pair fraction in Fig. 2.12. Again no corelation is noted here. This
is not surprising as the statistical close pair numbers are merely probabilities of close
pairs, and have large errors per galaxy. Finally, we compare global asymmetry to
corrected statistical close pair fraction in Fig. 2.13. No correlation is witnessed here
either. Simulations in Narayanan et al. (2009) Þnd elevated star formation rates for
merging systems, but we do not witness this effect here, with mergers identiÞed either
through pair farctions or morphologies.
Star formation rates, asymmetry and close pairs are all frequently used to measure
merger activity, but a lack of correlation between these indicators is not necessarily an
indication that any one, or all, of these methods are intrinsically ßawed. This is be-
cause the time-frames of the methods are different, and frequently poorly constrained.
Furthermore, SFR activity may be a result of other processes than merging alone. Es-
sentially, the close pair method looks for probable futue mergers, whereas the asym-
metry approach looks for merging up to some time after the event, and SFR insofar
as it is incited by merging will be most evident during the event itself and for a short
time afterwards. These differing time-frames may offer a partial explanation to what
is witnessed here. Additionally large errors in the statistical pair method per galaxy,
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as well as in the star formation rates may be simply obscurring any underlying corre-
lation. For now we can only conclude with any certainty that there is no evidence for
correlation between SFR, close pair numbers and asymmetries here at high redshift for
massive galaxies, not that there is any strong evidence for no correlation. The impli-
cation, however, is that if our results can be believed, the highly star forming, highly
asymmetric, and highly clustered massive galaxy populations may be primarily dis-
tinct sets at high redshifts. If this is true, then much mobility between these sets must
occur as close pairs transform into star bursts incited by merging and then later into the
irregular or disturbed galaxies detected through morphological methods. This remains
an open question. Much future work will ensue on this issue, which will be further
informed by radio ßuxes, sub-mm ßuxes, X-ray ßuxes and deeper high resolution NIR
data from the CANDELS survey.
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Figure 2.10: Comparison of UV SED corrected star formation rate to 24 µm + UV observed star
formation rate. The solid black line is the one-to-one correlation, with the dotted lines indicating
discrepancies of a factor of 10 in either direction. The horizontal error bar is the mean 1 σ error on
thr 24 µm + UV observed star formation rate, and the vertical error bar is the mean 1σ error on the
UV SED corrected star formation rate.
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Figure 2.11: Aysymmetry vs Star Formation Rate. Left plot shows 24 µm + UV observed star
formation rates in comparison to asymmetry, A. Black error bar is the mean 1 σ error on the data
points taken from the CAS code for A, and from the errors of the SED Þtting for SFR. Right plot
shows UV deduced SFR corrected for dust attenuation via SED Þtting, with the black error bar
being the mean 1 σ error on the data points from the SED Þtting and dust correction.
Figure 2.12: Star Formation rate vs Pair Number. Corrected statistical pair number (which can
be inerpreted as the probability of a pairing) vs star formation rate, for (left panel) 24 µm + UV
observed star formation rate and (right panel) UV SED corrected star formation rate. The black
error bars are mean 1σ errors on the pair numbers and star formation rates respectively.
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Figure 2.13: Asymmetry vs Pair Number. The black error bar represents the mean 1 σ error on the
data points. The blck dotted line indicates the CAS cutoff for a major merger.
Chapter 3
The structures, minor and major
merger histories of massive galaxies at
z < 3 in the Hubble Space Telescope
GOODS NICMOS Survey
The work in this chapter is in preparation for publication as: Bluck et al. (2010b)
This Chapter is based on work I led, in collaboration with Christopher J. Conselice1,
Fernando Buitrago1, Ruth Gruetzbauch1, Carlos Hoyos1, Amanda Bauer1 and Alice
Mortlock1.
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Abstract
We investigate the structures, morphologies, and the major (up to 1:4 by mass) and
minor (up to 1:100 bymass) merger history of a population of massive (M∗ > 10
11M")
galaxies at high redshifts (z = 1.7 - 3). We utilise extremely deep and high resolution
HST H-band imaging from the GOODS NICMOS Survey (GNS), which corresponds
to rest frame optical wavelengths at the redshifts probed. We Þnd that massive galaxies
at high redshifts are often morphologically disturbed, with a CAS deduced merger
fraction fm = 0.22 +/- 0.05 at z = 1.7 - 3. We Þnd close accord between close pair
methods (within 30 kpc apertures) and CAS methods for deducing merger fractions
at all redshifts, up to z = 3. This suggests that both methods trace the underlying
merger evolution and, moreover, have a similar timescale sensitivity. We also Þnd
a correlation between the residual ßux fraction (RFF) from GALFIT Þtting of our
population of galaxies and their global asymmetry (A). We deduce the total minor +
major merger history of massive galaxies with M∗ > 10
9M" galaxies, and note that
this scales roughly linearly with mass and magnitude range. We compute the total
number of mergers to be (4.5 +/- 2.1) / τm from z = 3 to the present (where τm is the
merger timescale which is expected to vary as a function of mass), corresponding to an
average mass increase of (2.79 +/- 1.6)×1010M" over the past 12 Gyrs due to merging.
We postulate that the size evolution observed elsewhere throughout the literature may
possibly be explained, partially or entirely, by this merging.
3.1 Introduction
The cold dark matter paradigm for structure formation in the Universe leads natu-
rally to a hierarchical picture of galaxy growth, whereby large objects form from the
merging together of smaller objects. As such, observing galaxies in a state of merg-
ing becomes desirable both as a probe of galaxy evolution and as a critical test to the
ΛCDM cosmological model (see e.g. Bertone & Conselice 2009). Many studies have
probed to date the merger history of massive galaxies, in particular, up to high redshifts
(z < 3) see Chapter 1 and e.g. Patton et al. (2000), Conselice et al. (2003), Rawat et
al. (2008), Conselice, Yang & Bluck (2009), and Bluck et al. (2009).
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At low to intermediate redshifts (0 < z < 1.4) close pair methods and morphologi-
cal approaches Þnd close accord in estimating the major merger history of massive
galaxies (see Chapter 1 and Conselice, Yang & Bluck 2009). At the highest redshifts,
studies have concentrated primarily on close pair methods, as opposed to morpholog-
ical approaches, due to restrictions on the resolution of imaging of very high redshift
objects. These studies Þnd rough agreement in identifying a positive evolution of the
major merger fraction with redshift, with a best estimate for the most massive galax-
ies (with M∗ > 10
11M") of evolution such that fm ∝ (1 + z)
3.0+/−0.4, with no sign
of this monotonic increase in merger fraction with redshift abating at higher redshifts
(see e.g. Bluck et al. 2009). For lower mass systems there is an observed peak to the
merger fraction history at z ∼ 1 - 2, as seen in e.g. Conselice et al. (2007), but to
date no similar peak is observed for the most massive galaxies in the Universe (with
M∗ > 10
11M"), even out to z = 3. This disagrees with predictions from semi-analytical
interfaces with the Millennium Simulation, where a turn around in merger fraction is
expected for massive galaxies by z ∼ 2. The under-population of massive galaxies
in the Millennium Simulation is a well known problem, and this is possibly the root
cause of this discrpancy. Interestingly, however, the merger rates computed in Bluck
et al. (2009) agree comfortably with that predicted from the Millennium simulation
(Bertone & Conselice 2009). Obviously, at some point the merger fraction plot must
turn over but this has yet to be observed or constrained.
The total number of major mergers that massive galaxies experience since z ∼ 3 has
been estimated assuming a merger timescale based on N-body simulations (see e.g.
Lotz 2008a,b), and a parameterisation of the merger history (see Bluck et al. 2009 and
Conselice, Yang & Bluck 2009). Current best estimates for massive galaxies suggest
that the total number of major mergers (∼ 1:4 by stellar mass) experienced since z = 3
by the most massive galaxies in the Universe (withM∗ > 10
11M") is currently NM =
1.7 +/- 0.5 (see Chapter 2 for further details). This implies that there is on average a
mass increase of less than a factor of two or so due directly to major merging over the
past 12 billion years of massive galaxy evolution. Additionally, there is a growing mass
of evidence to suggest that over the same time period massive galaxies grow in size by
up to a factor of Þve by building up stellar matter in their outer regions, suggesting a
volume increase of at least a factor of 50 (see e.g. Carasco et al. 2010, van Dokkum et
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al. 2010, Cimatti et al. 2008, Buitrago et al. 2008, Trujillo et al. 2007). To some extent
spectroscopic measures of the velocity dispersions of a very small subset of these high
redshift massive galaxies are beginning to conÞrm that they are extremely dense and
compact (e.g. van Dokkum et al. 2009).
If this growth in size is a real effect, and remains as dramatic as described currently
in the literature, then a crucial question to address is: how do these massive galaxies
grow so much in size whilst growing so little in mass? If the major merger histories are
correct, and the size evolution is correct, then we are expected to believe in a meteoric
growth of 50 times or so in volume during a period of very modest (factor of two
or so) growth in mass due to major merging. Thus, it seems unlikely that the most
obvious candidate for driving galaxy growth (that of major merging) can ultimately be
responsible. So, it becomes necessary to explore other possibilities, e.g. alternative
external inßuences such as minor mergers (this chapter, and Naab et al. 2009) and
intrinsic evolution via, for example, AGN ÔpufÞng upÕ scenarios (Fan et al. 2008,
Bluck et al. 2010a and Chapter 4).
In order to investigate the role of minor mergers and structural evolution in massive
galaxies, we combine a variety of different techniques and approaches. In this chapter
we analyse the structural and morphological properties, and minor merger fraction
histories, of a sample of 82 massive (M∗ > 10
11M") galaxies imaged in the rest frame
optical as part of the HST GOODS NICMOS Survey at 1.7 < z < 3. In particular,
we compute the morphological CAS parameters (Conselice et al. 2003) for the sample
and use this to obtain an independent merger fraction for our high redshift sample of
massive galaxies to the close pair derived merger fraction in Chapter 2. We go on
to compare the Asymmetry (A, Conselice et al. 2003) of our massive galaxies with
the residual ßux fraction (RFF, Blakeslee et al. 2006) from their GALFIT Þtting (Þrst
performed for our GNS galaxies in Buitrago et al. 2008). Furthermore, we exploit
the exceptional resolution and depth of the HST GNS by using statistical close pair
methods to investigate the high mass end of the minor merger history for these objects,
constructing a minor merger history.
Throughout the chapter we assume aΛCDMCosmology with: H0 = 70 km s
−1Mpc−1,
Ωm = 0.3, ΩΛ = 0.7, and adopt AB magnitude units.
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3.2 Data and Observations
The HST GOODS NICMOS Survey images a total of 8298 galaxies in the F160W
(H) band, utilising 180 orbits and 60 pointings of the HST NICMOS-3 camera. These
pointings are centred around massive galaxies at 1.7 < z < 3.0 to 3 orbits depth. Each
tile (51.2′′x51.2′′, 0.203′′/pix) is observed in 6 exposures that combine to form images
with a pixel scale of 0.1′′, and a point spread function (PSF) of ∼ 0.3′′ full width half
maximum (FWHM). The total area of the survey is ∼ 43.7 arcmin2. Limiting magni-
tudes reached are HAB = 26.8 (5σ), see Conselice et al. (2010). We are complete down
to M∗ = 10
9.5 M" at z = 3 to 5 σ. The wealth of observational data available in the
GOODS Þeld allowed us to utilise data from the U to the H band in the determination
of photometric redshifts. These are computed via a neural network approach, where
spectroscopic redshifts in the Þeld are used to train our codes. Multi-colour stellar
population Þtting techniques were utilised to estimate stellar masses to an accuracy of
∼ 0.2 - 0.3 dex. These use Bruzual and Charlot (2003) models, and assume an expo-
nentially declining star formation history, with a Chabrier initial mass function (IMF).
See §1.4, Buitrago et al. (2008), Bluck et al. (2009), Gruetzbauch et al. (2010) and
a complete account in Conselice et al. (2010) for full details on the sample selection,
source extraction, data catalogs, and determination of photometric redshifts, rest-frame
colours and stellar masses. The issue of thermally pulsating AGB stars in model SED
Þts for massive high redshift galaxies was explored in detail in Conselice et al. (2008)
and Bundy et al. (2007) and found not to be a signiÞcant problem for our stellar mass
determination, perhaps increasing the errors to∼ 0.3 dex, at the upper end of our initial
estimation.
A discussion of more robust error estimates on stellar masses can be found in Chap-
ter 2, where it is concluded, through Monte-Carlo simulation, that systematic errors
arising out of Poisson errors from the steepness of the stellar mass distribution (Ed-
dington bias) do not result in a signiÞcant inÞltration of lower mass objects. Further
discussion on the use of the SExtractor package to produce galaxy catalogs is also pro-
vided in Bluck et al. (2009) and in Conselice et al. (2010), with special concern for
deblending accuracy and removal of stellar objects and spurious detections. In essence
point like (non-extended) sources were removed and later objects without galaxy-like
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colours were removed. This is, of course, vital to achieve well when utilising close pair
statistics approaches. For our sample of massive galaxies, each image was looked at
carefully by eye and the source extraction parameters were deduced organically from
optimising deblending accuracy.
3.3 Results
3.3.1 CAS Morphologies
Morphology is one of the oldest methods used for analysing the properties of galaxies
(see back to e.g. Hubble 1926). The need for automated (computational) approaches
not subject to subjective observer biases and assumptions has been profoundly lacking
throughout much of the history of astronomy, as well as the need for a way to categorise
the morphologies of galaxies in a model independent way. One of the recent attempts
to address these problems is the CAS (concentration, C, asymmetry, A, clumpiness,
S) structural parameters designed by Conselice et al. (2003). These offer a physically
motivated, non-parametric, and computational scheme to uniquely position galaxies
in a 3-dimensional structural space dependent on the concentration, asymmetry and
clumpiness of their light proÞles.
At present, at high redshifts the clumpiness parameter (S) becomes incalculable due to
high background noise and surface brightness dimming effects, and due to the limita-
tions of the resolution of our images (of ∼ 0.3′′). As such, we constrain our analysis
here to the C - A plane (or concentration - asymmetry plane), where these parameters
require less high resolution and are in general affected much less by redshift effects. C
and A are deÞned in detail in §A and in Conselice, Yang & Bluck (2009), as well as
early deÞnitions in Conselice et al. (2003). For the purposes of this chapter it should
be sufÞcient to comment that A is a measure of the total global asymmetry of a galaxy,
based on minimising the total residual left from subtracting a 180 degree rotation from
the original galaxy image. A high numerical value of A indicates a large global asym-
metry. C is a probe of the concentration of the light distribution and in particlar is
constructed from the logarithm of the ratio of the radii at which 80 % and 20 % of
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Figure 3.1: Asymmetry (A) plotted against Concentration (C) for the 82 massive (M ∗ > 10
11M#)
galaxies in our sample at 1.7 < z < 3. The data is divided via redshift, as described on the plot,
and the regions where different morphologies reside at z = 0 are also marked on the plot. The
placing of almost all non-merging galaxies in the Ôlate typeÕ regime is most probably an effect of
all of these galaxies having some morphological disturbance (most likely via minor and sub-major
merging), and should not be taken too seriously as a morphological classiÞcation, since these lines
are drawn for z = 0 galaxies. The error bar displayed represents the average 1 σ errors on the C and
A parameters from the CAS code (Conselice et al. 2003).
the light of the entire galaxy (to the Petrosian radius) is contained. Higher values of C
indicate more concentrated light proÞles.
We plot where our massive galaxies lie in C - A space in Fig. 3.1. Different morpholo-
gies of galaxies separate convincingly in the 3-dimensional C - A - S space, with the
most signiÞcant division for this chapter being the region where major merging galax-
ies tend to reside. In the next section we explore the CAS determined major merger
history of massive galaxies.
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3.3.1.1 Major Merger Fraction from Morphology
The classic rest frame optical deÞnition for a CAS selected merger is (see Conselice
2003; Conselice, Yang & Bluck 2009):
A > 0.35 and A > S (3.1)
That is, a merging system will have an asymmetry in excess of A = 0.35, and further-
more an asymmetry in excess of its clumpiness, S. This selection has a proven track
record of cleanly Þnding major mergers, in the local Universe at least (see Conselice
2003, de Propris et al. 2007). At higher redshifts there are some additional complica-
tions (see Conselice, Yang & Bluck 2009 for a full discussion). Ultimately, the effect
of limitations in the resolution of imaging with the HST NIC-3 camera (FWHM ∼
0.3′′) signiÞcantly reduces our sensitivity to the high frequency clumpiness signal in
very distant galaxies, in practice setting all S values more or less to zero. This means
that the second criteria is irrelevant in practice as if A > 0.35 it is always greater than
S at high z. This ensures that the asymmetry is a global property of the galaxy and not
a result of, for example, clumpy star formation.
Furthermore, because we observe rest frame V to B band with our HST NICMOS
H-band images at z = 1.7 - 3, we are probing the visible light and hence stellar pop-
ulation of the galaxies in question, not predominantly star formation as in many other
high redshift studies, which frequently view similar high mass high redshift objects in
optical light, which corresponds to rest frame UV. Thus, we have very high resolution
imaging (from HST) and additionally see the established stellar population (not star
formation) via observing in the near infra-red, making the HST GNS an ideal survey
with which to probe the structures and morphologies of high redshift massive galaxies.
Another high redshift effect may be to lower the observed asymmetry due to increased
background noise, however, our own analysis through simulations of this effect are at
best inconclusive. We Þnd that there is perhaps a slight systematic trend to underesti-
mate asymmetry (A) values at high redshifts even once care has been taken to compare
equivalent rest-frame wavelengths. Nonetheless, it is conceivable that this effect is
partially lost in the high scatter inherent from the random errors, i.e. the random errors
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increase over the systematics. However, to be secure in our conclusions it is advisable
to treat our A values as potential lower estimates at high redshifts, whereas to mea-
sure an A value higher than its true value at high redshifts would be very difÞcult to
achieve. This is intuitive because the low spacial frequency light that A is most sensi-
tive to is smoothed by surface brightness dimming. Nonetheless, if later studies come
to suggest a reversal of this trend whereby asymmetry is overestimated at high z this
would have a signiÞcant impact on our morphological results. Future work on inter-
preting CAS at high redshift is needed, but what follows in this chapter is a cautious
Þrst attempt, motivated and bolstered by early successes in simulation, and tethered by
comparison to other tested methods, i.e. close pairs. In the future these methods can
be applied to WFPC3 images from the HST with greater reliability and the potential to
compare across different wavebands. We do not explore the morphologies of the HST
ACS images, even though they are of higher resolution than our NICMOS imaging, for
two reasons. First the ACS imaging is all in the rest-frame UV for our redshift objects
and hence not representative of the underlying established stellar populationÕs light
proÞles, hence, not appropriate for commenting on global asymmetry. And secondly,
many of our galaxies are barely even visible in the ACS, showing up as point sources
or very faint extended sources only. This point emphasizes the need to near infrared
study of massive high redshift galaxies due to the lack of information acquirable in
the observed optical and rest-frame UV. For now, our NICMOS imaging is the best
available for this task.
We identify 18 out of 82 massive galaxies that Þt the empirical deÞnition of a CAS
selected morphologically determined major merger, resulting in a total major merger
fraction of fM (CAS) = 0.22 +/- 0.05 at 1.7 < z < 3. We further divide this redshift
range up into two as in Bluck et al. (2009) to derive a merger fraction of fM (CAS) =
0.18 +/- 0.065 (8 out of 44 galaxies) at 1.7< z< 2.3, and fM (CAS) = 0.26 +/- 0.08 (10
out of 38 galaxies) at 2.3< z< 3. The errors are calculated by adding Poisson counting
statistics to the maximum and minimum values of these fractions, given the CAS code
1 σ errors, which are themselves based upon the accuracy of ascertaining the minimum
centre for rotation. These values are plotted alongside the close pair derived merger
fractions for the same galaxies, and the close pair + CAS merger fractions for lower
redshift galaxies (from the POWIR Survey, see Conselice et al. 2007) in Fig. 3.2. Here
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we add our latest morphologically determined merger fractions to the merger fraction
history plot of Chapter 2 (Fig. 2.1), noting that there is close agreement (to within
the 1 σ errors) between CAS and close pair (d < 30 Kpc) major merger fractions at
all redshift ranges probed, including at z ∼ 3. This is most probably indicative of
both approaches being sensitive to the underlying major merger history, with similar
detection/ merging timescales (see §2.4.4, Conselice, Yang & Bluck 2009 for a detailed
discussion of this issue).
Furthermore, we witness no signiÞcant rise in merger fraction form morphologies, of
∼ 8 % (with ∼ 1 σ signiÞcance) between our two highest redshift ranges, and note
that this is smaller than the observed ∼ 2 σ increase observed in Chapter 2 through
close pair methods for the same galaxy population. It is possible that at our highest
redshift range we are experiencing a selection effect to effectively smooth our galaxiesÕ
light proÞles, thus underestimating A. To know whether this is indeed the reason for
this slight discrepancy we shall have to wait for even deeper and higher resolution rest
frame optical space based or adaptive optics (AO) ground based imaging of distant
massive galaxies, which will come in due course with planned WFC3 surveys, the
JWST, and future 30 metre telescopes with advanced AO capabilities. For now it is
sufÞcient to note that broadly speaking there is agreement between close pair and CAS
methods of determining merger fractions, and that in both schemes there is a very high
chance (4 σ rise in fm from z = 0 to z = 3 in both CAS and close pair methodologies)
that the major merger fraction of massive galaxies was considerably higher at high
redshifts than in the local Universe (as shown in Fig. 3.2).
3.3.1.2 A link between Asymmetry (A) and GALFIT Residual Flux Fraction
(RFF)
Another procedure for deÞning the structures and morphologies of galaxies, from a
parametric standpoint, is Sersic index Þtting through, e.g., GALFIT (Peng et al. 2002).
In this section we look for a possible link between the error in GALFIT Þtting, the
residual ßux fraction (RFF), and the global asymmetry (A) of massive high redshift
galaxies. Since GALFIT assumes a symmetric light proÞle one may expect that a poor
GALFIT Þt would be correlated with the total global asymmetry of the galaxy in ques-
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Figure 3.2: The major merger (fm) evolution with redshift for massive (M∗ > 10
11M#) galaxies.
This plot is taken from Bluck et al. (2009), where the major merger history of massive galaxies
is probed using statistical close pair methods (at all z) and CAS morphologies (at z < 1.5). In
this chapter we add the CAS morphology determined major merger fractions for the two highest
redshift ranges, up to z = 3 (large red triangles). There is generally good agreement between CAS
selected mergers and statistically determined close pairs (with d< 30 kpc) at all redshifts. Further,
both methods agree that there is a rise in merger fraction with redshift, which is parameterised here
by a simple power law best Þt (solid line, with exponent = 3 +/-0.5) and power law exponential
(dotted line), see Chapter 2 (Fig. 2.1) for further details on the Þts. All displayed error bars are 1 σ
Poisson errors on the statistical counting.
tion. We investigate whether this is indeed the case for high redshift massive galaxies.
Furthermore, a positive correlation here would serve as a useful sanity check on the ba-
sic reliability of both approaches, and be indicative of their potential complementarity
in studying high redshift massive galaxies.
Our sample of massive galaxies have previously had their light proÞles Þtted with a
Sersic index approach using the GALFIT package (see Peng et al. 2002). Early results
concerning the size evolution of massive galaxies and crude morphological divisions
between discs and spheroids in our sample, as well as details on the Þtting techniques
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used are presented in Buitrago et al. (2008). SpeciÞcally, the Sersic index and effective
radii are obtained from Þtting the the following formulae for the intensity of light at
radii, r,
Ir = Iedex
(
− bn
[( r
re
)1/n
− 1
])
(3.2)
where Ie is the intensity of light at the effective radii, n is the Sersic index (with a value
of n = 4 being equivalent to de VaucouleursÕ (1948) formula for an elliptical galaxy,
and a value of n = 1 giving rise to an exponentially declining surface brightness
proÞle appropriate for a disc like object). re is the circularised effective radius, given
by re = ae(1− +)
1/2, where + is the ellipticity and ae is the semi major axis of the best
Þt ellipse to the galaxy light proÞle at the effective radius, re. bn is a constant to be Þt
to the light proÞle.
The best Þt Sersic proÞle is constructed via minimising the residuals, which are deÞned
as the difference between the HST F160W (H) band image and the model Þt. We
quantify the residual ßux fraction (RFF, see Blakeslee et al. 2006 and Hoyos et al.
2010), which is a proxy for Ôbadness of ÞtÕ, as:
RFF =
(
∑
|Res| − 0.8× σimage)
FLUXA2e
(3.3)
where the summation is performed over the total area within the ellipse Þt of the galaxy
at two effective radii, A2e. |Res| is the absolute (modulus) value of the residual image,
and FLUXA2e is the total ßux within the the area of the ellipse at two effective radii
for the observed image. σimage is deÞned as:
σimage =
(
σ2Bkg +
F
g
)
(3.4)
where g is the effective gain, F is the ßux value from the model for each pixel, and
σBkg is the standard deviation of the background (noise) from the observed H band
images.
The RFF statistic computes the fraction of light, present or absent in the residual im-
age, which is not explained by empirical errors in the Sersic model (for more details
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see Hoyos et al. 2010). This effectively equates to a measure of how poor each Þt is.
Since this type of Þtting assumes an intrinsically symmetric proÞle to the light distribu-
tion of galaxies, it may be expected that it would not perform well on more asymmetric
galaxies (or those with a high A value, as deÞned in §3.3.1). To investigate the possi-
bility of a correlation here between poorness of GALFIT Þtting (RFF) and asymmetry
(A) in high mass high redshift galaxies, we plot these variables against each other in
Fig. 3.3.
We Þnd that there is a correlation between RFF and A, whereby galaxies with higher
asymmetries tend to have worse Þts from the GALFIT analysis. In fact we Þnd that the
mean value of A rises with 3 σ signiÞcance from low to high RFF values, taking the
errors as standard error on the mean and incorporating into this the intrinsic errors from
the RFF and A methods. A best Þt, least squares, simple power law to the unbanned
data is found to be:
A = (0.28+/−0.13)× (1 + RFF)1.6+/−0.7 (3.5)
This implies that asymmetry in the light proÞle of massive galaxies at high redshifts
may be a signiÞcant impediment to the use of Sersic proÞle Þtting for some systems.
In these cases a non-parametric Þt (such as CAS) will be superior, since it makes no
underlying assumptions about the spatial symmetry of the galaxy light proÞle. Fur-
thermore, this relation opens the possibility to potentially identify likely candidates for
mergers via high RFF values. For example, we Þnd that galaxies with RFF > 0.05 are
∼ 4 times more likely to be mergers (as deÞned by CAS, see §3.3.1.1) than those with
RFF < 0.05. From a KS test this represents a 3 σ signiÞcant rise from low to high
bins of RFF in A. However, there remains a high degree of scatter around the line of
best Þt, indicative of there being other reasons for poor GALFIT Þts of high redshift
massive galaxies than pure asymmetry through major merging or other morphological
disturbance. This is most probably explained by the errors inherent in measuring CAS
and the RFF, as very few galaxies lie further than 2 σ from the best Þt line.
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Figure 3.3: Asymmetry (A) vs. Residual Flux Fraction (RFF) from GALFIT Sersic index Þtting,
for our sample of massive (M∗ > 10
11M#) galaxies at z = 1.7 - 3. The black dots are the unbinned
data, with the black error bar representing average 1 σ errors on RFF and A. The blue squares rep-
resent mean values of A, in the RRF ranges -0.1 - 0, 0 - 0.1, and 0.1 - 0.2, with their corresponding
error bars being 2 σ errors on the mean in each case. The solid red line is a best Þt simple power
law to the unbinned data, which is deÞned in §3.3.1.2.
3.3.2 Minor Merger Fraction from Pair Statistics
Most probes of the merger histories of massive galaxies are considerably limited by
constraints due to the depth of the imaging used. This is especially the case at higher
redshifts. For this reason almost all merger histories in the literature (at least all those
which extend beyond z ∼ 0.5) are restricted to ÔmajorÕ mergers. Although this deÞni-
tion varies from paper to paper, it is common to use difference such as +/- 1.5 magni-
tudes (∼ 1:4 by mass) for close pairs, as in chapter 2 and Bluck et al. (2009), which
corresponds to a similar mass regime for which CAS is most sensitive (see also Con-
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selice, Yang & Bluck 2009 for a discussion of this). Due to the exceptionally deep
HST NICMOS imaging we have acquired in the GNS, we are in a position to go much
deeper, down to + 3.5 magnitudes at z = 3 and + 4.5 magnitudes at z = 2.3. This allows
us to probe a mass range of up to a factor of ∼ 100, looking speciÞcally at galaxies
with masses 109M" - 10
11.5M" around massive galaxies with M∗ > 10
11M". Thus,
in a sense, we can probe the minor merger history of massive galaxies as well as the
major merger history.
We deÞne the merger fraction, fm, (in exact analogy to the major merger fraction of
Chapter 2) to be:
fm =
1
N
i=N∑
i=1
(countsi − corri) (3.6)
where
corr =
∫ m+m+
m−1.5
ρ× pi(r230kpc − r
2
5kpc)dm
′ (3.7)
and N is the total number of massive galaxies in the sample at each redshift range,
countsi is the number of galaxies within the magnitude range m − 1.5 to m + m
+,
contained within the annulus of 5 to 30 kpc (h = 0.7) around each massive host galaxy.
We use m − 1.5 as the lower limit to our integral to assure that we count virtually all
mergers down to the upper limit m +m+. There are very few, if any, galaxies which
are greater than 1.5 magnitudes brighter than the massive galaxies we probe at high
redshifts, given that there are extremely few galaxies withM∗ > 10
11.5M" at z > 1.7.
The value corr is the background correction, which we compute from the surface num-
ber density, ρ, of galaxies within the magnitude range under consideration, from our
GNS survey. The fact that we take our surface number densities from the same survey
(around the objects being studied at radii< 200 kpc), which is centred around massive
galaxies at high redshifts, reduces the risk of our results being unduly affected by dif-
ferential redshift projection effects due to the increased clustering of massive galaxies
at high redshifts. This surface number density is then converted to an expectation value
for the total number of close pairs one would measure by line of sight contamination,
via multiplying over the area of sky contained within the annulus of 5 to 30 Kpc around
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each massive host galaxy. We adopt this annulus method, as opposed to a simple circle
approach, to avoid effects from the contamination of the light proÞles of the merging
galaxies by the host galaxyÕs brightness (as in Chapter 2). Since these massive galaxies
are extremely compact (see Buitrago et al 2008) we Þnd an inner radii of 5 kpc to be
more than sufÞcient to remove this effect.
We varym+ from 1.5 to 6.5 in increments of 1.5 (covering a mass ratio up toM∗host/M∗pair
∼ 100), probing the major to minor merger fractions, and also probe an ultra-major
merger fraction (> 1:2 by mass) of m+ = 0.5. The results of this are plotted in Fig. 3.4.
The vertical dotted lines indicate the completion limits for each redshift range probed
from the GNS (see Conselice et al. 2010 for full details on deducing our mass and mag-
nitude completion thresholds). Essentially we compare our number counts of galaxies
at differing magnitudes to those of the much deeper HDF, and conclude that our limits
are where these curves cease to agree closely. An early estimate (which continues to
be fairly close to the actual value) is from the integration time calculator of the HST
NICMOS-3 camera in H-band, setting a 5 σ detection limit for our total integrated ex-
posure times. As a sanity check we note that the merger fraction vs. magnitude range
plot levels off at the completion limits as one would expect. We, therefore, witness a
rise in merger fraction with magnitude range out to the completion limits. We note that
the major and minor pair systems are in general different populations, with only ∼ 15
% of major mergers also being identiÞed with minor merging. We also present a rough
guide to the masses of objects included, at the top of Fig. 3.4. This is computed by
assuming a mass-to-light ratio of ∼ 2.5 : 1 (HAB : lg(M∗)), and a mean stellar mass
for host galaxy ofM∗ ∼ 10
11M".
We Þt the merger fraction dependence on magnitude range, up to the respective com-
pletion limits (of + 3.5 at z = 3 and + 4.8 at z = 2.3). At 2.3< z < 3 we Þnd the merger
fraction dependence on magnitude range to be:
fm(δHAB) = (0.12+/−0.07)× (1.5 + δHAB)
0.91+/−0.35; (3.8)
at 1.7 < z < 2.3 we Þnd a slightly steeper dependence of:
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fm(δHAB) = (0.04+/−0.03)× (1.5 + δHAB)
1.24+/−0.37. (3.9)
Assuming a mass-to-light ratio, the above equations may be converted to the merger
fraction dependence on mass range (δm∗). We use a mass-to-light ratio of 2.5 : 1 (HAB
: lg(M∗)), and take δm∗ = 11.5− log(M∗[M"]). Thus, at 2.3< z < 3 we Þnd a merger
fraction dependence on mass range for massive galaxies of:
fm(M∗) = (0.28+/−0.17)× δm
0.91+/−0.35
∗
(3.10)
and at 1.7 < z < 2.3 we Þnd a merger fraction dependence on mass range for massive
galaxies of:
fm(M∗) = (0.12+/−0.09)× δm
1.24+/−0.37
∗
. (3.11)
This gives a prescription for deducing the probable total number of minor mergers
from extrapolation of these trends, via the following methodology. The total number
of mergers, within a given mass and redshift range, is given by calculating the double
integral:
Nm =
∫ M2
M1
∫ t2
t1
1
Γ(z,M∗)
dtdM∗ (3.12)
=
∫ M2
M1
∫ z2
z1
1
Γ(z,M∗)
tH
(1 + z)
dz
E(z)
dM∗ (3.13)
where,
Γ(z,M∗) =
τm(M∗)
fgm(z,M∗)
(3.14)
and
fgm(z,M∗) =
2× fm(z,M∗)
1 + fm(z,M∗)
. (3.15)
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Γ(z,M∗) is the characteristic time between mergers, tH is the Hubble time, fm(z,M∗)
is the merger fraction, fgm(z) is the galaxy merger fraction (i.e. the number of galaxies
merging, not the total number of mergers), τm(M∗) is the merger timescale (which we
assume to be redshift invariant), and the parameter E(z) = [ΩM(1 + z)
3 + Ωk(1 +
z)2 + ΩΛ]
1/2 = H−1(z).
We construct a rough minor merger fraction dependence on redshift by extrapolating
a line of best Þt to the merger fraction (derived at log(M∗) ∼ 9) from our two redshift
points, Þnding:
fgm(z)|M∗>109M" = 0.20 + /− 0.11× (1 + z) (3.16)
By integrating between the redshift limits probed in our survey (z = 1.7 - 3) in eq. 3.13
we Þnd that an average massive (M∗ > 10
11M") galaxy will experience on average
Nm = (1 +/- 0.4 / τm(M∗)[Gyrs]) mergers with galaxies with M∗ > 10
9M" over the
redshift range z = 1.7 - 3, and a total of Nm = (4.5 +/- 2.1) / τm(M∗)[Gyrs] mergers
with M∗ > 10
9M" galaxies from z = 3 to the present, via extrapolation of the trend.
This value should be taken with more caution as we do not probe directly the z = 0 - 1.7
minor merger history. We factor the merger timescale τm(M∗) out of our calculations
(assuming that it is redshift independent) as this is poorly known for the mass range
of galaxies probed in this chapter. However, as a rough guide, Lotz et al. (2008,
2010) suggest that this might be ∼ 0.4 Gyr for 3:1 mass mergers, and ∼ 1 Gyr for
9:1 mass mergers from N-body simulations. This appears to be roughly a logarithmic
dependence of timescale on stellar mass, suggesting that at 1:100 τm ∼ 2 - 3 Gyrs.
In order to calculate the stellar mass increase due to these major and minor mergers, we
must compute an average mass increase per merger. This is computed via the weighted
mean from Þts to the merger fraction dependence on mass range (Fig. 3.4 and eqs. 3.10
and 3.11). Thus:
< ∆M∗ >
Nm
=
1
z
i=z∑
i=0
(∫M2
M1
M∗fm(z,M∗)dM∗∫M2
M1
fm(z,M∗)dM∗
)
(3.17)
where we take the average redshift value of fm(z,M∗) from z = 0 - 3, integrated over
our mass range of 109−1011.5M". We Þnd< ∆M∗ > /Nm = (6.2+/−2.5)×10
10M".
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In the redshift range probed directly by the GNS (z = 1.7 - 3), this corresponds to an
average massive galaxy experiencing a mass increase of < ∆M∗ >= (6.2 + / −
3.2)/τm(M∗)[Gyrs]× 10
10M". This leads to a total stellar mass increase over the past
∼ 12 Gyrs (z = 3 - 0) from extrapolation, due toM∗ > 10
9M" mergers, with massive
(M∗ > 10
11M") galaxies, of < ∆M∗ >= (2.8 + / − 1.6)/τm(M∗)[Gyrs]× 10
11M".
A good Þrst order approximation to the actual value of τm(M∗) will be to take its value
at our average mass of merger of∼ 5×1010M", i.e∼ 1 Gyr from N-body simulations
in Lotz et al. (2010). When compared to the major merger stellar mass increase,
computed in Bluck et al. (2009), of (1.7 + / − 0.5) × 1011M", this suggests that
minor mergers contribute a similar amaount or slightly less stellar mass than major
mergers from z = 3 to the present, with a minor merger stellar mass increase of ∼
1011M". It is still, however, possible that ultra-minor mergers of massive galaxies
withM∗ < 10
9M" galaxies will be so numerous that they will signiÞcantly effect the
mass increase of massive galaxies, although this seems very unlikely given the trends
and analyses presented in this chapter, and the longer timescales they will experience
due to larger differences in mass ratio.
3.4 Discussion
3.4.1 Mergers
In this chapter we have utilised several different methods to probe the structures and
evolution of massive galaxies over cosmic time. First, it is important to acknowledge
that there are massive galaxies at z > 2, but their properties are somewhat different
to local massive galaxies. The most prominent difference is that thse massive galaxies
tend to have smaller effective radii for their masses and hence higher surface brightness
than more local equivalents. We Þnd that ∼ 1/4 of all massive galaxies (with M∗ >
1011M") are highly morphologically disturbed at 1.7 < z < 3, and in fact Þt the rest
frame optical deÞnition for a CAS selected merger (see §3.3.1). This implies that major
merging is an important factor in the evolution of massive galaxies, and qualitatively
supports a hierarchical approach to galaxy formation. Moreover, we Þnd remarkable
accord between (d < 30 kpc) close pair fractions and CAS merger fractions at all
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Figure 3.4: The Merger Fraction (fm) as a function of magnitude range (+δH160) and stellar
mass sensitivity threshold (log(M∗)) for massive galaxies (withM∗ > 10
11M#). The data points
are separated into two redshift ranges as displayed on the plot. The error bars displayed are 1 σ
Poisson errors on the statistical counting. The vertical dotted lines indicate the completeness limits
for each redshift range, respectively. Solid symbols indicate merger fractions computed where we
are complete, and open symbols indicate merger fractions computed where we are incomplete.
The solid lines are best Þt simple power law functions to the merger fraction dependence on mass/
magnitude range for each redshift range (see §3.3.2 for further details).
redshifts, up to z = 3 (see Fig. 3.2). This strongly suggests that both approaches trace
the underlying major merger activity in massive galaxies, and, furthermore, implies
that the timescales involved in each approach must be similar (also see §2.4.4 and
Conselice, Yang & Bluck 2009 for a discussion of this effect at lower redshifts). To
understand this further, it is pertinent to note that close pair approaches trace merging
before the event, and CAS selected morphological methods trace merging during and
after the event. Thus, what does it mean to suggest that the timescales are roughly
equivalent?
If close pair methods accurately trace merger activity in massive galaxies, they work by
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making use of a probability distribution. In order for two galaxies to merge they must
be close in six dimensional phase space. Now, with a close pair approach one only
measures directly two spatial dimensions, and correct for the third spacial dimension
via computing the expectation value for the number of galaxies in a given area of sky,
based on surface number density of the survey in question (see §3.3.2). Therefore,
no direct knowledge is acquired concerning the relative velocity of the two galaxies.
Consequently, one must assume a spread of plausible velocity differences in order
to compute merger timescales, and, hence, whether or not any given close pair will
actually merge (see e.g. Lotz et al. 2008a,b and 2010), as a merger timescale less
than the Hubble time will deÞne in principle a futuremerger via the close pair method.
However, in general, the higher the initial separation, the larger the merger timescale,
and the lower the probability that the two galaxies will merge. Also, at very large
apertures for the close pair methods, one will simply recover the background correction
and hence the merger fraction will tend to zero. To bring all of this together, what this
means is that there should be an optimal aperture size to utilise, and we suggest here
that this is ∼ 30 kpc for massive galaxies. The reason for this is that there is close
accord with CAS, at all redshifts, suggesting that the number of close pairs at this
distance correlates closely to the actual number of major mergers.
Due to the exceptional depth and resolution of our HST GNS imaging, and because
we observe galaxies in the rest frame optical (V-band) we have high conÞdence in our
morphological (CAS) methods. Moreover, this allows us to extend the work performed
in Chapter 2 on the major merger fraction and evolution of massive galaxies via close
pair methods, to their minor merger fraction evolution (see §3.3.2). As commented
on above, there is a close accord between 30 kpc pairs and actual mergers, and in
view of this we adopt the same aperture to detect minor mergers, though note that the
timescales will be different here due to the unequal mass distribution. We Þnd that the
total merger fraction scales roughly linearly with magnitude (and hence stellar mass)
range, with an exponent ∼ 0.9 - 1.3 across the redshifts probed in this chapter.
From this we compute the total number of mergers a massive galaxy (M∗ > 10
11M")
will experience with other galaxies withM∗ > 10
9M", Þnding this to be Nm ∼ 4.5 /
τm, where τm is the merger timescale, thought to vary between ∼ 0.4 - 2 Gyr through-
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out our mass range sensitivity (see Lotz et al. 2010), with mass ratios closer to unity
having shorter timescales than systems with mass ratios higher or lower than this (also
see Lotz et al. 2010). This corresponds to a total mass increase of∆M∗ ∼ 3×10
11M"
from z = 3 to the present. When compared to the total mass increase due to major
mergers computed in Chapter 2 of ∆M∗ ∼ 2 × 10
11M" from z = 3 to the present,
this suggests that minor mergers are similarly signiÞcant to major mergers in the mass
increase of massive galaxies, contributing ∼ 1/3 of the total mass difference over the
past 11.5 Gyrs. Whilst it is possible that mergers with galaxies with M∗ < 10
9M"
may be so numerous that they could still contribute even more signiÞcantly to the total
mass increase, this possibility does seem extremely unlikely, especially considering
the fact that as the mass difference between merging galaxies increases, so does the
merger timescale. Finally, by way of comparison, this level of mass increase agrees
favourably with studies of the evolution of the mass function of massive galaxies from
z = 3 to the present, see e.g. Mortlock et al. (2010, in prep.).
By way of comparison to other means of galaxy mass increase, we compare our merger
driven stellar mass increase to the stellar mass increase observed in Dickinson et al.
(2003) from the Hubble Deep Field - North. Dickinson et al. Þnd that massive galaxies
can grow by up to a factor of ten in mass between z = 3 and the present. This suggests
that star formation may result in as much, or even more, stellar mass growth to that
of merging in the major and sub-major regime (explored in this chapter). This type
of mass increase would lead our population of galaxies to end up as the most massive
galaxies in the Universe by present times, some of which doubtless becoming brightest
cluster galaxies (BCGs). It is most probable that our population of massive galaxies
will move from group to cluster environments over cosmic time and moreover end their
lives at the centre of these clusters as very bright, very massive systems.
3.4.2 Size Evolution
Numerous studies over the past Þve years have found increasingly compelling evidence
for dramatic size evolution of massive galaxies over the past ten or so billion years (e.g.
Carasco et al. 2010, van Dokkum et al. 2010, Cimatti et al. 2008, Buitrago et al. 2008,
Trujillo et al. 2007). It is currently widely argued that massive galaxies may grow
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in size by up to a factor of Þve since z = 3, resulting in a colossal volume increase
of at least a factor of 50. Whilst there are still concerns that some (or all) of this
apparent size evolution may be driven by inaccurate Sersic Þtting of massive galaxies
at high redshifts, due to a number of factors including surface brightness dimming
effects, a wealth of evidence from simulation, and observational attempts to break the
degeneracies inherent in former approaches, are coming to establish the validity of this
result. If this size evolution is real (and not an artifact from our Sersic Þtting), then
it becomes of vital importance in contemporary astrophysics to address the question:
What drives the size increase of massive galaxies over cosmic time?
Naab et al. (2009) and Khochfar & Silk (2006) have both argued from a theoretical
standpoint for merger driven size evolution of massive galaxies. We have, in this chap-
ter, also computed the merger history of massive galaxies withM∗ > 10
9M" galaxies
(see §3.4.1). Thus, there are ∼ 4.5 mergers predicted from z = 3 to the present, which
may go some way to explaining the observed size evolution of massive galaxies. In
fact, arguments presented in Naab et al. (2009) suggest that a mass increase due to
minor and major mergers of a factor of three (as predicted in this chapter), could lead
to size evolution of up to a factor six in radii. The more mergers there are the greater
the size evolution, thus a mass increase of a given magnitude will be more effective at
increasing the size of the resultant galaxy if it is imparted in a series of minor mergers
rather than one major mergers. Thus it is the relatively high fraction of mass imparted
by minor mergers which is most useful for increasing a massive galaxyÕs size. The
minor and major merger history witnessed in this work is large enough to explain the
entire growth witnessed in massive galaxies across the past 12 billion years (e.g. Tru-
jillo et al. 2007, Buitrago et al. 2008) according to recent theoretical estimation (Naab
et al. 2009). From this, it seems most plausible that the size evolution of massive
galaxies is predominantly driven by merging. It is, however, worth considering other
contributive factors, such as the effect of the enormous outpouring of energy from
supermassive black holes in the nuclei of massive galaxies over this same period of
cosmic history (see Bluck et al. 2010a, Fan et al. 2008 and Chapter 4). It may yet
prove probable that it is a combination of passive evolution, major and minor merging,
and AGN ÔpufÞng upÕ which causes the size evolution of massive galaxies. This work,
however, implies that merging by itself could be responsible, assuming the validity of
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the arguments presented in Naab et al. (2009) and the right gas fractions and mass
ratios of the mergers, which are yet to be fully empirically deduced.
3.5 Summary and Conclusions
In this chapter we have studied in detail the structures, morphologies, minor mergers
and evolution of a population of 82 extremely massive (M∗ > 10
11M") galaxies at
very high redshifts (1.7 < z < 3). We Þnd that massive galaxies at high redshifts
are frequently morphologically disturbed, with ∼ 1/4 meeting the criteria for a CAS
selected major merger (see §3.3.1). Furthermore, we note that close pair methods
(with d < 30 kpc) to deduce major mergers Þnd close accord with morphological CAS
determined major mergers at all redshifts, up to z = 3, indicative of both approaches
being sensitive to the underlying merger history, and, moreover, having similar mass
ratio and timescale sensitivities (see §2.4.4 and §3.4.1 for a discussion).
We note that the ÔpoornessÕ of GALFIT Þtting (RFF) is positively correlated with the
global asymmetry of the galaxy (A) for high redshift massive galaxies, see §3.3.1.2.
Moreover, we Þnd that galaxies with GALFIT Þts deÞned as ÔpoorÕ (RFF > 0.1) are
over 4 times more likely to be highly asymmetric systems (with A > 0.35) than those
galaxies with ÔgoodÕ (RFF < 0.1) Þts, which suggests that Sersic index Þtting can be
used to select likely major merger candidates through analysis of the RFF. However,
the high degree of scatter about this correlation should provide a cautionary reminder
that there are most likely other reasons for ÔpoorÕ GLAFIT Þts than solely global asym-
metry (A) at high redshifts.
We go on to investigate the minor merger properties of our sample of massive galaxies,
down to a mass sensitivity threshold of M∗ = 10
9M". In order to achieve this we
utilise extremely deep and high resolution H band imaging from the HST GOODS
NICMOS Survey, which corresponds to rest frame optical wavelengths at the redshifts
probed in this chapter (z = 1.7 - 3). We deduce that there are in total Nm = (4.5 +/-
2.1) / τm mergers from z = 3 to the present, which leads to massive galaxies growing in
mass by a factor of ∼ 3 due to all mergers, with 1/3 of this mass increase being driven
by minor mergers with galaxies of massM∗ = 10
9 − 1010.5M". We go on to suggest
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that the size increase over cosmic time of massive galaxies could be driven by these
mergers, noting that the number of mergers we compute for massive galaxies (and their
resultant approximate threefold mass increase) could correspond to a size increase of
up to a factor of six via the Naab et al. (2009) model.
In conclusion, we Þnd that massive galaxies are more asymmetric at high redshifts,
have many more minor and major mergers at early times than late times, and grow in
mass threefold from z = 3 to the present due to merging alone. We also suggest that the
size evolution of massive galaxies seen elsewhere must be partly (or possibly entirely)
driven via this galaxy merging.
Chapter 4
On the co-evolution of supermassive
black holes and their host galaxies
since z = 3
The work in this chapter is published as: Bluck et al. (2010a)
This Chapter is based on work I led, in collaboration with Christopher J. Conselice1,
Omar Almaini1, Elise Laird2, Kirpal Nandra1 and Ruth Gruetzbauch1.
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Nottingham, Nottingham NG7 2RD, UK
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Abstract
To investigate the evolution in the relation between galaxy stellar and central black
hole mass we identify a population of 508 X-ray selected AGN (Active Galactic Nu-
clei) at 0.4 < z < 6 residing within host galaxies with stellar masses in the range
1010M" < M∗ < 10
12M". From this sample we construct a volume limited complete
sample of 85 AGNwith host galaxy stellar massesM∗ > 10
10.5M", and speciÞc X-ray
luminosities LX > 2.35 × 10
43 erg s−1 at 0.4 < z < 3. We calculate the Eddington
limiting masses of the supermassive black holes (SMBHs) residing at the centre of
these galaxies, and observe an increase in the average Eddington limiting black hole
mass with redshift. While the black hole mass and Eddington ratio (µ = Lbol/LEdd)
are degenerate, if we assume that the local MBH −M∗ relation holds at all redshifts
we Þnd that the mean Eddington ratio µ rises from 0.056 +/- 0.010 at z = 0.7 to 0.087
+/- 0.011 at z = 1.25, with no signiÞcant evolution thereafter to z = 3.
Alternatively, by assuming that there is no evolution in µ and then that there is max-
imum possible evolution to the Eddington limit, we quantify the maximum possible
evolution in theM∗/MBH ratio as lying in the range 700 < M∗/MBH < 10000, com-
pared with the local value ofM∗/MBH ∼ 1000. We furthermore Þnd that the fraction
of galaxies which are AGN (with LX > 2.35 × 10
43 erg s−1) rises with redshift from
1.2 +/- 0.2 % at z = 0.7 to 7.4 +/- 2.0 % at z = 2.5. We use our results to calculate
the maximum timescales for which our sample of AGN can continue to accrete at their
observed rates before surpassing the local galaxy-black hole mass relation. We use
these timescales to calculate the total fraction of massive galaxies which will be active
(with LX > 2.35× 10
43 erg s−1) since z = 3, Þnding that at least∼ 40% of all massive
galaxies will be Seyfert luminosity AGN or brighter during this epoch. Further, we
calculate the energy density due to AGN activity in the Universe as 1.0 (+/- 0.3) ×
1057 erg Mpc−3 Gyr−1, potentially providing a signiÞcant source of energy for AGN
feedback on star formation. We also use this method to compute the evolution in the
X-ray luminosity density of AGN with redshift, Þnding that massive galaxy Seyfert
luminosity AGN are the dominant source of X-ray emission in the Universe at z < 3.
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4.1 Introduction
One of the major unresolved questions in observational astrophysics is the role of su-
permassive black holes (SMBHs) in the evolution of galaxies. For over a decade the
existence of SMBHs in the centre of massive galaxies has been established (e.g. Kor-
mendy & Richstone 1995), but the impact they have on their host galaxies is still hotly
debated. In the local Universe relations between the mass of the SMBH and the lumi-
nosity of the host galaxy have been discovered (Kormendy & Richstone 1995), as well
as tighter relations between the SMBH mass and velocity dispersion, and hence mass,
of the hosting bulge or spheroid (Ferrarese & Merritt 2000, Marconi & Hunt 2003,
Haring & Rix 2004). These relationships indicate a causal link between galaxies and
the SMBHs that reside within them. However, the nature of this interdependence and
its origin remain open issues in the Þeld. A classic crucial question is: which evolves
Þrst, the host galaxy or its SMBH? This fundamental Ôchicken and eggÕ question can
be resolved by measuring the masses of SMBHs at higher redshifts and investigating
whether they follow the localMBH−M∗ relationship, and if not, quantifying how they
differ from it.
SMBHs are thought to be a near ubiquitous component of massive galaxies (e.g. Ueda
et al. 2003, Barger et al. 2005) although the exact fraction of massive galaxies that
contain SMBHs is still unknown, especially at higher redshifts. One probe of the evo-
lution of SMBHs is to look at the X-ray luminosity function (XLF) and examine how
it evolves with redshift (Ueda et al. 2003, Hasinger et al. 2005, Barger et al. 2005,
Aird et al. 2009). These studies demonstrate that there is a steep positive evolution
of the XLF with redshift out to z ∼ 1.2, followed by a less steep decline with redshift
thereafter at even higher z. Studies disagree on whether there is evolution in the fun-
damental shape of the XLF, but all agree that there is evolution in the X-ray luminosity
density with redshift. As such, SMBHs are known to be dynamic objects, subject to ef-
fects from the evolution of their host galaxies. In order to probe the evolution of AGN
over cosmic time one must be careful to compare populations that are fundamentally
linked. With XLF studies one considers a range of X-ray luminosities and quantiÞes
the evolution within this range, often ignoring the characteristics of the underlying
host galaxy population. In this chapter, we restrict our sample of AGN to those with
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optical - NIR detected host galaxies with well determined redshifts and stellar masses,
allowing us to link objects at different redshifts for comparison via the stellar masses
of their host galaxies.
Measuring the mass of a SMBH, however, is not trivial. Often the most robust methods
involve a virial mass estimation technique (see e.g. McLure & Dunlop 2002), whereby
one acquires detailed spectroscopy of the central most region of a galaxy and use the
assumption of a virialised system to estimate the SMBH mass from the broadening of
spectral lines. The mass contained within a radius R isM(< R) ∼ Rσ2/G. The value
of σ can be deduced directly from the FWHM (full width half maximum) of any broad
line emission (most commonlyHβ). More challengingly, the radius at which the broad
line emitting region resides must be known in this method. This can be deduced from
the time delay between line emission from the accretion disc and re-emission from the
broad line emitting region, in orbit around the disc. Thus, R ∼ cτ , where τ is the
time delay. This is only possible to measure in nearby systems with any accuracy, due
to the high resolution required in this method. Fortuitously, an empirical relationship
has been demonstrated to exist (e.g. McLure & Jarvis 2002, Willott, McLure & Jarvis
2003, Woo et al. 2008) between the monochrome luminosity of the 3000 ûA line and
the radius of the broad line emitting region. Nonetheless, even this method requires
good spatial resolution, and a bright (most often quasar) source for anything but the
most local AGN (active galactic nuclei).
In order to estimate the SMBH mass of a distant Seyfert-luminosity active galaxy, one
may employ Eddington arguments by setting the outward radiative force equal to the
inward force of gravity. Essentially this method gives a minimum value to the black
hole mass given the luminosity of its accretion disc (see e.g. Alexander et al. 2009).
Essentially MBH ∝ µLBol, with µ being a constant term related to the efÞciency of
the SMBH. In the local Universe, at z < 0.2, µ ∼ 0.05 (see e.g. Marconi et al. 2009),
implying that the average SMBH in the local Universe is accreting matter at ∼ 5 %
of the Eddington maximum. The bolometric luminosity of the accretion disc may be
calculated by employing a measured X-ray speciÞc luminosity and utilising a spec-
tral energy distribution. Naturally, these Eddington based methods are less reliable
for calculating the mass of the central black hole because they contain an efÞciency
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degeneracy. Therefore, one can trace the evolution of the black hole mass only with
assumptions about the evolution of the efÞciency and vice versa. However, for repre-
sentative AGN at intermediate to high redshifts (z > 1) the Eddington method is often
the only method for calculating SMBH masses for more than a few galaxies as it does
not depend on obtaining very high resolution spectroscopy which frequently cannot be
obtained, especially for lower luminosity AGN.
In this chapter we calculate the Eddington limiting (minimum SMBH) mass for 508
X-ray active galaxies with known stellar masses and spectroscopic or photometric red-
shifts, taken from the GOODS and Extended Growth Strip Þelds. We utilise deep
X-ray data from the Chandra X-ray Observatory (hereafter Chandra) and optical to
near infrared data from the Hubble Space Telescope (HST) NICMOS and ACS cam-
eras, the Palomar Observatory and a host of other ground based observatories, in-
cluding the CFHT, VLT and Keck observatories. We construct from this data set a
volume limited sample of 85 ÔSeyfertÕ galaxies with speciÞc hard band luminosities
LX > 2.35 × 10
43ergs−1 and host galaxy stellar masses in the range 1010.5M" <
M∗ < 10
12M" (selected to be not point like), where we are complete to z = 3. We use
this sample to probe the evolution of theMBH −M∗ relationship with redshift, and to
compute the total active fraction (at bright ÔSeyfertÕ luminosities) of massive galaxies
over the past 11.5 billion years.
This chapter is structured as follows: §4.2 outlines the sources of our data and measures
of photometric redshifts and stellar masses, §4.3 outlines the major sources of random
and systematic error or biases affecting this work, and what we have done to parame-
terise and minimise their effects. §4.4 outlines our methods, including explanation of
how we deduce lower limits to black hole masses. §4.5 presents our results in detail,
as well as presenting a novel method for calculating AGN lifetimes. §4.6 encompasses
a discussion of our results, with §4.7 summarising our conclusions. Throughout the
chapter we assume a ΛCDM Cosmology with: H0 = 70 km s
−1 Mpc−1, Ωm = 0.3, ΩΛ
= 0.7, and adopt AB magnitude units.
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4.2 Data and Observations
We utilise near-infrared and optical data from the GOODS ACS and NICMOS galaxy
Surveys (ACS, Dickinson et al. 2003; GNS, Conselice et al. 2010), the Palomar
Observatory Wide-Þeld Infra-Red (POWIR) galaxy Survey (Conselice et al. 2007,
2008, and Davis et al. 2007), and complementary surveys based in the GOODS Þeld
and Extended Growth Strip (EGS). Additionally, we compare these observations to
X-ray catalogs from the Chandra Deep Field North / South (CDF-N/S, Alexander et
al. 2003, Luo et al. 2008), and the AEGIS-X survey (Laird et al. 2009). In so doing
we construct two samples: an ÔAGNÕ sample where we are not complete (with all NIR
galaxy - X-ray source matches within a 1.5′′ radius for hard band X-ray luminosities
LX > 10
42 erg s−1 in galaxies with stellar masses M∗ > 10
10M"; and a volume
limited sample of ÔSeyfertÕ galaxies (deÞned to be not-point-like AGN with hard band
X-ray luminosities LX > 2.35 × 10
43 erg s−1 in host galaxies with sellar masses
M∗ > 10
10.5M") where we achieve completion to z = 1.5 in the EGS Þeld and z =
3 in the GNS Þelds. In general we use the Þrst, and larger, sample to probe intrinsic
AGN properties, and the volume limited sample to probe the redshift co-evolution of
SMBHs and their host galaxies in the ÔSeyfertÕ luminosity regime.
4.2.1 Near Infrared Data
We utilise the POWIR survey in the EGS Þeld to obtain redshifts and stellar masses
for a large sample of galaxies and, after matching with Chandra data, our sample of
AGN hosts out to redshifts of z = 1.5. The POWIR Survey obtained deep K and J
band imaging over ∼ 1.52 deg2 in the EGS (see Fig. 4.1 for an illustration). Limiting
magnitudes reached in the K band are typically 22.5 - 23 (5 σ) over the entire area. In
total ∼ 20,000 galaxies were imaged between z = 0.4 and z = 2. Photometric redshifts
were calculated for these galaxies using optical (CFHT) + NIR (Palomar) imaging in
the BRIJK bands (see Conselice et al. 2008 for a detailed discussion of these, and
§4.2.2 for further details). From this stellar masses were estimated by Þtting spectral
energy distributions with Bruzual & Charlot (2003) stellar population synthesis mod-
els, with varying star formation histories. Resulting stellar mass errors are ∼ 0.2 - 0.3
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dex (see Conselice et al. 2007 and §4.2.3 for further details). We are complete down
to M∗ = 10
10.5M" at z = 1.5. For full details on the selection, photometry, redshift
and stellar mass calculations see Conselice et al. (2007 and 2008) and §4.2.2 and 4.2.3.
Also see §4.3.2 for a discussion of possible sources of systematic errors on photometric
redshifts and stellar masses.
We utilise data from the ultra-deep Ôpencil beamÕ HST GOODS ACS and GNS sur-
veys to obtain masses and photometric redshifts for galaxies at high redshifts (1.5
< z < 3) in the GOODS North and South Þelds (see Fig. 4.2). We use published
masses and photometric redshifts (see Dickinson et al. 2003, Giavalisco et al. 2004)
for the large AGN sample, but restrict for our volume limited sample the area probed
to that covered additionally by the GNS, where we have much deeper imaging in the
H-band and higher mass completion. The GOODS NICMOS Survey images a total of
∼ 8000 galaxies in the F160W (H) band, utilising 180 orbits and 60 pointings of the
HST NICMOS-3 camera (see Fig. 4.2 for a depiction of the pointings). These point-
ings are centred around massive galaxies at 1.7 < z < 3 to 3 orbits depth. Each tile
(51.2′′x51.2′′, 0.203′′/pix) is observed in 6 exposures that combine to form images with
a pixel scale of 0.1′′, and a point spread function (PSF) of ∼ 0.3′′ full width half max-
imum (FWHM). The total area of the survey is ∼ 43.7 arcmin2. Limiting magnitudes
reached are H = 26.5 (10σ). We are complete down toM∗ = 10
10M" at z = 3, to 10
σ. The wealth of observational data available in the GOODS Þelds allows us to utilise
data from the U to the H band in the determination of photometric redshifts (see §4.2.2
for further details). Multi-colour stellar population Þtting techniques were utilised to
estimate stellar masses to an accuracy of ∼ 0.2 - 0.3 dex (see §4.2.3 for further details
and §4.3.2 - 4.3.2 for a discussion on the errors involved in computing stellar masses
for AGN at high redshifts). A selection bias is introduced due to our pointings be-
ing selected to maximise the number of massive galaxies imaged, whereby we witness
higher surface densities of massive galaxies in the GNS than expected from imaging
to a similar depth a randomly chosen area of sky. Where necessary we take account of
this bias in our analyses (see e.g. §4.5.1).
Details of the techniques used for the GNS in constructing catalogs, photometric red-
shifts and stellar masses may be found in Buitrago et al. (2008), Bluck et al. (2009),
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Gruetzbauch et al. (2010) and a more full account in Conselice et al. (2010), as well
as further information in §4.2.2 - 4.2.3. A discussion of more robust error estimates
on stellar masses can be found in Chapter 1 and Bluck et al. (2009), where it is con-
cluded, through Monte-Carlo simulation, that systematic errors arising out of Poisson
errors from the steepness of the stellar mass distribution (Eddington biases) do not re-
sult in a signiÞcant inÞltration of lower mass objects. Further discussion on the use
of the SExtractor package to produce galaxy catalogs is also provided in Bluck et al.
(2009), with special concern for deblending accuracy and removal of stellar objects
and spurious detections. Possible sources of systematic bias on stellar masses and
photometric redshifts, and their effect on our results, are addressed in detail in §4.3.
4.2.2 Spectroscopic and Photometric Redshifts
We utilise both spectroscopic and photometric redshifts for the galaxies we study in
both the EGS and GNS Þelds. The only Þeld which has extensive available spec-
troscopy, however, is the EGS. The Keck EGS spectra were acquired with the DEIMOS
spectrograph as part of the DEEP2 redshift survey (Davis et al. 2003). Target selec-
tion for the DEEP2 spectroscopy was based on the optical properties of the galaxies
detected in the CFHT photometry, with the basic selection criteria being RAB < 24.1.
DEEP2 spectroscopy was acquired through this magnitude limit, with no strong colour
cuts applied to the selection. About 10,000 redshifts are measured for galaxies within
the EGS. The sampling rate for galaxies that meet the selection criteria is 60%.
This DEIMOS spectroscopy was obtained using the 1200 line/mm grating, with a res-
olution R ∼ 5000 covering the wavelength range 6500 - 9100 ûA. Redshifts were mea-
sured through an automatic method comparing templates to data, and we only utilise
those redshifts measured when two or more lines were identiÞed, providing very secure
measurements. Roughly 70% of all targeted objects result in secure redshifts.
We utilise photometric redshifts computed by our group within the EGS (e.g. Bundy
et al. 2006; Conselice et al. 2007, 2008). Within the EGS, photometric redshifts
are based on the optical + near infrared imaging, in the BRIJK bands, and are Þt in
two ways, depending on the brightness of a galaxy in the optical. For galaxies that
meet the spectroscopic criteria, RAB < 24.1, we utilise a neural network photometric
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redshift technique to take advantage of the vast number of secure redshifts with similar
photometric data. Most of the RAB < 24.1 sources not targeted for spectroscopy
should be within our redshift range of interest, at z < 1.5.
The neural network Þtting is done through the use of the ANNz (Collister & Lahav
2004) method and code. To train the code, we use the ∼ 5000 secure redshifts in
the EGS, which have galaxies spanning our entire redshift range. The training of the
photometric redshift Þtting was in fact only done using the EGS Þeld, whose galaxies
are nearly completely selected based on a magnitude limit ofRAB < 24.1. We then use
this training to calculate the photometric redshifts for galaxies with RAB < 24.1. The
agreement between our photometric redshifts and our ANNz spectroscopic redshifts is
very good using this technique, with δz/(1+ z) = 0.07 out to z ∼ 1.4. The agreement
is even better for the M∗ > 10
10.5M" galaxies where we Þnd δz/(1 + z) = 0.025
across all of our four Þelds (Conselice et al. 2007).
For galaxies which are fainter than RAB = 24.1 in the EGS we utilise photometric
redshifts using Bayesian techniques, and the software from Benitez (2000). The pri-
ors we use is the distribution of magnitudes for the differing morphological types as a
function of redshift, obtained from the Hubble Deep Field - North data (Benitez 2000).
In short, the code not only determines the best Þt redshift and spectral type, but takes
into account how likely it is to Þnd a galaxy of that spectral type and redshift at the
given redshift. For an object to have a photometric redshift we require that it be de-
tected at the 3 σ level in all optical and near-infrared (BRIJK) bands, which in the
R-band reaches RAB ∼ 25.1. We optimised our results, and correct for systematics,
through the comparison with spectroscopic redshifts, resulting in a redshift accuracy of
δz/(1+ z) = 0.17 for RAB > 24.1 systems. These RAB > 24.1 galaxies are, however,
only a very small part of our sample. Furthermore, all of these systems are at z > 1.
The redshifts for the GOODS sample were derived using the HST ACS and ground
based NIR imaging, for the whole GOODS area, and the HST GNS + ACS space
based data for the volume limited sub-sample. Most of these sources were chosen
through multiple selection methods, namely the BzK, IERO and DRG selection (see
Conselice et al. 2010, in prep. for a full description). However, in the volume limited
case only mass selection was applied (see Fig. 4.2). Our photometric redshifts, which
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we use for these massive galaxies, are determined via standard techniques similar to
that used in the POWIR data described above (see §1.4.1.2, Gruetzbauch et al. 2010
and Conselice et al. 2010). Additionally, we Þnd seven spectroscopic redshifts from
the literature for our sample of massive galaxies. Using the GOODS/VIMOS DR1
(see Popesso et al. 2008), we Þnd three matches with δz/(1 + z) = 0.026, and four
spectroscopic redshifts from a compilation of redshifts from the literature (see Wuyts
et al. 2008) giving δz/(1 + z) = 0.034. Please see Conselice et al. 2010, for full
details on the determination of photometric redshifts and stellar masses for the GNS
sample. Some further discussion is also given im §1.4.1.
4.2.3 Stellar Masses
For the POWIR survey in the EGS Þeld, stellar masses were derived from spectro-
scopic and photometric redshifts and Palomar Obaservatory and Canada France Hawaii
Telescope obtained BRIJK wavebands by Þtting spectral energy distributions with
Bruzual & Charlot (2003) stellar population synthesis models, with varying star forma-
tion histories. A Chabrier initial mass function (IMF) was assumed. Full details of this
method and its intrinsic errors are provided in Conselice et al. (2007 and 2008). The
errors on the stellar masses were estimated to be ∼ 0.2 - 0.3 dex, taking into account
issues regarding the reliability of photometric redshifts, the effects of AGB stars on the
analysis, and Eddington bias. Additional errors from the choice of IMF for the stellar
mass codes would lead to a factor of two or so uncertainty (see Conselice 2007).
For the full GOODS Þeld (non-volume limited sample), stellar masses were derived
from a combination of groundbased NIR imaging, and space based (ACS) optical
imaging. These were taken from the literature (see Giavalisco et al. 2004).
For the GNS, volume limited sample, stellar masses were calculated from photometric
redshifts and the HST ACS (BViZ) and NICMOS (H) wavebands. The exact same
Bruzual & Charlot (2003) models and Chabrier IMF were used as with the POWIR
sample. Full details of the techniques used and error analyses performed are provided
in Conselice et al. (2010) and further details in Gruetzbauch et al. (2010). Errors on
these stellar masses are also estimated to be ∼ 0.3 dex, with possible additional errors
on top from the choice of IMF. More details on the computation of stellar masses are
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provided in §1.4.1.3.
The effect of possible systematic bias on the determination of stellar masses for high
redshift AGN host galaxies is discussed in detail in §4.3.1 and §4.3.2. Here systematic
errors arising from the contamination of AGN light in the galaxy SED, and from sys-
tematic photometric redshift errors (and catastrophic outliers) for high redshift AGN
host galaxies are considered.
4.2.4 X-ray Data
The X-ray data used in this chapter all originates from the Chandra X-ray Observatory,
with pointings in the GOODS North / South and EGS Þelds (see Fig. 4.1 and 4.2 for
a graphical representation of the Þelds). The AEGIS-X survey covers a ∼ 0.64 deg2
area on the sky with on-axis limiting ßuxes of 5.3 × 10−17 erg cm−2 s−1 in the soft
(0.5 - 2 KeV) band and 3.8 × 10−16 erg cm−2 s−1 in the hard (2 - 10 KeV) band. The
AEGIS-X survey is complete for 54 % of the total survey area covered in the hard band
down to 2.1 × 10−15 erg cm−2 s−1. This corresponds to a X-ray luminosity of 2.35
× 1043 erg s−1 at z = 1.5, which is the redshift limit we use for the POWIR survey.
Thus, we are complete in X-ray sources above our luminosity threshold for our volume
limited sample, with LX > 2.35 × 10
43 erg s−1 at z < 1.5, for a reduced area of the
total EGS Þeld. We restrict our volume limited sample to those galaxies and X-ray
sources which reside within the fraction of the surveyÕs area where we are complete to
these limits. The total area of our volume limited sample is approximately 1/2 of the
total AEGIS-X area (corresponding to ∼ 1/4 of the total EGS POWIR Þeld area, see
Fig. 4.1). See Laird et al. (2009) for further details on this survey.
The X-ray data we use to compare with the GOODS North galaxy catalogs comes
from the Chandra Deep Field North 2 Ms X-ray source catalog (which along with the
Chandra Deep Field South is the deepest ever X-ray image taken to date). This covers
∼ 460 arcmin2 of sky and reaches on-axis soft band (0.5 - 2 KeV) ßuxes of 2.5× 10−17
erg cm−2 s−1 and on-axis hard band (2 - 8 KeV) ßuxes of 1.4 × 10−16 erg cm−2 s−1.
This survey is complete for 28.5 % of the total survey area down to a hard band ßux of
4.5× 10−16 erg cm−2 s−1, which corresponds to a luminosity limit of LX = 2.3× 10
43
erg s−1 at z = 3, where we limit our GOODS data in redshift for the volume limited
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Figure 4.1: The EGS Þeld. Black dots/ region indicate the location ofM ∗ > 10
10M# galaxies at
redshifts (0.4 < z < 1.5). Note that there are ∼ 16000 galaxies displayed here. The red circles are
massive galaxies with secure X-ray counterparts within a 1.5 ′′ radius of their positional centre, with
hard band luminosities LX > 10
42 erg s−1, which form our low and intermediate redshift AGN
sample. The Chandra (AEGIS-X) survey covers an area approximately 1/2 the size of the POWIR
survey, which can be visualised by looking for where the red points generally reside. The green
triangles indicate bright ÔSeyfertÕ luminosity AGN with LX > 2.35 × 10
43 erg s−1 at 0.4 < z <
1.5, residing within massive galaxies withM∗ > 10
10.5M#, where we are complete for a reduced
area of this survey (∼ 1/4 the entire EGS area). The criteria to select the region of completion for
the Chandra AEGIS-X survey is roughly given by setting the off-axis angle OAA < 7.02 ′. This
marks out a complex area due to varying depths, angles of pointing, and repeat observations, and
hence we do not display it here. However, as a guide to the region of completion, where the green
triangles reside we are complete to the above stated limits.
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sample. This leads us to detect all X-ray sources above our luminosity threshold (LX >
2.35 × 1043 erg s−1) at z < 3 within the reduced area, to which we restrict our volume
limited sample. See Alexander et al. (2003) for a comprehensive review of the CDF-N
data acquisition and properties.
To compare with our GOODS South galaxy catalogs we use the CDF-S 2 Ms X-ray
source catalog. Here an area of ∼ 436 arcmin2 of sky is imaged in X-ray hard and
soft bands. Limiting on-axis ßuxes achieved are: soft band (0.5 - 2 KeV) 1.9 × 10−17
erg cm−2 s−1 and hard band (2 - 10 KeV) 1.3 × 10−16 erg cm−2 s−1. This survey is
complete for 22 % of the total survey area down to ßuxes of 4.5 × 10−16 erg cm−2
s−1. This corresponds to LX = 2.3 × 10
43 erg s−1 at z = 3, where we limit our sample.
This leads us to detect all X-ray sources above our luminosity threshold (LX > 2.35×
1043 erg s−1) at z < 3 within the reduced area, to which we restrict our volume limited
sample. For more details relating to the CDF-S data see Luo et al. (2008).
Our volume limited sample within the highest redshift range, taken from the GOODS
North and South Þelds, has an area of ∼ 2/3 that of the total GNS Þeld, which corre-
sponds to ∼ 1/9 of the area of the entire GOODS North and South Þelds. (See Table 1
for a summary of the data and the areas of completion).
Positional uncertainties are of the order 1 arcsec in size for all of the X-ray data used,
making it possible to place a strict 1.5 arcsec aperture limit on conÞrming an X-ray
detected galaxy through matching with NIR imaging (from the GNS and POWIR sur-
veys). Additionally, we imposed checks to determine how sensitive our detection of
AGN is to the exact aperture limits we use, Þnding very few additional detections (∼ 5
%) by expanding the limits up to 2.5 arcsecs, and very little loss (∼ 2 %) by reducing
the limit to 1 arcsec. We also use the criterion of ensuring each detection is unique, to
avoid possible confusion. In fact, no AGN - galaxy matches had to be rejected for this
reason using an aperture of 1.5 arcsecs.
We present in Table B1 (in Appendix B) a summary of the key surveys utilised in this
chapter, which indicates their areas, depths and the reduced areas used to construct
volume limited samples. In the table, AT is the total area of the survey(s) in question,
Avol.lim. is the area of the volume limited sub-sample of the survey where there is
completion to the mass limits and redshifts indicated (for the NIR + optical surveys),
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Figure 4.2: Left plot is the GOODS North Þeld; right plot is the GOODS South Field. The black
dots indicate the location of M∗ > 10
10M# galaxies at high redshifts (1.5 < z < 3) throughout
the entire GOODS Þeld. Small red sqaures depict those high redshift massive galaxies within the
GOODS Þeld with secure X-ray counterparts within a 1.5 ′′ radius of their positional centre, with
hard band X-ray luminosities LX > 10
42 erg s−1, which form our high redshift AGN sample.
The large green triangles indicate bright ÔSeyfertÕ luminosity AGN with LX > 2.35 × 10
43 erg
s−1 residing within massive galaxies withM∗ > 10
10.5M#, where we are complete for a reduced
area of this survey (∼ 1/9 the entire GOODS area). The sqare boxes represent the pointings of
the HST GOODS NICMOS Survey (GNS), and these are colour coded via Chandra depth. The
blue boxes have total Chandra completion to a depth of LX > 2.35 × 10
43 erg s−1 at z = 3 across
their entire area, the cyan boxes have partial completion to this limit, whereas the red boxes are
totally insensitive to this threshold. As such, our volume limited sample is restricted to the blue
box regions (where all of our sample of ÔSeyfertÕ galaxies reside).
and to a threshold hard band X-ray luminosity of LX > 2.35 × 10
43 erg s−1 at the
redshift limit indicated for each X-ray survey. ML is the mass limit completion cutoff
for the volume limited sample. The quoted depths are given for hard band ßuxes (in
the case of the X-ray data) and magnitudes in the wavebands indicated (for the NIR +
optical surveys). Please see above (§4.2) for full details on the speciÞcs of each survey,
and §4.4 for further details on the construction of our volume limited sample.
4.3 Biases and Systematic Errors
Biases and systematic errors are likely an important aspect in our analysis and we
have to address these issues very carefully. Not only do we have to deal with issues
such as intrinsically inaccurate stellar masses and photometric redshifts (from random
errors), but also, we have the added complication that our sources are AGN and emit
light in the optical and NIR which can make quantities such as stellar masses and
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photometric redshifts systematically less accurate. Some of these systematics include
contamination of the AGN in creating higher stellar masses due to the possibly bright
point source, as well as creating a galaxy SED which is not entirely stellar. Another
issue is that the Chandra X-ray Observatory data is not uniform across its Þeld of view,
resulting in less sensitive detections in the outer regions of the Þeld.
We also may detect slightly fewer AGN above our ßux limits due to the randomly dis-
tributed torus opening angles of accretion discs in our survey. In part this issue will be
mitigated by the fact that we utilise the hardest X-ray bands (and hence most penetrat-
ing X-ray emission) for our study but this effect is still likely to make our measures
of active fractions and luminosity densities lower limits as discussed throughout this
chapter. Studies in the local Universe, utilising data from the Swift and INTEGRAL
surveys, still Þnd very few Compton thick sources (i.e. those most likely to have edge
on accretion discs to our line of sight) even up to energies of ∼ 200 KeV (see Ueda
et al. 2003 and Steffen et al. 2003). This suggests that missing AGN due to certain
torus opening angles will still be a signiÞcant issue even though we use the deepest
and hardest available X-ray bands to probe our sources. Additionally, these surveys
Þnd that those highly obscured AGN have lower luminosities than their less obscured
counterparts. This is, however, not a signiÞcant problem for the results and conclusions
in this chapter because we consider our active fractions and total energy outputs to be
minima for this and other reasons, as is explained in detail in the relevant sections. Fi-
nally, to derive an Eddington limited black hole mass, we must have some idea of the
bolometric luminosity of the AGN. We explore each of these issues in turn throughout
this section.
4.3.1 AGN Contamination in Stellar Masses
Since we are working with galaxies that can host bright AGN, we must deal with the
fact that some light in the optical-NIR spectral energy distributions of these galaxies
may originate from light coming from the AGN. A few methods and tests were used
to ensure that this is not a signiÞcant problem. The Þrst is that our sample does not
include any objects that are point sources, as these were removed before the analysis
of stellar masses in both the POWIR data (Conselice et al. 2007; 2008) and the GNS
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samples (Conselice et al. 2010). Secondly, in terms of stellar masses, these were
measured using only galaxy SEDs, and we Þnd no cases for our sample where the
SED is not well Þt by standard star formation histories. Regardless, the stellar masses
are measured in such a way that the uncertainty in the stellar masses takes into account
the range of best Þt masses, and this uncertainty increases if the SED is not well Þt by
a limited number of models, giving a wider range of calculated stellar masses for our
library of star formation histories (see Bundy et al. 2006; Conselice et al. 2007; Bundy
et al. 2008).
Moreover, we examine the SEDs for our sources in other ways, speciÞcally by tak-
ing the ratio of the K-band luminosity to that of the hard band X-ray luminosity to
determine the possible extent of AGN contribution to the optical SED. The K-band
represents, roughly, rest frame R band at z∼ 1 and rest frame V band at z∼ 2. In gen-
eral one would expect the light to be dominated by the underlying stellar population
(rather than AGN) at these wavebands (see e.g. Mushotzky et al. 2008). Furthermore
Mushotzy et al. (2008) and McKernan (2010) analyse the correlation between infra
red light and X-ray hard band luminosity for samples of low redshift AGN, concluding
that there is a very steep dependence (suggesting AGN contamination on the galaxy
SED) but only for infrared ßuxes taken from the very centre of the galaxies in ques-
tion. Since we disregard point sources, selecting only extended galaxy-like objects,
we reduce this possible systematic somewhat. This not withstanding, we run our own
analyses of the ratio between K-band luminosity and X-ray hard band luminosity to
be assured of the reliability of our stellar mass estimates. If this ratio is very low, it
might imply that the source has an SED which is dominated by the AGN, leading to
an overestimate of the stellar mass of the host galaxy.
We Þnd that the mean νfν (K band) / νfν (2-10KeV) ratio is 3.4 (with a median value of
2.9) for our volume limited sample of ÔSeyfertÕ galaxies, suggesting that the majority
of light in the K band is from stellar light, not AGN. For example, for QSOs one would
expect this ratio to be less than 1.5 - 2 (see Green et al. 2009). The percentage of
objects with νfν (K band) / νfν (2-10KeV) < 1.5 is less than 15%, and for all other
objects the light in the K-band must be dominated by stellar light, minimising any
contributive uncertainty from the AGN in the stellar mass determination. A frequency
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Figure 4.3: Frequency histogram of the ratio of K band ßux to X-ray hard band ßux for our volume
limited sample of active galaxies. The higher the value of this ratio, the less affected our measure
of stellar mass will be by contamination of light from the AGN. The mean value for galaxies in
our sample is 3.4 (median 2.9), implying that less than a 1/3 of the light in the K band will have
been contributed from the AGN on average across our sample (assuming a globally ßat spectrum).
Therefore, the majority of the light emitted will be from the host galaxywithin this frequency range.
Nevertheless, there remains a fraction of ∼ 15% of AGN with νfν (K band) / νfν (2-10KeV) <
1.5 where signiÞcant inÞltration of AGN light on the galaxy SED is possible. The implications of
which are discussed in §4.3.1.
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histogram of the νfν (K band) / νfν (2-10KeV) ratio is presented in Fig. 4.3. As
mentioned before, and as described in Bundy et al. (2008), we do not Þnd within the
stellar mass Þts a population of galaxies which are not well Þt by the stellar population
synthesis models which we use. As described in Bundy et al. (2008), when examining
the minimum χ2 for these Þts, the galaxies with AGN have a slightly higher value than
those which are not, yet the fraction with χ2 > 10 is only 10%. Furthermore, there is
no correlation between the χ2 value and the luminosity of the X-ray AGN (Bundy et
al. 2008), a further indication that the light from these galaxies is not dominated by the
non-thermal AGN component.
Taken in aggregate, the fact that we discard point sources, select objects to be galaxy
like in terms of colour, Þt SEDs with low χ2 values to all our galaxies, observe a
mean νfν (K band) / νfν (2-10KeV) ratio of 3.4 (implying that less than 1/3 of the
K band light can be from the AGN on average, assuming a globally ßat spectrum),
and have good agreement between our photometric redshifts and the spectroscopically
conÞrmed redshifts in our sample (see Bundy et al. 2008, and §4.3.2) gives us high
conÞdence in calculating stellar masses for our sample of active galaxies, at z < 1.5 at
least.
At z > 1.5 we still select galaxies to be extended sources with galaxy like colours, and
note that all are Þt well by star formation history SEDs with low χ2 to the data. Never-
theless, we have no spectroscopically conÞrmed redshifts at z > 1.5 within our X-ray
selected volume limited sample, so we cannot compare these with our photometric
redshifts directly. However, previous studies comparing spectroscopic and photomet-
ric redshifts at high z Þnd that there is a probable systematic offset whereby photo-
metric redshifts underestimate the true spectroscopic redshifts (see Bundy et al. 2008,
Aird et al. 2009, and §4.3.2 for a thorough discussion). Therefore, the stellar masses
in our highest redshift bin must be taken with more caution, with X-ray luminosities
systematically lowered due to this effect.
However, we Þnd that the mean hard band X-ray luminosity of our volume limited
sample of massive galaxies rises with redshift, an effect in opposition to the systematic
lowering of photometric redshifts for high redshift AGN host galaxies (discussed in
more detail in §4.3.2 below), which leads to general conÞdence in the trend of our
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results despite this possible bias. Furthermore, our computed X-ray luminosities will
be minima for this regime (due to the systematic underestimation of the redshifts of
the sources), and in the later discussions in this chapter we consider them as such,
computing further minimum and maximum quantities, such as the mean maximum
lifetime of AGN in our sample. We turn to sources of systematic error on photometric
redshifts and hence stellar masses and X-ray luminosities in the next section.
From our discussion above it is evident that there is, however, a population of galaxies
for which AGN contamination in the SED of the galaxy could lead to a systematic over-
estimation of the galaxyÕs stellar mass. This effect is in opposition to the systematic
underestimation of stellar masses and X-ray luminosities for AGN at high redshifts,
due to underestimating photometric redshifts (discussed brießy above, and in more de-
tail in §4.3.2 below). To model this Þrst effect, we restrict our sample to those active
galaxies with νfν (K band) / νfν (2-10KeV) > 1.5 and note that this leads to no sig-
niÞcant deviation in the mean stellar masses of host galaxies calculated (to within 1 σ)
and thus no signiÞcant departure for the latter derived quantities under discussion in
this chapter. Thus, the dominant bias in our results must be in underestimating stellar
masses and X-ray luminosities due to our photometric redshift estimates being sys-
tematically lowered for AGN at high redshifts. It is to this effect we turn to in the next
section.
4.3.2 Photometric Redshifts of X-ray Sources: Systematics
One of the major issues with measuring photometric redshifts for X-ray sources is that
these X-ray sources could have SEDs which are contaminated by the AGN, producing
inaccurate photometric redshifts. For our lower redshift data in the EGS Þeld this has
been extensively investigated by Bundy et al. (2008), who Þnd a δz = dz/(1+z) ∼
0.11 for the whole sample of X-ray selected galaxies, and no evidence of additional
systematic offsets out to z ∼ 1. At higher redshifts than this, Bundy et al. (2008) note
that there is a systematic offset whereby photometric redshifts underestimate the true
spectroscopic redshifts for X-ray luminous AGN. This effect is most prominent for
QSO luminosity sources with LX > 10
44 erg s−1, which are predominantly excluded
from our sample due to selecting against point sources, and objects without galaxy like
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colours. In fact less than 10 % of our sample of AGN are in this luminosity regime
and none are point-like. However, as seen by Bundy et al. (2008), there is still an
observed modest systematic offset for ÔSeyfertÕ type AGN with LX > 10
43 erg s−1 at
z > 1 in the EGS Þeld. In fact ∼ 15 % of these sources at 1 < z < 1.5 lie outside the
spectroscopic - photometric redshift dispersion of δz ∼ 0.11.
For our high redshift data in the GOODS-N/S Þelds at 2 < z < 3 the effects of this
systematic trend in photometric redshifts underestimating the actual spectroscopic red-
shifts for AGN is potentially much more signiÞcant. Aird et al. (2009) investigate the
reliability of photometric redshifts for AGN in the GOODS Þelds Þnding that there is
accord between spectroscopic and photometric redshifts out to z ∼ 1.2 for their sam-
ple, in agreement with Bundy et al. (2008). At redshifts higher than this they describe
a systematic tendency for the photometric redshifts to be too low in value, which leads
to a catastrophic failure in the photometric redshift codes for these objects. None the
less, Aird et al. (2009) also note that the worst affected photometric redshifts are for
QSO sources with LX > 10
44 erg s−1, of which we only have a few in our sample.
With these X-ray luminous sources removed, they Þnd a δz = dz/(1+z) ∼ 0.13 for the
remaining galaxies. However, there remains a small systematic bias, leading to an
underestimation of the redshifts of lower luminosity AGN at z = 2 - 3.
We investigate this issue with Monte-Carlo simulations of how uncertainties in pho-
tometric redshifts lead to uncertainties in our results. In our random (Gaussian) error
analyses we assume a δz = dz/(1+z) ∼ 0.2 for all of our redshifts which is higher than
that found by both Aird et al. (2009) and Bundy et al. (2008). Since there are no
outliers in the spec-z - photo-z plane (with δz > 0.2) for AGN in our sample at z <
1, we have high conÞdence in our X-ray luminosities and stellar mass estimates in
this redshift range, to within the random error margins intrinsic to calculating stellar
masses and luminosities, as plotted in the latter Þgures of this chapter. We ran a stan-
dard symmetric randomMonte-Carlo simulation to deduce the errors of stellar masses,
X-ray luminosities and Eddington masses arising from random errors of δz = 0.2 on
the photometric redshifts. These are incorporated into our conÞdence claims.
In our intermediate (1< z< 1.5) and higher (1.5< z< 3) redshift ranges we minimise
systematic effects by actively selecting against QSOs, but acknowledge that some
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bright point sources probably still remain to some level. It is pertinent here to note
that these additional errors are in one direction only, i.e. they systematically lower
our photometric redshift from its true value. This, therefore, gives us a minimum red-
shift and, hence, a minimum X-ray luminosity for our higher redshift AGN, leading
to a minimum estimate of the Eddington limiting mass. Additionally this effect will
systematically lower the stellar masses of the host galaxies measured, leading to us
effectively deducing a minimum stellar mass of very high redshift and X-ray luminous
host galaxies. Since much of the analyses of this chapter concern maxima and minima
values of quantities such as the lifetime of AGN, the luminosity density due to AGN,
and the fraction of active galaxies, we can proceed adequately with this limitation.
Moreover, perhaps one of the most signiÞcant trends we observe in this chapter is a
modest rise in average X-ray luminosity (and, hence, Eddington limiting mass) with
redshift. This trend is in the opposite direction to the systematic bias lowering our pho-
tometric redshifts, and thus X-ray luminosities, so we retain conÞdence in this result
despite the possible systematics.
This notwithstanding, we ran a further set of Monte-Carlo simulations to investigate
possible asymmetric effects of this systematic bias on the measures of stellar masses,
X-ray luminosities and the Eddington limiting masses of SMBHs in our sample. As
discussed above, no biases are expected for the lowest redshift bin (z < 1), and all
random errors quoted can be considered free from systematic additions here. For the
two higher redshift ranges we consider systematic deviations to lower redshifts. For the
intermediate redshift range we consider the spec-z - photo-z plot in Bundy et al. (2008),
noting that ∼ 15 % of active galaxies have their photometric redshifts systematically
lower than their actual spectroscopic redshifts. We allowed 15 % of our sources to
experience a random systematic shift to higher redshift up to the limit of the outliers
in this redshift range, assuming a Gaussian distribution of outliers between the limit
of δz = 0.2 and the maximum outliers location. From this Monte-Carlo analysis we
recompute stellar masses, X-ray luminosities and (minimum) Eddington masses for
the SMBHs and host galaxies in our sample Þnding that there is a systematic bias to
lower photo-zÕs of δz = 0.09 leading to a systematic lowering of stellar masses of 0.14
dex, subdominant to the random errors (estimated conservatively to be +/- 0.3 dex in
Bundy et al. 2008 and Conselice et al. 2010).
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For our highest redshift range we have no spectroscopically conÞrmed redshifts within
our volume limited sample. Nonetheless, we have analysed those active galaxies within
the redshift range with spectroscopic redshifts that lie outside the volume limited sam-
ple and Þnd no signiÞcant offset between their photometric and spectroscopic redshifts.
This was done for a very small sample, however, and we defer to the more compre-
hensive test of this bias in Aird et al. (2009). Aird et al. (2009) Þnd that at z > 1.2
there is a signiÞcant systematic lowering of photometric redshifts compared to spectro-
scopically conÞrmed ones. We model this effect by allowing all sources in our volume
limited sample at this high redshift range to be randomly distributed between the limit
zspec = zphot to the location of the lowest outlier. This leads to a systematic lowering
of photo-zÕs of δz = 0.28 leading to a systematic shift in stellar mass of δM∗ = - 0.38
dex (downwards). Here the systematic effect of miscalculating photometric redshifts
to be lower than their actual values for AGN at high redshifts comes to dominate over
the random errors inherent in measuring photometric stellar masses for high redshift
galaxies.
In all of the redshift ranges the errors deduced from random and systematic error anal-
ysis through Monte-Carlo simulation come to dominate for the X-ray luminosities and
Eddington masses, over the intrinsic errors in their ßuxes. This is to say that the errors
on photometric redshifts are always more signiÞcant than those on the ßuxes for our
sources. The errors in photometric redshifts and stellar masses, deduced from a combi-
nation of random and asymmetric Monte-Carlo simulations (described above), lead to
errors in the Eddington limiting black hole mass which range from: +/− 2× 106M"
at z = 0.4− 1, +3.2− 3× 106M" at z = 1− 1.5 and +6− 4× 10
6M" at z = 1.5− 3.
The Eddington mass is a lower limit to the mass of the SMBH, given its bolometric
luminosity. To compute this we use a bolometric luminosity chosen to be a minimum
from the literature and our own analyses (see §4.4.3), thus ensuring that our measured
Eddington masses are indeed minimum masses.
4.3.3 Malmquist-type Bias
Due to the steepness of the X-ray luminosity function, there is a potential to transform
apparently random errors in X-ray luminosity into systematic errors as there are more
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lower luminosity sources in the Universe than higher ones. Since in this chapter we
seek to place reliable minimum values on the outpouring of energy by AGN, this is of
paramount importance to address. The effect of this Eddington bias would be to in-
troduce into our high luminosity sample AGN which have intrinsic X-ray luminosities
lower than that of the lower limit of the sample population intended to be studied. To
address this issue we ran a further set of Monte-Carlo simulations, the results of which
follow in this section.
We take our number counts of AGN at varying luminosities and redshifts to be roughly
representative of the distribution in the Universe, around our completion limit of LX =
2.35× 1043 erg s−1. At luminosities considerably lower than our completion threshold
this would certainly not be the case, but given random errors in luminosity due to
photometric redshift errors (calculated in the previous section) of ∼ 2 − 4 × 1043 erg
s−1 (varying with redshift) and the mean value of our Seyfert sample of∼ 8×1043 erg
s−1 this is a reasonable Þrst attempt, and will at least provide a check as to the possible
importance of Eddington bias in our study.
We ran a set of random Monte-Carlo simulations allowing all X-ray luminosities in
our AGN sample to be varied randomly by up to 2 σ of the mean symmetric X-ray lu-
minosity errors computed in the previous section. We then redeÞne our Seyfert sample
and quantify the differences in mean X-ray luminosity. This was repeated 50 times and
averages were taken. The resultant (error shifed) population systematically rose in size
due to more lower luminosity systems moving up in brightness than higher luminosity
systems moving down, simply due to their relative frequencies. In fact the new mean
increase was∼ 10 %. Quantitatively, the net mean shift in X-ray luminosity witnessed
was δ < LX,obs > = + 0.60+/-0.26×10
43 erg s−1 (at 2 σ) to the mean X-ray luminosity
of the Seyfert sample. The error presented here is the standard deviation of the mean
difference between intitial mean X-ray luminosity and recalculated X-ray luminosity
(after the random error shift). Thus, the average Seyfert galaxy in our volume lim-
ited sample would have its X-ray luminosity overestimated be by up to < δLX > = -
0.30+/-0.13 ×1043 erg s−1 (at 1 σ) were this effect not taken into account.
This systematic error is considerably lower than the average random error from photo-
metric redshift unceratinty of +/- 3.2×1043 erg s−1. Furthermore, the other systematic
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effect of underestimating the true X-ray luminosity of our AGN due to systematically
underestimating the photomentric redshifts of high redshift AGN is vastly more sig-
niÞcant with values up to 6 × 1043 erg s−1 at z > 2 (this is considered in some detail
in the previous sub-section). Therefore, we conclude that this Malmquist-type bias is
not a signiÞcant source of error in our analysis, and is in fact sub-dominant to both
the random errors and the primary systematic error (which is oppositely orientated and
of tenfold signiÞcance) of underestimating X-ray luminosities due to underestimat-
ing high redshift photometric redshifts for AGN. We, therefore, do not include these
malmquist-type errors further in our analysis, and note that our minimum values for
the active fraction and release of energy of bright Seyfert AGN are robust lower limits,
given that the dominant sources of systematic error remaining will only serve to raise
the values presented in this study. Furthermore, the large random errors and dominant
systematic effects are taken in to account throughout this chapter and factored in to the
conÞdence claims made.
4.3.4 Completeness
In order to probe possible trends of SMBH evolution with redshift we must be ex-
tremely careful to be complete in both X-ray luminosity for the AGN, and stellar
mass of the host galaxy, within whatever redshift range and survey area we choose
to investigate. Thus, it is essential to obtain an optimal compromise between depth,
area, stellar mass and X-ray luminosity threshold. In this study we are complete to
LX > 2.35 × 10
43 erg s−1, andM∗ > 10
10.5M", for the reduced area of the EGS and
GNS Þelds we restrict our redshift analysis to. Thus we effectively probe high redshift
counterparts to local Universe ÔSeyfertÕ luminosity AGN in average massive elliptical
galaxies. The higher mass galaxies probed in our sample may also be progenitors for
brightest cluster galaxies (BCGs) in the local Universe. The areas to which we acheive
completion are approximately 1/2 of the AEGIS-X Þeld (1/4 of the total EGS POWIR
Þeld) and 2/3 of the GNS Þeld (1/9 of the total GOODS ACS North and South Þelds),
corresponding to the regions where the Chandra X-ray data is deepest, and the off axis
angle of the Chandra pointings are minimised (see Table B1, and Figs. 4.1 and 4.2).
We also may miss active galaxies due to their accretion discs having torus opening
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angles oriented so that light must travel through the Compton thick accretion disc to
reach us. In part this is reduced by us using exclusively the hard Chandra bands in
our analysis where we will be least sensitive to this obscuration, however, it is likely
that some active galaxies will be missed due to this effect. In fact, as seen by Ueda et
al. (2003) and Steffen et al. (2003), there are relatively few Compton thick souces de-
tected in the local Universe, even when probed with energies up to ∼ 200 KeV. Thus,
for this and other reasons (including our use of a minimum bolometric correction, see
§4.4.2) our measures of the total active fraction of massive galaxies, and our estimates
of the energy output due to AGN must be considered as lower limits, as discussed in
the later sections of this chapter.
In probing the possible evolution in the MBH − M∗ relationship at higher redshifts
we have been careful to achieve an optimal compromise between minimising various
biases, and performing a detailed error analysis of those remaining. The lower the
luminosity cut we utilise for our volume limited sample the smaller the area that the
X-ray surveys are complete to. Additionally, the brighter the X-ray sources, the higher
the contamination of optical light will be on the SED of the galaxy from the AGN
and the greater the systematic lowering of the photometric redshifts, leading to less
robust stellar mass estimates of the host galaxy (c.f. §4.3.1 - §4.3.2). Taking both of
these issues seriously, we have found a suitable compromise. We probe a range of
X-ray luminosities for which we are complete out to z ∼ 3 for a signiÞcant fraction
of the area of the two main surveys we investigate (EGS and GNS) whilst still being
populated by AGN with low (on average < 1/3) stellar mass contamination from the
AGN. Additionally, there remain reasonably small biases due to the systematic offset
of photometric redshifts, which we model and factor into our error calculations. As
such, we select bright (non-QSO) ÔSeyfertÕ galaxies with LX > 2.35 × 10
43 erg s−1
and in practice LX < 5× 10
44 erg s−1 for our volume limited sample. Within this order
of magnitude range in X-ray luminosities we are complete in X-ray sources out to z
∼ 3 and furthermore have strong estimates of host galaxy stellar masses, which will
not be dominated by contamination from the AGN, or unreasonably disturbed by the
systematics involved in measuring photometric redshifts for high redshift AGN. The
remaining random and systematic errors and biases are modelled through Monte-Carlo
simulations (see §4.3.2) and factored into our plots and conÞdence calculations on our
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claims.
4.4 Method
4.4.1 Detecting AGN
The purpose of this chapter is to explore the co-evolution of supermassive black holes
and their host galaxies for a statistically signiÞcant number of AGN out to very high
redshifts (z ∼ 3). In order to acheive this we have combined two large galaxy catalogs
(see §4.2.1): the POWIR survey in the EGS Þeld which amasses over 20,000 galaxies at
intermediate redshifts (0.4 < z < 1.5); and the GNS which images over 8,000 galaxies
as part of an ultra-deep Ôpencil beamÕ high redshift (1.5 < z < 3) galaxy survey. We
combine these galaxy surveys with the deepest available X-ray data from the Chandra
X-ray Observatory overlapping these original galaxy survey Þelds. We select AGN in
this study on the basis of high X-ray ßuxes. For all detections we use the same two
criteria for determining whether or not a given galaxy has an active SMBH at its centre.
A given galaxy is deemed ÔactiveÕ if:
1. There is a unique Chandra X-ray detection within a 1.5 arcsec radius of the NIR
positional centre of the galaxy.
2. The hard band X-ray luminosity is LX > 10
42 erg s−1.
This ensures that it is most likely that the X-ray source is associated with the host
galaxy, and that the X-ray activity is most probably the result of accretion onto a central
SMBH, as opposed to being due to stellar formation. Typical X-ray luminosities for
massive galaxies without AGN vary widely due to differing star formation rates, but
even those with very high star formation rates are expected to have LX < 10
42 erg s−1,
with avergae non-AGN massive galaxies having LX << 10
42 erg s−1 (see e.g. Reddy
et al. 2005). Galaxies in both the EGS and GNS Þelds are selected to be galaxy-like
in terms of their colours, and to be extended sources. This effectively selects against
QSOs where stellar mass estimates would be signiÞcantly compromised by the AGN,
leaving us with a sample of (sub-QSO) active galaxies, for which we can estimate
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stellar masses. With this criteria we identify a total of 436 AGN from the EGS Þeld
and 72 AGN from the GOODS North and South Þelds, giving in total 508 AGN with
photometric and spectroscopic redshifts in the range 0.4 < z < 6. This is our large
sample, and suffers from not being volume limited. Thus, we cannot use this sample
directly to probe evolutionary traits. However, this sample can be used to investigate
intrinsic AGN properties.
In order to study any possible evolution in SMBHmass or luminosity with redshift it is
important to construct a volume limited sample, where selection effects are adequately
addressed. Out to z = 3 for the GNS and z = 1.5 for the EGS, we are complete for
the entire areas of our surveys (EGS and GNS) down to galaxy stellar masses of M∗ =
1010.5 M", and complete down to speciÞc X-ray luminosities of LX > 2.35× 10
43 erg
s−1 for approximately 1/4 of the EGS area (1/2 of the AEGIS-X area) and 2/3 of the
GNS area (1/9 of the total GOODS area). The redshift limits are due to the constraints
on the depths of both the NIR galaxy surveys and Chandra X-ray surveys used (see
§4.2.1 and §4.2.4 for further details), and our desire to construct a sample where we
are 100 % complete (to at least 5 σ).
In addition to the criteria for selecting an ÔactiveÕ galaxy (above) we impose the fol-
lowing criteria to select our subset volume limited sample of principally ÔSeyfertÕ lu-
minosity AGN:
1. The hard band X-ray luminosity is LX > 2.35 × 10
43 erg s−1.
2. The stellar mass of the host galaxy is M∗ > 10
10.5 M".
3. The redshifts of active galaxies are at 0.4 < z < 1.5 for EGS sources and 1.5 <
z < 3 for GNS sources.
4. The active galaxy lies within the area of the survey to which the above limits on
stellar mass and X-ray luminosity lead to 100% completion (at 5σ), to z = 1.5
for the EGS and z = 3 for the GNS.
We use this subset to investigate the evolution of AGN over cosmic time. Since we
discard point sources, and objects without galaxy like colours, we in principle select
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against QSOÕs (thus ensuring we have high conÞdence in our stellar mass determina-
tions, see §4.3.1 and §4.3.2 for further discussion on this point) and are left with X-ray
bright sub-QSO AGN (where we acheive source completion) which we henceforth
describe as being ÔSeyfertsÕ, due to their comparable X-ray luminosities.
Fig. 4.4 illustrates the redshift, luminosity and host galaxy mass cuts we have made
to construct a volume limited sample from our larger AGN sample. Red points are
those discarded due to our redshift limits, blue points are those discarded due to our
luminosity threshold, green points are those discarded due to the host galaxy stellar
mass cuts, magenta points are discarded for lying outside of our completion area, and
black points are those included in our volume limited sample. This leaves 85 ÔSeyfertÕ
galaxies with which we probe the co-evolution of SMBHs and their host galaxies at z
< 3. A table displaying the co-ordinates and other derived quantities (such as stellar
mass of host galaxy and Eddington mass of SMBH) for our volume limited sample is
provided in Table B3 (in Appendix B).
4.4.2 X-ray and Bolometric Luminosities
In order to calculate the bolometric luminosity we must Þrst compute the speciÞc X-
ray luminosity in the waveband used. Throughout these calculations we use the hard
band ßux, because it is much less affected by accretion disc and galactic absorption and
obscuration than the soft band. In fact the X-ray hard band corresponds to a rest frame
X-ray band of roughly 4 - 20 KeV at z ∼ 1, and 6 - 30 KeV at z ∼ 2. Furthermore, star
formation makes a larger contribution to the soft band than to the hard band, rendering
the latter preferable to use in probing high-z AGN. The speciÞc luminosity of the X-ray
source is calculated via standard techniques as:
LX = 4pifXD
2
L ×Kcorr (4.1)
where DL is the luminosity distance, deÞned here as:
DL =
c(1 + z)
H0
∫ z
0
1
E(z′)
dz′, (4.2)
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where fX is the ßux of the source, z is the redshift of the AGN, and E(z) = [ΩM(1 +
z)3 +Ωk(1 + z)
2 +ΩΛ]
1/2. The K correction that we apply assumes an intrinsic X-ray
spectrum of the form fν ∝ ν
−0.7, as favoured by the literature (e.g. Alexander et al.
2003). This results in a K correction ∝ (1 + z)0.3.
The speciÞc X-ray luminosity must then be converted to a total bolometric luminosity
by assuming a spectral energy distribution, or conversion factor. Since we are in-
terested in computing minimum black hole mass estimates from the Eddington limit
method, we should also be careful to apply a minimum bolometric correction. In the
literature (e.g. Elvis et al. 1994, Elvis et al. 2002, Hopkins, Richards & Hernquist
2007, Vasudevan & Fabian 2007 and 2009) it is established that there is a broad range
of possible bolometric corrections, ranging from ∼ 15 to 200 or so appropriate gen-
erally for AGN. By selecting the extreme low end of the distribution of bolometric
corrections computed across the literature, we effectively choose a minimum bolomet-
ric correction, which will give rise to a minimum SMBH mass through the Eddington
limit method. As such, we may provide a robust lower limit for the masses of a sample
of SMBHs by adopting the minimum bolometric correction factor of 15 in all cases.
As an additional check on the reliability of this correction, if we adopt the form
fν ∝ ν
−1 for the total all wavelength spectral proÞle of our AGN, as often seen in
the literature (e.g. Alexander et al. 2008), we may compute a value for the bolometric
correction ignoring Compton IR and UV bumps in the SED. From this we calculate
the Bolometric luminosity (LBol) from the speciÞc X-ray luminosity (LX ), using the
range of the hard band ßuxes (X1 - X2) and a reasonable estimate of the total spectral
range (νmin − νmax). SpeciÞcally we calculate:
LBol =
( ln νmax
νmin
ln X2
X1
)
LX ∼ 15LX (4.3)
where we use 10−5 - 100 KeV for the spectral range, and adopt the limits of the hard
band in each Chandra survey for the frequency limits. This gives a bolometric correc-
tion of ∼ 15 in each case, which is at the extreme low end of the distribution of bolo-
metric corrections computed across the literature (discussed above). As such, since we
are attempting to provide a robust lower limit for the masses of a sample of SMBHs,
we adopt this minimum bolometric correction of 15 in all cases.
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In the future more use could be made of the multi-wavelength coverage in the GOODS
Þeld to ascertain more relaible gloabl spectral shapes, and hence bolometric correc-
tions, utilising data from the radio to the X-ray. In particular, use of IRAC mid IR
data as well as various radio bands would help. But it is noted here that our inten-
tion is to compute a robust minimum black hole mass, and this is ensured utilising the
bolometric correction adopted here as a hard minimum from the literature and our own
analyses.
4.4.3 Eddington Accretion
In order to determine minimum SMBH mass estimates from our minimum bolometric
luminosities we adopt an Eddington limiting method. We follow an approach outlined
in detail, for example, in Krolik (1999) and references therein. By setting the outward
radiative force equal to the inward force of gravity, we obtain a theoretical minimum
mass given the assumption of spherical accretion of Hydrogen gas. SpeciÞcally we
use:
LEdd =
4picGMBHµe
σT
= 1.51× 1038
MBH
M"
ergs−1 (4.4)
Where σT is the Thompson cross section of an electron and µe is the mass per unit
electron. By substituting the observed bolometric luminosity into this above equation
and rearranging we obtain an expression for the minimum Eddington mass (ME):
ME
M"
=
LBol(ergs
−1)
1.51× 1038
. (4.5)
The actual mass of the SMBH will be related to the Eddington minimum mass via a
simple relation:
MBH = ME/µ (4.6)
where
µ = LBol/LEdd. (4.7)
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Figure 4.4: Hard band luminosity vs. redshift for the 508 AGN detected in this chapter. Red points
indicate those AGN excluded from our volume limited sample due to our redshift cuts, blue points
are disregarded due to our X-ray Luminosity limits, green points are disregarded for some analyses
due to our host galaxy stellar mass cuts, and magenta points are removed due to lying in areas of
the X-ray surveys that are not complete to our luminosity threshold. The remaining black points
constitute our volume limited sample of 85 AGN with LX > 2.35 × 10
43 erg s−1, M∗ > 10
10.5
M# at 0.4< z < 3.0, within the most sensitive regions of the Chandra surveys.
This is such that the Eddington mass (which can be computed directly from the bolo-
metric luminosity) is equal to µMBH , where µ is effectively the efÞciency of the
SMBHs accretion: the fraction of the bolometric luminosity to the Eddington maxi-
mum. If µ = 1, the SMBH is at the limit at which it can hold onto its accretion disc. If,
for example, µ = 0.1, this implies that the SMBH is radiating at 10% of its Eddington
limit. In the local Universe the average value of µ is found to be between 0.01 and 0.05
(e.g. Marconi et al. 2004).
The mass accretion rate of a SMBH may be calculated by:
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M˙ =
dMBH
dt
=
LBol
c2η
(4.8)
Where η is the efÞciency of mass transfer into electromagnetic radiation. If η = 1,
there is 100% transfer of mass into radiation. The parameter η is restricted in value via
theoretical arguments, and may in fact vary from 0.07 - 0.36 (see Thorne 1974), with
an expected mean of η = 0.1 which is not predicted to evolve with redshift (Elvis et al.
2002). This has been observationally conÞrmed in a variety of studies, including Yu &
Tremaine (2002), Elvis et al. (2002) and Marconi et al. (2004).
In this chapter we factor µ out of our mass estimates, plotting µMBH (=ME) instead,
and display the local relation as a function of µ. We take η = 0.1 at all redshifts in line
with the latest local Universe observations and theoretical arguments (Thorne 1974,
Elvis et al. 2002), but note that this may provide an additional source of uncertainty
in our results if η is permitted to evolve with redshift. We are now in a position to
derive lower bounds on the SMBH masses (ME = µMBH) and actual mass accretion
rates (M˙) for the 508 AGN we have detected, and utilise the volume limited sample
of 85 ÔSeyfertÕ galaxies to probe possible evolution over cosmic time. In the following
section we investigate how these properties vary as a function of stellar mass of host
galaxy, and as a function of redshift. A table displaying the Eddington masses, X-
ray hard band luminosities, stellar mass of host galaxies, and redshifts of our volume
limited sample is provided in Table B3. The average properties of both the full AGN
sample, and volume limited ÔseyfertÕ sample are given in Table B2. Both tables may
be found in Appendix B.
4.5 Results
4.5.1 The Active Fraction
The fraction of a given population of galaxies that are X-ray active above a certain lu-
minosity threshold can prove an interesting probe of both galactic evolution and SMBH
formation. In this section we deÞne ÔactiveÕ to be X-ray activity with hard band X-ray
luminositiesLX > 2.35× 10
43 erg s−1, where we are complete to z = 3. We derive the
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Figure 4.5: The active fraction evolution with redshift. Red triangles indicate active fractions
calculated directly from our galaxy sample (§4.5.1), with blue squares being minimum corrected
active fractions taking into account the maximum amount of time any given galaxy will remain
active (LX > 2.35 × 10
43 erg s−1) and the time interval within the redshift range probed (see
§4.5.4.2 for more details). The blue squares are shifted slightly to the left for clarity. The solid
lines indicate a best Þt power law to the data, with exponents of 1.6 +/- 0.3 for the explicit (un-
corrected) active fraction evolution, and 2.5 +/- 0.2 for the corrected active fraction evolution.
active fraction of massive galaxies by simply computing the fraction of galaxies within
the area, redshift, and mass range of our volume limited sample, from the NIR surveys,
that have X-ray luminosities above this threshold, as seen by matching to the Chandra
surveys. We note here that this will give a sub-QSO active fraction, since point like
sources and sources without galaxy like colours are removed from our galaxy cata-
logs prior to matching, allowing us to compute reliable stellar masses and photometric
redshifts (see §4.2 and §4.4.1 for further details). The fractions we compute must be
considered as lower limits due to the possibility of missing active galaxies with torus
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opening angles that lead to very high obscuration even in the hard band probed.
At 0.4 < z < 1.0, for galaxies with M∗ > 10
10.5M", we Þnd 23 ÔSeyfertÕ galaxies
(with LX > 2.35 × 10
43 erg s−1) in our sample. This is out of a total of 1939 detected
galaxies in this stellar mass and redshift range, and within the area covered to com-
pletion by both surveys (see Fig. 4.1 for clariÞcation). Thus, we Þnd 1.2 +/- 0.2 % of
these galaxies to have an active galactic nucleus with LX > 2.35 × 10
43 erg s−1. This
is found to evolve with redshift, such that at 1.0 < z < 1.5 within the same luminosity
and mass range we Þnd a total of 53 Seyfert galaxies out of a total number of 889
detected galaxies in this redshift and stellar mass range, and within the area covered to
completion by both surveys. Thus, we Þnd 6.0 +/- 0.8 % of these galaxies to be active
with LX > 2.35 × 10
43 erg s−1 at z ∼ 1.25.
For the higher redshift points we use a mix of the Chandra Deep Field North/ South and
GNS, where the Chandra data covers the totality of the area probed. At 1.5< z< 3, for
M∗ > 10
10.5M", we Þnd a total of 9 ÔactiveÕ galaxies, as deÞned above. This is out of
a total population of 121 galaxies in this redshift and stellar mass range, and within the
area covered to completion in both surveys (see Fig. 4.2 for clariÞcation). Therefore,
we Þnd an active fraction of 7.4 +/- 2.0 % in our high redshift sample. Thus, there is
evidence of evolution, whereby the fraction of AGN above our luminosity threshold
is larger at higher redshifts in our sample. In fact the active (LX > 2.35 × 10
43 erg
s−1) fraction rises with a 3 σ signiÞcance between the Þrst two redshift bins, with no
signiÞcant observed evolution (within the errors) thereafter.
These fractions are considerably lower than the ones deduced in Yamada et al. (2009)
for high mass galaxies (M∗ > 10
11 M") for lower X-ray luminosities. They Þnd 33
% of their high mass galaxies to have speciÞc X-ray luminosities within the range LX
= 1042 - 1044 erg s−1. It is pertinent to note, however, when comparing the results in
Yamada et al. (2009) on the active fraction of massive galaxies to the active fractions
presented in this chapter, that we probe a much higher luminosity regime with LX >
2.35 × 1043 erg s−1 used as our selection, where we are far more complete in X-ray
sources out to high redshifts. However, our results agree with the active fraction of
comparable mass (M∗ > 10
11M") galaxies at z ∼ 1 of 5 % calculated in Conselice et
al. (2007) using similar X-ray luminosity limits to this chapter.
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In Fig. 4.5 we plot the observed active fraction evolution with redshift, and add to this
the true (corrected) active fraction evolution (calculated in §4.5.4.2). We note that both
the active fraction and corrected active fraction rise with redshift across all redshift
ranges probed (except possibly in the highest uncorrected redshift bin). We Þnd a best
Þt simple power law to the active fraction evolution with redshift of f(LX > 2.35 ×
1043 erg s−1) = (1.2+/-0.3)(1 + z)(1.6+/−0.3). But note here that it is not a particularly
good Þt to the data, partially as there is an apparent levelling off at high redshifts.
4.5.2 SMBHMass Evolution
4.5.2.1 The LocalMBH −M∗ Relation
As described in the introduction to this chapter (§4.1), relations have been found to
exist between the global properties of galaxies and the SMBHs that reside within their
cores (see also §1.3.1). In particular, Kormendy & Richstone (1995) Þnd a relation
between the luminosity of host galaxies and the mass of the SMBHs that reside within
them. Furthermore, relations have also been demonstrated to exist between the stellar
mass of host galaxies (or bulge mass for disc galaxies) and the mass of their central
SMBHs. The most recent and accurate of these relations is found in Haring & Rix
(2004) to be:
log(MBH/M") = (8.20 + /− 0.10)
+(1.12 + /− 0.06)× log(M∗/10
11M")
(4.9)
This approximates closely to M∗/MBH ∼ 1000 for local (z < 0.1) Universe AGN,
which we use frequently throughout this chapter as an approximation (see also Haring
& Rix 2004). Treu et al. (2007) explore the possible evolution in theMBH−σ relation
concluding that there is up to a factor of 2 difference in expected mass whereby SMBHs
are more massive than expected from the local scaling relations for their host galaxy
properties by z ∼ 0.4. We investigate this further, via novel techniques, out to z ∼ 3.
The purpose of this section is to test whether or not this local MBH − M∗ relation
holds at higher redshifts. To test this we have computed Eddington limiting masses
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for our volume limited sample of 85 ÔSeyfertsÕ at z < 3, with reliable stellar mass
estimates from optical + NIR data (see Table B3). We plot the Eddington limiting
(minimum) mass for the SMBH against stellar mass of the host galaxy in three redshift
ranges, 0.4 < z < 1.0, 1.0 < z < 1.5 and 1.5 < z < 3.0 (see Fig. 4.6). The error
bars included represent average composite 1 σ errors on the data, derived from Monte-
Carlo simulations (see §4.3.2 for details). For the mass points we make no assumption
about the value of the Eddington ratio, µ, but plot as lines where the localMBH −M∗
relation would lie with varying values of µ from 0.01 to 1.
4.5.2.2 Evolution: Assuming a ConstantMBH −M∗ with redshift
In this section we follow an approach similar to that of Babic et al. (2007) who in-
vestigate the Eddington ratios of SMBH accretion discs through assuming a constant
MBH −M∗ relationship with redshift, but expand this from z < 1 to z < 3, increasing
the number of sources studied. Furthermore, by linking AGN to their host galaxies, we
also compute the maximum allowable departure from the localMBH−M∗ relationship
at high redshifts. Within this subsection we restrict our analyses to the volume limited
sample of ÔSeyfertÕ galaxies where we are complete to z = 3, and redshift selection
biases are adequately removed.
In order to interpret our µMBH vs M∗ points in Fig. 4.6 we must make assumptions
about either the Eddington fraction, µ, or evolution in the MBH − M∗ relation. As
such, mean values of µ are calculated across our three redshift ranges, from low to
high z, after assuming that the local MBH −M∗ relation is the same at all redshifts,
giving: µ = 0.056 +/- 0.01 at z = 0.4 - 1, µ = 0.087 +/- 0.011 at z = 1 - 1.5, and µ =
0.081 +/- 0.019 at z = 1.5 - 3. In comparison, Panessa et al. (2006) Þnd that massive
galaxies in the local Universe have a mean value of µ < 0.01 across a wide range of
X-ray luminosities (larger than the range probed in this chapter), and Vasudevan et al.
(2009) Þnd a mean value of < µ > = 0.034 at comparable X-ray luminosities to our
sample. Furthermore, we compute an average value for µ for local Universe AGN,
within our X-ray luminosity and stellar mass of host galaxy ranges based on data from
OÕNeil et al. (2005), Þnding < µ > = 0.03 +/- 0.015.
Thus, from an analysis of the mean alone our results suggest some modest increase in
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µMBH vsM∗ with redshift. This represents a 3 σ signiÞcant rise in themean Eddington
ratio with redshift between our Þrst two redshift bins, assuming a constantMBH −M∗
relation at all redshifts, followed by an apparent levelling off from the intermediate to
high redshift bin - where the two highest redshift bins have< µ > equivalent to within
1 σ. This may be interpreted as a rise in µ with redshift, requiring no further evolution
in the local MBH −M∗ relation. If this is so, we are witnessing modest evolution in
the Eddington fraction, µ, with redshift from ∼ 0.03 in the local Universe to ∼ 0.09 at
z = 1 - 1.5, representing a rise with signiÞcance∼ 3 σ between z = 0 and z = 1.5 (from
Kolmogorov-Smirnoff, KS, test), with no signiÞcant further evolution thereafter out to
z = 3.
4.5.2.3 Evolution: Assuming Constant µ with Redshift
Conversely, we can investigate the maximum allowed evolution in the MBH − M∗
relation, assuming no evolution in µ, for our population of ÔSeyfertÕ galaxies within
our volume limited sample. Since µ is intimately related to the total available fuel for
an AGN from cool gas, it is natural to expect it will rise at higher redshifts. Thus, a
limit can be placed on evolution in the local relation by setting µ equal to its measured
mean value at z = 0.4 - 1 of 0.056, because at redshifts higher than z = 0.4 - 1, µ
is likely ≥ 0.056 due to there being, on average, more available gas as fuel for the
SMBHs. Therefore, assuming that there is no evolution in µ with redshift allows us to
compute the maximum possible evolution allowable inMBH −M∗ from our observed
evolution in µMBH −M∗. From this we compute the maximum evolution in the local
ratioM∗/MBH as evolving from 1000 at z = 0 (Haring & Rix 2004) to 700 +/- 100 at
z ∼ 1.5, less than a factor of 2. It should be stressed that this is a maximum possible
departure from the local UniverseMBH−M∗ relation at 3 σ conÞdence to lower values.
Some, or all, of this observed departure from the local MBH −M∗ relation could in
fact be driven by evolution in µ, therefore requiring no further evolution in the local
relationship.
Crucially, evolution such thatM∗/MBH > 1000 in the early Universe is unrestrained
in this analysis. We can, however, place an upper limit on evolution to higher, as well
as lower, values of M∗/MBH by assuming that µ = 1 in the high redshift Universe.
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This leads to a maximum positive evolution of approximately a factor of 11 +/- 1.5
(assuming no super-Eddington accretion), indicating that 700 < M∗/MBH < 11000
at z < 3. The implication of this is that either SMBHs and their host galaxies grow
principally together, or else there is dramatic evolution in µ and SMBHs thus grow
after their host galaxies are assembled.
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Figure 4.6: The SMBH Eddington limiting (minimum) mass (ME = µMBH) plotted against stellar mass (M∗) of the host galaxy across three redshift ranges from left to
right, 0.4< z< 1.0, 1.0< z < 1.5 and 1.5< z< 3.0. The error bars represent average 1σ errors based on the composite errors in redshift, stellar mass of the host galaxy,
and the hard band X-ray ßux from Monte-Carlo simulation (see §4.3.2). We also apply a minimum bolometric correction to ensure that our Eddington masses are true
minimum black hole masses (see §4.4.2). We plot the X-ray luminosity on the right of each plot for direct comparison to the data. The solid line is the local relation taken
from Haring & Rix (2004), with log(MBH) ∼ log(M∗)− 3. The dashed lines indicate where the local relation would lie for differing values of µ in order to compare our
data without making prior assumptions about the µ value. Magenta circles indicate hard X-ray sources with H > 0.5, cyan triangles indicate relatively soft X-ray sources
with H < 0.5 (see §4.5.5 for deÞnition). The green boxes indicate objects with spectroscopically conÞrmed redshifts. The dotted red lines indicate our luminosity and
mass cuts for our volume limited sample, where we are complete across all of the redshift bins for the areas probed. Points that lie below the luminosity threshold of our
volume limited sample are removed from these plots for clarity.
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4.5.2.4 The High Accretion Fraction
Our mean analysis (above) is somewhat compromised by the fact that at the lower
mass end of the host galaxy mass function only AGN with high µ values are visible
above our luminosity threshold. This likely drives the apparent ßatness of our µMBH
vsM∗ plots compared to the local relation of Haring & Rix (2004) (plotted in Fig. 4.6
as a solid line), as galaxies with low stellar masses must have high values of µ to be
visible in the Chandra observations, whereas this restraint is considerably relaxed for
the highest mass galaxies in our sample.
To get a better handle on this potential source of bias, we compute the fraction of
Seyferts with µ > 0.1 (f(µ > 0.1)) in each redshift bin, assuming that the localMBH −
M∗ relation is valid at all z. We obtain for ascending z, f(µ > 0.1) = 0.16 +/- 0.03 at
z = 0.4 - 1, 0.21 +/- 0.02 at z = 1 - 1.5 and 0.22 +/- 0.07 at z = 1.5 - 3. This suggests
a hint of a modest (2 σ signiÞcant) rise (from a KS test) in the fraction of galaxies
with µ > 0.1 between z = 0.4 and z = 1.5, from the un-binned data. There is then no
signiÞcant evolution from z = 1 - 1.5 to z = 1.5 - 3. This potential levelling off may
be related to the fact that the total X-ray luminosity from AGN peaks around z ∼ 2
for Seyferts in the Universe (see e.g. Barger et al. 2005, Hasinger et al. 2005, Aird et
al. 2009), implying that there should be a similar peak in µ around the same redshift,
which is consistent with our results. Interestingly, there is also a peak in the average
luminosity of sub-mm galaxies (see Chapman et al. 2003) and star formation rates of
massive galaxies (see Bauer et al. 2010, in prep.) at similar redshifts to this.
In conclusion to this section, our results are consistent with no evolution in theMBH−
M∗ relation with redshift, providing there is mild and plausible evolution in the Ed-
dington ratio, µ, implying that SMBHs and host galaxies grow together throughout
cosmic history. Nevertheless, there is a rise in AGN activity represented by an increase
in the mean value of the Eddington ratio, µ, out to z∼ 3, and a rise in the active fraction
of galaxies (seen in §4.5.1) out to z ∼ 3 as well.
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Figure 4.7: The redshift evolution of the ratio of Eddington limiting mass to stellar massM E/M∗
= µMBH/M∗. Left plot is for all 508 AGN detected and right plot is for the volume limited
sample of 85 ÔSeyfertsÕ. Red triangles indicate low mass (M∗ < 10
11M#) host galaxies, with blue
squares indicating high mass (M∗ > 10
11 M#) host galaxies. The average 1 σ error is plotted in
each plot (derived through Monte-Carlo simulation). The solid line represents the local relation of
Haring & Rix (2004), with MBH/M∗ ∼ 0.001. The dashed lines show where the local relation
would lie for varying values of µ. Note the selection effect whereby lower mass galaxies have
higher µMBH/M∗ ratios at all redshifts. The mean µMBH/M∗ ratio and dispersion of this also
varies with redshift in the left hand plot due to selection effects, leading to higher values and lower
dispersions at high z.
4.5.2.5 Stellar Mass Dependence on µ?
Fig. 4.7 shows the evolution of µMBH/M∗ with redshift for the whole sample of 508
detected AGN (left) and the volume limited sample of 85 ÔSeyfertsÕ (right). On the left
hand plot there is an apparent evolution in both the mean value of µMBH/M∗ and the
dispersion around the mean. This is largely due to a selection effect driven by the X-
ray luminosity limit of the sample. The right hand plot does not show this trend to the
same extent because it is volume limited. Nonetheless, there is a tentative rise observed
in the mean µMBH/M∗ value in our volume limited sample from our low redshift bin
(z = 0.4 - 1) to our intermediate redshift bin (z = 1 - 1.5) at∼ 2 σ conÞdence (from KS
test), with no signiÞcant evolution seen thereafter out to the highest redshift range (z =
1.5 - 3).
Conversely, if we attempt to Þt the volume limited data it becomes clear that our results
are consistent with no global evolution in µMBH/M∗, and we can rule out a steep de-
parture from the local relation at high redshifts, provided there is no dramatic evolution
in µ in opposition to the evolution of the MBH −M∗ relation. This seems plausible
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because the degree of scatter in µMBH/M∗ is roughly equivalent across all redshift
ranges (when the number of points is taken into account), most probably indicative of
there being high variety in µ values even out to high redshifts.
In both plots, however, there is a clear separation to 3 σ conÞdence (from KS test)
between low mass M∗ < 10
11M" (red points) and high mass M∗ > 10
11M" (blue
points) host galaxies. This trend may be largely driven by the fact that low mass
host galaxies must have relatively high values of µ in order to be detected above our
luminosity threshold.
To investigate this further we plot µ vsM∗ on the left hand plot of Fig. 4.8, assuming
here the validity of the local MBH − M∗ relation at all z. The values of µ show a
signiÞcant decline with increasing stellar mass of host galaxy. The solid line represents
the luminosity limit in our sample, and the values of µ are calculated assuming that the
local relation holds at all redshifts. Points below the solid line cannot be seen with
our X-ray depth. There does, none the less, appear to be a slight dearth of points with
high µ at the high stellar mass end. This is most likely partially explained as a feature
caused by the lack of very massive galaxies in our sample at high redshifts. In this
plot we probe the high end of the distribution in µ and, due to the steepness of the
mass function, there are more galaxies populating the low mass end and, hence, it is
natural to think that they will reach higher values of µ, simply because there are more
of them to randomly populate the plane. Thus, we make no claims regarding possible
Eddington ratio, µ, dependence on the stellar mass of host galaxy in this chapter.
4.5.3 Accretion Rate - Stellar Mass Dependence
The localMBH−M∗ relation implies that more massive host galaxies will contain more
massive SMBHs in their cores. These may in turn accrete at higher rates corresponding
to larger Eddington limiting luminosities compared to lower mass systems. Thus, it is
natural to expect that there may be a relation between the accretion rate of SMBHs and
the mass of their host galaxies. We investigate this possibility here. Since we witness
no strong evolution in the local MBH −M∗ relation with redshift, with a maximum
departure of less than a factor of two to higher SMBH masses for their host galaxyÕs
mass, we investigate the possible dependence of accretion rate on stellar mass across
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all of the redshift ranges probed.
We calculate the accretion rate for our sample of AGN as described in §4.4.3 (eq. 4.8).
Here we assume a mass to radiation conversion factor of η = 0.1 (as in e.g. Alexander
et al. 2008), in line with common local Universe estimates, theoretical arguments and
global X-ray background measures (see Yu and Tremaine 2002, Elvis et al. 2002 and
Marconi et al. 2004). We acknowledge, however, that in this part of the analysis our
results are subject to some re-evaluation if the value of η is found to vary with redshift
and/or mass of the SMBH. We plot these values against their host galaxiesÕ stellar
masses in Fig. 4.9. The faint black dots represent the data, with the average 1 σ error
on the points from Monte-Carlo simulations also plotted in black. The blue squares
represent the mean of the data in each redshift range, with the 2 σ error on the mean
plotted alongside them. The solid red line indicates the best Þt power law function to
the un-binned data, with dMBH /dt = 1.8(+/-0.9) × 10
−11 M
0.9+/−0.3
∗ . There is a high
degree of dispersion around the best Þt line, and we consequently do not use this Þt
for any further analysis. The high scatter in both plots is most likely due to varying
Eddington ratios (µ) at similar host galaxy stellar mass.
Our principal result here is that there is a high degree of scatter in the M˙ −M∗ plot
over and above the intrinsic error for all of our detected AGN (left Fig. 4.9) and for
our volume limited sample (right Fig. 4.9). Quantitatively, ∼ 30 % of data points lie
beyond 2 σ of the best Þt line. This not withstanding, there appears to be a population
of very highly accreting SMBHs present only at the high stellar mass end of the total
distribution. This is more or less what one would expect, as in the local relationship
one Þnds higher mass SMBHs in higher mass galaxies and, furthermore, more massive
SMBHs may accrete at higher rates before shutting themselves off. Quantitatively, we
Þnd a modest increase in mean accretion rate with mass for the whole sample: from
0.0054 +/- 0.0005 M" yr
−1 for M∗ < 10
11 M" to 0.011 +/- 0.0015 M" yr
−1 for M∗
> 1011 M". For the volume limited case we Þnd that the average accretion rate rises
from 0.17 +/- 0.02 M" yr
−1 for M∗ < 10
11 M" to 0.26 +/- 0.06 M" yr
−1 for M∗ >
1011 M". From a KS test, the accretion rates of AGN separated via stellar mass, so as
to be higher or lower than M∗ = 10
11M", form distinct populations to a 3 σ conÞdence
level in the total sample, with a weaker hint of evolution at the 2 σ conÞdence level for
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Figure 4.8: Plots of SMBH efÞciency µ (left) and maximum time to reach local relation τmax
(right) as a function of the stellar mass of host galaxy, for our volume limited sample of 85 ÔSeyfertÕ
galaxies. µ is calculated assuming the local MBH −M∗ relation does not evolve with redshift.
τmax is computed by taking µ = 1, thus assuming Eddington accretion, as lower values of µ will
lead to lower values of τ . The solid line in both plots indicates the luminosity threshold of our
volume limited sample. Differing colour and shape points indicate the different redshift ranges
being considered, as stated on the plots. In both plots the black error bars represent average 1 σ
errors on the individual data points.
the volume limited sample.
4.5.4 Global Properties of AGN
4.5.4.1 AGN Lifetimes
A critical parameter for understanding the evolution of SMBHs is the timescale for
which they accrete matter before shutting off. Much work has been performed on
constraining the lifetimes of AGN, most commonly for QSOs (e.g. Haehnelt, Natarajan
& Rees 1998, Kauffmann & Haehnelt 2000, Yu & Tremaine 2002, McLure & Dunlop
2004, Martini 2003). These studies Þnd rough accord with theory in predicting that the
lifetime of QSOs are in the range 106 - 109 yrs. The large range in possible values for
tQ are indicative of a great deal of uncertainty in the Þeld. This is in part because robust
estimates of the QSO lifetime, tQ, are often dependent on the Eddington fraction, µ,
which to determine directly requires independent measures of the SMBH mass to the
AGN X-ray luminosity, which frequently proves extremely difÞcult to achieve for all
but the most local active galaxies.
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Figure 4.9: On the left is the accretion rate (dMBH/dt = LBol/ηc
2) plotted against stellar mass
of host galaxy for all of our detected 508 AGN. We use η = 0.1 for all points here to be in line
with local Universe values. On the right is the accretion rate (dMBH/dt) plotted against stellar
mass of host galaxy for our volume limited sample of 85 ÔSeyfertÕ galaxies. Blue squares represent
the mean value of the accretion rate in each redshift range, with 2 σ errors on the mean plotted
alongside them. The black error bars in both plots represent the average 1 σ errors on the individual
data points. The solid red line is a best Þt line to the data with dMBH /dt = 1.8(+/-0.9) × 10
−11
M
0.9+/−0.3
∗ . Note that very highly accreting AGN are only found at the high stellar mass end in
both plots.
Measurements of the probable range of lifetimes allowable from the data for lower
luminosity AGN, such as Seyfert galaxies, have also been estimated. Constraints on
these measures give tS ∼ 10
7 - 108 yrs, perhaps shorter than their brighter QSO coun-
terparts (see Martini 2003 for a detailed review). In this section we aim to expand this
prior work on AGN lifetimes to more modest X-ray luminosities, looking speciÞcally
at ÔSeyfertÕ luminosity galaxies over a wide range of redshifts. Furthermore, we pro-
pose a novel technique for placing an upper limit on the lifetime of AGN by utilising
the localMBH −M∗ relation, and assuming that no galaxy can end up lying above the
local relation by z = 0.
From the accretion rate and measured value of µMBH for each SMBH we calculate
the maximum time (τmax) that a SMBH can remain accreting at its current rate before
it lies above the local relation, by assuming that it is accreting with an Eddington
fraction µ = 1. Values of µ less than this will lead to shorter timescales as this will
imply that the actual SMBH mass is closer to the local limit. Further, we also assume
that any increase in mass of the host galaxy (i.e. through major mergers) will result in
proportional growth of the central SMBH through corresponding black hole merging.
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Thus we can write for the maximum time:
τmax =
MBH(z = 0)−MBH(z = z
′)
M˙
≈
M∗/1000−ME
M˙
(4.10)
=
M∗
1000M˙
−
ησT c
4piGµe
=
M∗
1000M˙
− 3.75× 107yrs (4.11)
Where M˙ is the accretion rate of the SMBH, MBH (z=0) ≈ M∗ / 1000 (from the
local MBH − M∗ relation of Haring & Rix 2004), which is the SMBHÕs expected
mass from the value of its host galaxyÕs mass at z = 0, MBH (z=zÕ) is the measured
minimum black hole mass at each redshift (zÕ) where µ = 1, M∗ is the stellar mass of
the host galaxy, and ME is the Eddington minimum mass. SinceME and M˙ are both
proportional to the total bolometric luminosity of the AGN, LBol, the ratioME/M˙ is
a constant. This constant represents the minimum correction to the lifetime of AGN
considering the SMBHÕs current minimum mass and actual accretion rate. Effectively,
the ratio ME/M˙ is the minimum physically allowable time to construct a black hole
of a given mass. It is a constant because higher accretion rates would lead to lower
timescales, but higher accretion rates also imply a higher minimum Eddington mass
which would require a proportionally longer time to form. The combination of this is
that the correction factor is constant.
τmax indicates the maximum amount of time that any given AGN can maintain its
current level of accretion, at its current X-ray luminosity. This quantity is plotted
against stellar mass on the right of Fig. 4.8. One interesting thing to note is that
there are some AGN which may continue accreting for a maximum of only a few
100Õs of Myr at their current rate, with an average maximum lifetime of ∼ 0.9 +/-
0.1 Gyr in each redshift range. This value of τmax implies that tAGN < 10
9 yr for most
systems, which agrees favourably with previous independent measures (using differing
techniques), and theoretical expectation (see e.g. McLure & Dunlop 2004 and Martini
2003 for a comprehensive review of previous work in the Þeld). Moreover, we can use
information about τmax to determine the minimum fraction of galaxies that are likely
to accrete above our luminosity threshold throughout the time elapsed in the redshift
range probed. This will provide a corrected minimum active galaxy fraction within
each redshift range.
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4.5.4.2 Corrected Active Fraction
If we assume the cosmological principle and conclude that a snapshot of, for example,
Fig. 4.6 were taken in a few hundred Myrs time it would look primarily unchanged,
then, from the maximum timescales τmax, we must also conclude that many of the
galaxies on the plot will no longer be visible as they must have ceased accreting at
that rate so as to not end up higher than the local MBH − M∗ relation. Therefore,
we deduce the minimum fraction of galaxies that will at some point be visible above
our luminosity limit (LX > 2.35 × 10
43 erg s−1) within the time allotted by a speciÞc
redshift range. This is a minimum value because we likely miss some active galaxies
within our luminosity range due to very high obscuration along the line of sight for
some galaxies as a result of torus opening angles aligned perpendicular to us, and
further because we apply the inverse of the maximum lifetime of AGN as calculated in
the previous section as a correction factor. We shall call the corrected minimum active
fraction ftrue, which is deÞned as:
f z1−z2true =
tz2 − tz1
< τmax >
f z1−z2obs (4.12)
Where fobs is the observed AGN fraction as deÞned in §4.5.1, < τmax > is the average
value of τmax (deÞned above) in the redshift range being considered, and tz is the age
of the Universe at redshift z, such that tz2 − tz1 is the time interval between redshifts
z1 and z2.
The total fraction of galaxies expected to have X-ray luminosities above our threshold,
therefore, varies with redshift range: At 0.4 < z < 1.0 it is 4.0 +/- 0.8 %, at 1.0 < z <
1.5 it is 9.6 +/- 1.3 % and at 1.5 < z < 3.0 it is 23.3 +/- 2.2 %. These values may be
taken as estimates of the total fraction of massive galaxies expected to reach bright (LX
> 2.35 × 1043 erg s−1) Seyfert level X-ray luminosities in each of the given redshift
ranges for massive galaxies, with M∗ > 10
10.5 M". Naturally, these values are in
general higher than the direct measures of AGN fractions calculated in §4.5.1, because
the maximum timescales are shorter than the length of time between the redshift limits
of each bin. However, both measures of AGN fraction rise with redshift out to z ∼ 3.
This corrected fraction is plotted in Fig. 4.5 alongside the uncorrected AGN fraction
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evolution. The solid blue line represents the best simple power law Þt to the data.
Explicitly this Þt is: f(LX > 2.35 × 10
43 erg s−1) = (1.16+/-0.4)(1 + z)2.5+/−0.2.
4.5.4.3 The Total Number of Active Galaxies since z = 3
A question that has remained contentious, despite several conjectures and studies, is
how many galaxies undergo an active phase in their development over the age of the
Universe? It is clear that this question will depend on several factors, including the
luminosity threshold at which one chooses to deÞne a galaxy as being ÔactiveÕ, the
lifetime of AGN within this range, the stellar mass range of host galaxies considered,
perhaps the environment in which the host galaxy resides, as well as numerous other
(frequently ill deÞned) issues. We are in a position to place a minimum constraint on
this question forM∗ > 10
10.5M" galaxies (from the volume limited subset of the GNS
and POWIR NIR surveys), and a deÞnition of active as LX > 2.35 × 10
43 erg s−1
(from matching with the deepest available chandra X-ray data), since z = 3, utilising
the maximum lifetimes and apparent active fraction evolution deÞned and calculated in
previous sections (§4.5.1 and §4.5.4.1). This study will provide new limits on the total
active fraction out to high redshifts, for ÔSeyfertÕ luminosity AGN in massive galaxies.
From our calculations of the average maximum lifetime of an AGN in our sample, and
our Þtting of the active fraction evolution, we calculate the fraction ofM∗ > 10
10.5M"
galaxies that will be AGN (with LX > 2.35 × 10
43 erg s−1) since z = 3. We deÞne
the parameter, ΓAGN , in analogy to the characteristic time between galaxy mergers
(discussed in Chapters 2 and 3) which may be expressed as:
ΓAGN(z) =
< τmax >
fAGN(z)
(4.13)
where, fAGN is the observed fraction of AGN at redshift z (fAGN = 1.2(1+ z)
1.6 from
§4.5.1), and < τmax > ∼ 0.9 Gyr is the mean maximum lifetime of AGN over all of
the redshifts being considered (i.e. z = 0 - 3), and we Þnd no evidence of signiÞcant
evolution of τmax with redshift. Thus, ΓAGN must be interpreted as a maximum, with
its inverse a minimum AGN rate. This is because the apparent active fraction is a
minimum and the computed mean lifetime is a maximum. The signiÞcance of this
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parameter only becomes apparent (unlike Γ for mergers) when we consider the time
integral of its inverse. Here, the minimum total fraction of AGN (FAGN ) which will
accrete with LX greater than some limit between z1 and z2, may be found by:
FAGN =
∫ t2
t1
Γ−1AGN(z)dt =
∫ z2
z1
Γ−1AGN(z)
tH
(1 + z)
dz
E(z)
(4.14)
where ΓAGN(z) is deÞned above, tH is the Hubble time, and E(z) = [ΩM (1 + z)
3 +
Ωk(1 + z)
2+ΩΛ]
1/2 = H−1(z). Calculating this function from z = 0 to z = 3, utilising
the power law parameterisation fAGN = 1.2(1 + z)
1.4 and taking < τmax > = 0.9 Gyr
(see §4.5.4.1), we Þnd that FAGN (z < 3) = 0.41 +/- 0.06, implying that at least∼ 40%
of all M∗ > 10
10.5M" galaxies will have been AGN, accreting with hard band X-ray
luminosities LX > 2.35× 10
43 erg s−1, over the past∼ 12 Gyrs (since z = 3). We note
again here that this value is a minimum, and the liklihood is that the true fraction will
be higher, perhaps much higher. However, this provides a lower limit to the fraction of
massive galaxies which will have undergone an active phase (at bright ÔSeyfertÕ X-ray
luminosities) since z = 3, and can be used to compute further interesting results.
4.5.4.4 The Energy Output of Active Galaxies since z = 3
When considering the role of AGN in galaxy formation and evolution, a crucial quan-
tity to know is the total energy released by AGN over their lifetimes. This quantity will
impact on the feedback mechanisms involved in the co-evolution of SMBHs and their
host galaxies, as well as contributing to our understanding of the X-ray background
of the Universe. Almost all previous studies of this quantity have involved probing
the evolution of the X-ray luminosity function (XLF) with redshift (e.g. Hasinger et
al. 2005, Barger et al. 2005), or equivalently studying the comoving space density
evolution of active galaxies with redshift (e.g. Ueda et al. 2003). These studies agree
that there is a steep rise in the comoving X-ray luminosity density in the Universe with
redshift out to z ∼ 1.5, with a less steep decline thereafter. This compares well with
our results in §4.5.2, where we note a tentative rise in µMBH (∝ LX ) with redshift out
to z ∼ 1.5, with a possible ßattening off thereafter.
In this section we compute the energy output due to sub-QSOAGN per massive (M∗ >
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1010.5M") galaxy in the Universe, by combining the maximum lifetimes of our sample
of AGN, the minimum total active fraction of massive galaxies since z = 3, and the
mean minimum bolometric luminosity of our AGN. Therefore, we can compute the
energy released from AGN per massive galaxy as:
EAGN = FAGN× < LBol > × < τmax > (4.15)
where FAGN is the minimum total fraction of galaxies that will be active, with LX >
2.35× 1043 erg s−1, since z = 3,< LBol > is the mean minimumbolometric luminosity
of our sample of AGN, and < τmax > is the mean maximum lifetime of our sample
of AGN, which is ∼ 0.9 Gyr. Since the term FAGN contains a < τmax >
−1 term, the
< τmax > terms in EAGN cancel, yielding an estimate of the true total energy output
due to AGN per massive galaxy in the Universe per mean bolometric luminosity. Thus,
our value for EAGN is a lower limit to the total energy output due to AGN in massive
galaxies, since we use a minimum bolometric correction. Furthermore, this must still
be considered a minimum even if we were to use actual bolometric corrections as it
does not take into account energy absorbed through Compton thick accretion discs, the
host galaxyÕs interstellar medium (ISM), the local environment, and the intergalactic
medium (IGM). Computing this, we Þnd that EAGN = 1.4 +/- 0.25 × 10
61 erg per
M∗ > 10
10.5M" galaxy since z = 3. This corresponds to an average AGN luminosity
density of LAGN = 1.0 +/- 0.3 × 10
57 erg Mpc−3 Gyr−1
Furthermore, using the Virial Theorem, we can deÞne the binding energy of a galaxy
(VGal) as:
VGal ∼MGal × σ
2 (4.16)
where σ is the velocity dispersion of the galaxy, andMGal is the total dynamical mass
of the galaxy. Assuming an average velocity dispersion of 250 km/s and an average
dynamical mass of 1011.5M" for our galaxies, we Þnd a binding energy of VGal = 3.95
× 1059 erg. We deÞne the ratio (r) between these energies such that:
r =
EAGN
VGal
∼ 35 (4.17)
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Therefore, the total energy output due to ÔseyfertÕ level SMBH accretion since z = 3 is
at least 35 times greater than the binding energy of allM∗ > 10
10.5M" galaxies in the
Universe. This minimum compares very favourably with prior theoretical and obser-
vational estimates of the energy emitted in forming a SMBH of ESMBH ∼ 100VGal,
found for example in Silk & Rees (1998) and Fabian (1999).
4.5.4.5 The Luminosity Density of Active Galaxies out to z = 3 - Explicit and
Galaxy Methods
We calculate the comoving X-ray luminosity density evolution for massive galaxies
explicitly from the total X-ray luminosities emitted by massive galaxies in our surveys
and the total volume to which we are complete. SpeciÞcally, we compute the X-ray
luminosity density of AGN (ρAGN ) by summing over the survey area and redshift range
of our volume limited sample, which is explicity computed by:
ρAGN(z1 − z2) =
1
VS
j=AS∑
j=0
i=z2∑
i=z1
LX(i, j) (4.18)
where,
VS =
AS
4pi
( pi
180
)2
VC (4.19)
and
VC =
4
3
pi
(
D3M |z=z2 −D
3
M |z=z1
)
(4.20)
with
DM |z = DH
∫ z
0
1
E(z′)
dz′. (4.21)
Where VS is the total comoving volume of our surveys to which we achieve mass and
luminosity completeness at M∗ > 10
10.5M" and LX > 2.35 × 10
43 erg s−1. AS
represents the fraction of each surveyÕs area to which we are complete, and VC is the
total comoving volume of the Universe between redshifts z1 and z2, computed for a
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ßat spacetime in a ΛCDM cosmology, as deÞned in the introduction to this chapter
(§4.4.1). DM |z is the transverse comoving distance for a ßat spacetime out to redshift
z, where DH is the Hubble distance (c/H0) and E(z) = [ΩM (1 + z)
3 + Ωk(1 + z)
2 +
ΩΛ]
1/2 = H−1(z).
We compute the evolution in the X-ray luminosity density with redshift, Þnding values
of: 7.3 (+/-2.6)× 1038 erg s−1 Mpc−3 at z = 0.4 - 1; 3.1 (+/-1.5)× 1039 erg s−1 Mpc−3
at z = 1 - 1.5; and 5.4 (+/-2)× 1039 erg s−1Mpc−3 at z = 1.5 - 3. The lower two redshift
ranges are in very good agreement with values computed from XLF studies for similar
X-ray luminosity ranges to the ones we probe here, as found in Aird et al. (2009).
This suggests that the vast majority of the energy contribution to the XLF comes from
the most massive galaxies in the Universe at redshifts z = 0.4 - 1.5. These values are
plotted against the total X-ray luminosity density of all sources in Fig. 4.10.
At z > 1.5, however, we obtain a value for the X-ray luminosity density of massive
galaxies that exceeds the total X-ray luminosity density computed for all galaxies
across all X-ray luminosity ranges in Aird et al. (2009). This disagreement is most
likely caused by the fact that the GNS (which we use exclusively to probe high red-
shifts, z > 1.5, due to its high depth) is centred around massive galaxies at high red-
shifts, thus introducing a systematic bias to observe higher X-ray densities than average
in the Universe due to us having higher than representative massive galaxy densities.
We estimate our GNS Þeld to be 1.6 times more dense in massive galaxies than the
entire (not mass selected) GOODS Þeld (Conselice et al. 2010; Mortlock et al. 2010
in prep.). Once this is taken into account this disparity vanishes (see Fig. 4.10).
In principle this bias can be corrected for by computing the X-ray luminosity density
for massive galaxies from a galaxy comoving number density approach, combining
the energy output per galaxy and fraction of active galaxies (computed in §4.5.4.3 and
5.4.4) to the comoving number density evolution of massive galaxies from unbiased
Þelds.
From this approach, the average X-ray luminosity density, for the entire redshift range
probed (z = 0.4 - 3) is 1.5 +/- 0.6 × 1039 erg s−1 Mpc−3, but this varies with redshift
as the active fraction and mean luminosity also vary. i.e the X-ray luminosity density
at z = 0.4 - 1 it is 6.1 +/- 2.5 × 1038 erg s−1 Mpc−3, at z = 1 - 1.5 it is 4.3 +/- 1.7 ×
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Figure 4.10: The contribution to the X-ray luminosity function of sub-QSO massive galaxies
across three redshift ranges, z = 0.4 - 1, z = 1 - 1.5, and z = 1.5 - 3. Our results are broadly consistent
with X-ray active sub-QSO massive galaxies being the dominant source of X-ray radiation in the
Universe, contributing the majority of the total X-ray luminosity density in each redshift range.
Red triangles have luminosity densities computed via an explicit method computing the total X-
ray luminosity within a given volume surveyed (see §4.5.4.5 for more details). Blue squares have
luminosity densities computed via convolution with the comoving number densities of massive
galaxies which agree (to within 1 σ) with the explicit method in the lower two redshift ranges, with
more signiÞcant departure in the highest redshift range due to the fact that the GNS is selected to
maximise the density of massive galaxies at z > 1.7 in the GOODS Þeld (see §4.5.4.6 for more
details). The lines plot are approximate best Þt X-ray luminosity functions to the deepest Chandra
surveys (CDF-N/S) constructed from data in Aird et al. (2009), where we reproduce only the most
relevant luminosity ranges here.
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1039 erg s−1 Mpc−3, and at z = 1.5 - 3 it is 3.3 +/- 1.2 × 1039 erg s−1 Mpc−3. These
values compare remarkably well to the calculation from the explicit method above for
the lower two redshift ranges, and to calculations of the emissivity from XLF studies
in Aird et al. (2009) in particular for all redshift ranges. These values are plotted in
Fig. 4.10 alongside those calculated from the explicit method.
We Þnd a rise in X-ray luminosity density with redshift out to z ∼ 1.5, followed by
a levelling off, or probable turn around thereafter. Moreover, we Þnd estimates of the
emissivity for AGN with 43.5 < log LX < 45 with a peak value of ∼ 4 × 10
39 erg
s−1 Mpc−3 in very close accord with Aird et al. (2009). It is pertinent to note that our
estimates of this value are constructed from an independent methodology, and the fact
that these different approaches agree is indicative of our ability to place deÞnite pre-
cision constraints on the energy outpourings of AGN out to high redshifts, for modest
luminosity Seyferts as well as QSOs on a galaxy population basis. Additionally, the
corroboration between different methods obtaining comparable results lends further
reliability to our estimates of the maximum timescales of AGN in our sample, and the
minimum value of the total AGN fraction since z = 3. These results also suggest that
massive galaxies are the dominant source of X-ray emission in the Universe across all
of the redshift ranges probed, z = 0.4 - 3, since their contribution to the XLF is almost
sufÞcient to account for its entire magnitude at each redshift.
4.5.5 Hardness-Mass Dependence
The hardness of an X-ray source can prove to be an interesting probe of various aspects
of the nature of the AGN. In particular, it can reveal the level of absorption experi-
enced and, hence, is coupled to the n(H) column density around AGN. We investigate
here whether there are correlations between the hardness of our X-ray sources and the
masses of the host galaxies in which these sources reside. We deÞne hardness, H, as:
H =
fH − fS
fH + fS
(4.22)
where fH is the hard band ßux and fS is the soft band ßux. We crudely deÞne hard
X-ray sources as those with H > 0.5, and soft X-ray sources as those with H < 0.5.
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As we look to higher redshifts both the hard and soft bands will become effectively
harder. However, for the purposes of this analysis, that effect is not a particularly great
problem since at all rest-frame energies probed in this chapter, softer bands will be
more prone to absorption than harder bands, and, hence, this hardness ratio will still
divide our sample amply between those with high and low levels of absorption. From
Fig. 4.6 it is apparent that hard X-ray sources fall systematically below their softer
counterparts in units of µMBH . This might be expected as the harder X-ray sources
must have experienced greater absorption due to higher n(H) column densities. This
effect, however, is small and our results remain primarily unchanged even if we exclude
the hard X-ray sources. We have minimised this effect by choosing to use the hard band
X-ray data from Chandra where absorption is reduced.
An additional trend may also be noted whereby the harder sources tend to be more bi-
ased towards the high stellar mass end of these plots, in the lower two redshift ranges.
In the highest redshift range selection effects conspire to lead us to detect predom-
inantly hard X-ray sources and to our measure of hardness being skewed to harder
sources generally. To test this we compare the hardness of X-ray sources with the
stellar mass of their host galaxies for our lower redshift points.
We ran a KS test Þnding that the mean mass of host galaxies with a soft X-ray source
was 8 × 1010 M" +/- 1.5 × 10
10 M", with the mean mass of galaxies with a hard X-
ray source being 1.1 × 1011 M" +/- 1.5 × 10
10 M", across the lowest redshift ranges.
This represents a 97 % chance that the masses of the host galaxies for the hard and soft
X-ray sources come from different underlying populations, a signiÞcance of ∼ 2 σ.
4.6 Discussion
In this section we give a summary of our results and discuss them in the context of
galaxy formation and evolution, and in particular the role of AGN within the evolution
of galaxies at z < 3.
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4.6.1 Evolution in theMBH −M∗ Relationship
It is difÞcult to disentangle the SMBH mass from measures of the Eddington limiting
(minimum) SMBHmass, without knowing something about the Eddington ratio, µ. As
such, we have retained this source of error within our data and chosen to plot µMBH (=
ME) as opposed toMBH in all plots, making no assumption about the actual value of µ,
and instead representing this degeneracy by showing the relative position of the local
MBH −M∗ relation as a function of µ (solid and dotted lines) in Figs. 4.6 and 4.7. We
have noted some tentative evidence for evolution in the µMBH/M∗ ratio with redshift,
signifying either a possible departure from the local relationship at higher redshifts, or
evolution in the mean value of µ. If we assume that the local relation remains valid at
high redshifts then this corresponds to an observed evolution in µ.
The fact that we observe a higher fraction of AGN with µ > 0.1, and a higher mean
value of µ, at higher redshifts is probably indicative of the amount of cool gas available
in the centre of galaxies decreasing over cosmic time, since the µ ratio is directly
related to the available fuel for the SMBH. Where there is unlimited fuel in the form
of cool gas at the centre of galaxies, and excellent supply routes to get this fuel into the
black hole, one would expect the accretion luminosity to tend towards the Eddington
limiting luminosity, giving µ = 1. With a reduction in fuel or supply route efÞciency
(e.g. through obstruction from outßows) one would expect a lowering in the Eddington
ratio. Since galaxies in general decrease their cold gas content over cosmic time due
to supernovae (SNe) and AGN feedback, merging, and environmental effects (such as
tidal and ram pressure stripping), it is natural to expect a reduction in the mean value
of µ over cosmic time (see respectively Brighenti & Mathews 2003, Ciotti & Ostriker
2001, Bluck et al. 2009, Conselice, Yang & Bluck 2009, and Roediger & Hensler
2005).
If evolution in µ exists then there is no requirement for further evolution in theMBH −
M∗ relation. Thus, our results are consistent with the view that SMBHs and their
host galaxies largely co-evolve, increasing their mass in proportion to one another.
However, if we take the converse view that there is no evolution in µ then we must
conclude that the MBH − M∗ relation evolves such that SMBHs had masses higher
than expected from the local relation, with regards to their host galaxyÕs mass, at higher
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redshifts. Given that the mean value of µ is expected to rise with redshift in general
for massive galaxies, we can quantify the maximum possible evolution in the local
MBH −M∗ relation by setting µ to be constant at its low redshift value and permitting
only evolution in MBH −M∗ to account for the observed evolution in µMBH −M∗.
Quantitatively this corresponds to a maximum evolution in the ratioM∗/MBH of less
than a factor of two, from ∼ 1000 at z = 0 to ∼ 700 at z = 2.5.
This type of evolution to lowerM∗/MBH values at higher redshifts seems unlikely as it
would imply either that SMBHs lose mass (which is ruled out on theoretical grounds)
or else that galaxies grow in size more rapidly than their central black holes. This is
also very unlikely as we have observed a sharp decline in merging and star formation
rate with redshift (see e.g. chapters 1 and 2 and Bauer et al. 2010) for massive galaxies
at redshifts z < 3, and moreover SMBHs are expected to grow due to merging in line
with their host galaxies. Therefore, we prefer to interpret our results as evolution with
redshift of the Eddington ratio, µ, further implying that the available fuel for SMBHs
declines over cosmic time, which is explicable within the current paradigm of galaxy
evolution. As galaxies evolve they experience feedback from AGN and SNe which
both remove the availability of cold gas, and furthermore merging and environmental
effects may also contribute to this reduction in cool gas content of galaxies. As such,
older galaxies have less available fuel at their centres for their SMBHs and, hence, they
accrete at lower fractions (µ) of the Eddington maximum.
One other possibility is that the evolution is µ is dramatic, and thus the localMBH−M∗
relationship evolves such that SMBHs were less massive than expected for their host
galaxiesÕ masses. We can quantify this maximum positive evolution in theMBH/M∗
ratio as being ∼ a factor of 10, by setting µ = 1, its maximum limit assuming sub-
Eddington accretion. Thus, we conclude that either SMBHs evolve more or less in
proportion to their host galaxies, or else there is dramatic evolution in µ leading to
SMBHs growing later in mass than their host galaxies, through accretion of cool gas.
By way of comparison to the body of literature on the subject of possible evolution in
theMBH −M∗ relationship with redshift, it is pertinent to note that a wide variety of
methods and luminosity ranges have been used and studied, leading to quite a diverse
set of conclusions. For example, Borys et al. (2005) Þnd that SCUBA galaxies have
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SMBHs which are systematically lower than expected from the local relation for their
stellar mass by up to a factor of 50 or so (via Eddington methods), and Alexander
et al. (2008) also deduce that for SMGs (sub millimetre galaxies) SMBHs are also
smaller than expected for their host galaxyÕs mass by a smaller factor of 3 or so (via
virial methods). However, Jahnke et al. (2009) Þnd that type-1 AGN galaxies from the
COSMOS survey Þt closely onto the localMBH −M∗ slope of Haring & Rix (2004)
out to z ∼ 2. Conversely, recent studies by Merloni et al. (2010) and Declari et al.
(2010a,b) using virial estimators of SMBH masses in QSOÕs both conclude that there
is evolution in the local MBH − M∗ relation with redshift such that M∗/MBH was
lower at high z, by up to a factor of 7 (Declari et al. 2010a,b) or 3 (Merloni et al 2010)
by z = 3.
Our results are for lower luminosityAGN, principally bright Seyferts, than the majority
of studies discussed above, and we rule out positive evolution in theM∗/MBH ratio of
greater than a factor of 2, but we do not particularly well constrain evolution to higher
values (noting that this must be less than a factor of∼ 10). Despite the inconsistency in
luminosity ranges probed and methods used for deducing SMBH masses, there is very
broad agreement between all of these approaches that the localMBH−M∗ relationship
is not departed from by more than roughly one order of magnitude (or a factor of 10) in
either direction by z = 3. Our study particularly favours a close adherence to the local
relationship of Haring & Rix (2004) for bright Seyfert galaxies out to z = 3, providing
there is not drastic positive evolution in the Eddington ratio, µ, with redshift. If this
type of drastic increase in µ does occur then we are forced to conclude that SMBHs in
Seyfert galaxies form their mass after their host galaxies, in apparent contradiction to
the results for QSOÕs in Merloni et al. (2010) and Declari et al. (2010a,b), but in accord
with the conclusions based on studying SMGs in Borys et al. (2005) and Alexander
et al. (2008). Nevertheless, we feel that the most natural conclusion from our results
is that SMBHs and their host galaxies evolve principally together, in proportion to
one another, preserving the local relation out to z = 3, in agreement with Jahnke et al.
(2009), as this would require only mild and plausible evolution in µ with redshift.
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4.6.2 From AGN Lifetimes to Feedback Energy
We observe that the fraction of AGN above our luminosity threshold (LX > 2.35 ×
1043 erg s−1) rises with redshift, and that the true fraction, calculated via considering
the maximum amount of time a given AGN can continue accreting at its current rate
before surpassing the local relation, also rises with redshift. This result reßects the
rising mean Eddington ratio with redshift, assuming the validity of the localMBH−M∗
relation at all redshifts. Together this may all be interpreted as AGN activity in the
Universe rising with redshift, and possibly levelling out at z ∼ 1.5 - 3 where there is
an optimum synergy between the mass of SMBHs and available fuel at the centre of
each galaxy. This is consistent with conclusions based on probing the X-ray luminosity
function (XLF), in e.g. Ueda et al. (2003), Barger et al. (2005), Hasinger et al. (2005)
and Aird et al. (2009), who all Þnd a similar rise and then peak in X-ray luminosity
within a similar redshift range.
We have constructed a novel method for estimating the maximum lifetimes of Seyfert
luminosity AGN. Using the timescales calculated from considering the maximum ac-
cretion permitted before a given AGN will rise above the local MBH −M∗ relation,
we have calculated the total fraction ofM∗ > 10
10.5M" galaxies which will be active,
with LX > 2.35 × 10
43 erg s−1, since z = 3. We Þnd that at least 40% of all massive
galaxies will reach Seyfert level luminosities from accretion onto their central SMBHs.
Perhaps all massive galaxies will undergo an active period in their evolution since z =
3, but currently we can only be sure that at least a signiÞcant fraction will obtain this
level of X-ray activity.
Moreover, we have computed the energy density due to seyfert luminosity AGN resid-
ing within massive galaxies in the Universe as ρAGN = 1.0 +/- 2.5 × 10
57 erg Mpc−3
Gyr−1, noting that this corresponds to an average massive galaxy producing at least a
factor of ∼ 35 times its binding energy in AGN emission. Further, we compute the
X-ray luminosity density from this method and note that it rises with redshift from 6.1
+/- 2.5 × 1038 erg s−1 Mpc−3 at z = 0.4 - 1 to 4.3 +/- 1.7 × 1039 erg s−1 Mpc−3 at
z = 1 - 1.5, with a slight reduction to 3.3 +/- 1.2 × 1038 erg s−1 Mpc−3 at z = 1.5 -
3, in very close accord to other, alternative, XLF based methods, including Aird et al
(2009). In fact in Fig. 4.10 we compare the total X-ray luminosity density in the Uni-
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verse at various redshifts (found in Aird et al. 2009) to the contribution provided by
sub-QSO massive Seyfert luminosity galaxies (this chapter), Þnding that the majority
of the X-ray luminosity density of the Universe is provided by this population at all
redshifts up to z = 3.
It has been known for some time that the energy outpourings of AGN will be greater
than the binding energy of their host galaxies (see e.g. Silk & Rees 1998, Fabian
et al. 1999), but in this chapter we have constrained this empirically per galaxy, as
opposed to per AGN. We now know that not only will active galaxies have a greater
energy output by their AGN than their total binding energy by some large factor (up to
100 fold according to Fabian et al. 1999), but that the energy released by AGN (even
primarily in the Seyfert regime) is at least 35 times greater than the binding energy
of all massive (M∗ > 10
10.5M") galaxies in the Universe. However, it is clear that
the crucial question still to be answered is, what fraction of this energy couples to the
galaxy? What we measure is the energy that escapes the galaxy to be later detected
by us, whereas what matters for considerations of AGN feedback on star formation
(and as a possible driver for size evolution) is what magnitude of energy couples to
the galaxy itself through radiative or momentum driven processes. To improve these
minima, apply them to average mass galaxies, and develop a deeper understanding of
the coupling of AGN emissions to galaxy evolution, we shall have to wait for next
generation X-ray telescopes and surveys, as well as the JWST.
4.7 Summary and Conclusions
In this chapter we have detected 508 X-ray selected AGN at 0.4 < z < 6 across the
EGS and GOODS North and South Þelds, using the criteria set out in §4.4.1. We have
constructed a volume limited sample of 85 galaxies withLX > 2.35× 10
43 erg s−1 and
M∗ > 10
10.5 M" at 0.4 < z < 3, with which we probe the co-evolution of SMBHs and
their host galaxies over the past 12 billion years. We adopt an Eddington limit method
to obtain minimummass estimates for the SMBHs residing at the centre of these active
galaxies and compare these values to stellar masses of the host galaxies as a function
of redshift (see §B for data tables). We Þnd an active fraction of 1.2 +/- 0.2 % at 0.4 <
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z < 1, which rises to 6.0 +/- 0.8 % at 1 < z < 1.5, with a further modest rise to 7.4 +/-
2.0 % at 1.5 < z < 3.
We probe the µMBH − M∗ relation across three redshift ranges (see Fig. 4.6) and
Þnd that this relation appears in general lower in value, and less steep, than the local
MBH −M∗ relation. We interpret these differences as lying with our inability to detect
lowmass host galaxies accreting with small values of µ and, further, interpret the offset
between the local MBH −M∗ relation and our measured µMBH −M∗ relation as a
modest evolution in µ. In particular, we measure the fraction of high accreting SMBHs,
accreting with µ > 0.1 (assuming the local relationÕs validity at z > 0), to rise from ∼
17% at z = 0.6 to ∼ 22% at z ∼ 2.5 (representing a 2 σ evolution).
We calculate accretion rates for our sample of AGN and plot the results of this in Fig.
4.9. We Þnd that there is a high degree of scatter in the accretion rate across all redshifts
and stellar masses. Nonetheless, we identify a population of galaxies with very high
accretion rates which are only found in high stellar mass galaxies. Moreover, we Þnd
that higher mass host galaxies contain higher accreting AGN to a 3σ signiÞcance. This
is to be expected because more massive galaxies are predicted to contain more massive
SMBHs which may accrete at a higher rate.
Further, we calculate maximum timescales at which AGN in our sample can continue
to accrete at their current rate, noting that many of these timescales are quite short,
with maximum values∼ a few 100 Myrs, and an expectation value of< τmax >∼ 0.9
Gyr. From this we calculate the true corrected fraction of ÔSeyfertÕ luminosity AGN in
each redshift range, observing that it also rises with redshift.
Perhaps our largest contribution in this chapter is computing a minimum fraction of
galaxies atM∗ > 10
10.5M" that will contain ÔSeyfertÕ luminosity AGN at some point
over the past 12 Gyrs (since z = 3). We Þnd that at least∼ 40% of all massive galaxies
will at some point during their evolution between z = 3 to the present be active with LX
> 2.35 × 1043 erg s−1. We also compute the X-ray luminosity density evolution due
to massive galaxies, with Seyfert luminosities and brighter, from our sample of AGN,
Þnding a close agreement with the latest estimates of the total X-ray luminosity density
evolution from distinct X-ray luminosity based methods (e.g. Aird et al. 2009). This
suggests that the majority of the X-ray luminosity function is generated by massive
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sub-QSO massive galaxies.
Moreover, we use this total active fraction at ÔSeyfertÕ luminosities to compute the
average energy output due to AGN per galaxy, and note that this is at least 35 times
greater than the binding energy of an average massive galaxy. This is consistent with
several previous studies in the literature (e.g. Silk & Rees 1998, Fabian 1999). We
extend this prior work quoting this minima empirically and for each massive galaxy in
the Universe, as opposed to each AGN. The impact of this much energy being released
into the galaxies, as well as into the surrounding large scale environments, might have
a profound inßuence on galaxiesÕ formation and evolution through AGN feedback.
But a crucial question remains: how much of this energy couples to the host galaxy
through radiative or momentum driven processes, actually causing the feedback on star
formation?
In conclusion, we have provided tentative evidence for the necessity of redshift evo-
lution in µ to account for our data trends: µ may evolve with redshift to higher val-
ues, indicating that galaxies at higher redshifts were more rich in the cold gas used as
fuel by the SMBH. Furthermore, we note a signiÞcant increase in the AGN fraction
with redshift which is also indicative of overall AGN activity rising with redshift, as
seen previously in many studies of the evolution of the X-ray luminosity function (e.g.
Barger et al. 2005, Hasinger et al. 2005). Thus, there is most probably a rise in AGN
luminosity out to z ∼ 1.5 - 2, with a possible levelling off thereafter to z = 3, driven
perhaps by an optimal balancing of available fuel and mass of SMBHs. Our results are
consistent with no change in the localMBH −M∗ relation, providing there is modest
and plausible evolution with redshift in µ. Furthermore, we place a maximum limit on
possible evolution in the M∗/MBH ratio of less than a factor of two to lower values,
and less than a factor of ten to higher values, for massive galaxy ÔSeyfertÕ luminosity
AGN. Therefore, we suggest that SMBH masses and their host galaxy stellar masses
evolve together, in direct proportion to one another, or else there is a dramatic increase
in the Eddington ratio with redshift and, thus, SMBH masses are built up after their
host galaxies.
Chapter 5
Conclusions, Summary, and Future
Work: How do Massive Galaxies
Change with Age?
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5.1 Conclusions
This thesis concentrates on several of the many ways in which massive galaxies and
their supermassive black holes change over cosmic time. Ultimately, the purpose of
this research is to begin to write a history of massive galaxies, including when and
how they form, what the major changes that they experience are, what the role of
galaxy - galaxy interactions are in the evolution of massive galaxies, and, Þnally, how
supermassive black holes shape the galaxies they inhabit. To begin to address these
questions, a plethora of data across the electromagnetic spectrum (X-ray - IR) from
ground and space based telescopes has been utilised, including the HST GOODS NIC-
MOS Survey (GNS), which images to unprecedented depth and area a region of the
GOODS Þeld in the rest frame optical at z ∼ 2. What follows in this section is a list
of primary conclusions from this work. More detailed conclusions on the individual
work is provided at the end of each research chapter (Chapters 2 - 4).
5.1.1 Galaxy - Galaxy Interactions
In Chapter 2 (also see Bluck et al. 2009) the major merger history of massive galax-
ies (withM∗ > 10
11M") is explored over the past 12 billion years (up to z ∼ 3). The
principal discovery here is that the merger fraction for extremely massive galaxies con-
tinues to rise monotonically with redshift out to at least z = 3. In particular, we Þnd
that the merger fraction of massive galaxies scales with redshift as fm ∼ (1+z)
3. This
implies that these objects were in a state of rapid assembly at high redshifts. If galaxies
form primarily in line with hierarchical assembly, via the merging of dark matter halos,
then this high merger fraction implies that many of the largest halos at high redshifts
are highly interacting, and, thus, in a sense, forming. For lower mass galaxies we have
seen that the merger fraction peaks at lower redshifts (z < 2, see Chapter 2 and Con-
selice et al. 2007a). Therefore, we witness a version of downsizing whereby the peak
in merger activity for massive galaxies occurs earlier than that of smaller galaxies. This
forms a close analogy to the star formation rate downsizing observed in the local Uni-
verse, whereby the speciÞc star formation rates of lower mass galaxies are frequently
higher than their high mass counterparts. Although these effects may seem in appar-
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ent contradiction to a naive interpretation of hierarchical assembly, these trends can be
explained largely within this paradigm. This is because within hierarchical assembly
the galaxies that form Þrst are in the densest regions of space, thus they rapidly merge,
often forming quite large systems by fairly early times; whereas those small galaxies
we witness at low redshifts must have formed in lower density regions where merger
activity must have been slower, and, therefore, it may persist to later times, and even
to the present day. For further discussion of this issue, and the impact of the work per-
formed in Chapter 2 on testing the ΛCDM model through galaxy observations please
see Bertone & Conselice (2009).
Another issue considered in Chapter 2 and in Chapter 3 (also see Bluck et al. 2009 and
Bluck et al. 2010b), is the methodology of assigning the deÞnition Ômajor mergerÕ to
a galaxy - galaxy system. The two principal approaches utilised were morphological
(CAS) and statistical (close pair) in nature. We Þnd a close accord between these
two methods at apertures at d < 30 kpc, and for the standard optical deÞnition of a
CAS selected major merger (A > 0.35 & S, see Chapters 2 and 3). This implies that
both methods trace the underlying merger activity, and, moreover, share a similar mass
range and timescale sensitivity. This is estimated by N-body simulations to be a mass
range of ∼ 1:4 by stellar mass, and a timescale of ∼ 0.5 Gyrs (see Lotz et al. 2008a,
2010). In Chapter 3 this work is extended out to z = 3, where we conclude that ∼
1/4 of all massive galaxies at high redshifts are highly morphologically disturbed and,
furthermore, Þt the deÞnition for a CAS deÞned major merger, in close agreement to
the conclusions from pair statistics in Chapter 2. This lends further credence to our
claims in Chapter 2 that massive galaxies form early and are in a high state of growth
by z > 2.
At the end of Chapter 2 we estimate that there are Nm = 1.7 +/- 0.5 major (1:4 by
stellar mass) mergers between massive galaxies (with M∗ > 10
11M") between z = 3
and the present, which will correspond to a mass increase of ∆M∗ ∼ 2× 10
11M". At
the end of Chapter 3 we deduce that the total number of mergers withM∗ > 10
9M"
galaxies which an average massive galaxy experiences over the past 12 Gyrs is Nm
= 4.5 +/- 2.1, assuming an average merger timescale τm ∼ 1 Gyr. This gives rise to
a mass increase of ∆M∗ ∼ 3 × 10
11M". Therefore, we suggest that major mergers
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dominate over minor mergers in the formation and evolution of massive galaxies from
z = 3 to the present, since they contribute the majority of the total stellar mass increase.
Throughout Chapter 1 and parts of Chapter 2 we have established the importance of
both major and minor merging in massive galaxy formation and evolution over the
past 12 billion years. In particular, we note a total mass increase of ∼ a factor of three
during this time period, and consider in the following subsection (§5.1.2) the role this
might have in driving the size, and volume, increase of massive galaxies over cosmic
time.
5.1.2 Size Evolution
One of the most exciting and highly disputed discoveries of recent times in astro-
physics, is the dramatic size evolution of massive galaxies over the past 12 billion
years or so (see e.g. Bluck et al. 2010b, Carrasco et al. 2010, Cimatti et al. 2008,
Buitrago et al. 2008). A mass of evidence from a variety of approaches is beginning to
establish a growth of up to a factor of Þve in the average radii of massive galaxies from
z = 3 to the present. If this growth is real, it becomes of vital importance in contempo-
rary astrophysics to explain the cause and principal driver for it. It seems that purely
passive evolution (through e.g. exponentially declining star formation rates) cannot ac-
count for this magnitude of growth by itself. Thus, theoretical ideas for explaining this
are usually concentrated on two methods - merging and AGN ÔpufÞng upÕ scenarios
(see e.g. Khochfar & Silk 2006, Fan et al. 2008, Naab et al. 2009). In this thesis the
role of merging and AGN activity has been thoroughly explored over the past 12 bil-
lion years for massive galaxies. Therefore, we are in an excellent position to comment
on the likelihood of each of these methods to account for the size evolution.
Throughout Chapter 3 the major merging evolution is probed via morphological meth-
ods, and the minor merger history is explored via close pair methods utilising the
exceptionally high resolution and depth of the GNS (see §5.1.1). The ∼ 4.5 mergers,
and average mass increase of ∼ 3× 1011M" deduced in this work could offer a partial
explanation to the observed size evolution of these massive systems. According to the
theoretical analysis of Naab et al. (2006) a threefold mass increase, as witnessed in
Bluck et al. (2010b), can give rise to an increase in radius of up to a factor of six,
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which is almost exactly what is observed in e.g. Buitrago et al. (2008). Thus, by itself,
the merging of these systems may be able to account for the observed size increase
in the literature. However, the size increase permitted through merging is a maximum
allowed, assuming the ÔrightÕ mass ratios and gas fractions. Therefore, there remains
the possibility that other factors contribute, as well as major and minor merging, to the
growth of massive galaxies over the past 12 billion years. The most likely among those
remaining are all driven via AGN feedback mechanisms. It is to this we turn to in the
Þnal section of these conclusions (§5.1.3)
5.1.3 The Role of Supermassive Black Holes in Galaxy Evolution
Chapter 4 (and Bluck et al. 2010a) examine the co-evolution of supermassive black
holes and their host massive galaxies over the past 12 billion years. One of the most
important and intriguing relationships in contemporary astrophysics is the MBH − σ
relation, relating supermassive black hole mass to the global velocity dispersion of the
host galaxy bulge or spheroid. The nature, and fundamental cause, of this relation
is currently unknown, and the need to Þnd an explanation for it is undisputed in the
Þeld today. In this thesis we have used Eddington methods to estimate lower limits to
the mass of supermassive black holes, and have compared these to the stellar masses
of their host galaxies (a rough proxy for velocity dispersion / total mass, where at
high redshifts these more fundamental parameters are difÞcult and often impossible to
determine with current instruments). Our results are consistent with the localMBH −
M∗ relation being in place up to z = 3, providing there is not dramatic evolution with
redshift in the Eddington ratio (µ). This further implies that supermassive black holes
and their host galaxies most probably increase in mass together, in proportion to one
another, and, thus, in a sense co-evolve.
The implication of this co-evolution is largely left up to the reader to incorporate within
his or her favoured paradigm for galaxy evolution. However, the author suggests that
this leads most naturally towards a formation route whereby supermassive black holes
are formed very early in the history of the Universe, and then grow through a mix
of gas accretion (which we witness directly through X-ray emissions) and black hole
merging (which most probably occurs in line with galaxy merging).
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Furthermore, we discover in Chapter 4 (and Bluck et al. 2010a) that at least 40 %
of all massive galaxies will reach Seyfert level luminosities (with hard band X-ray
luminosities of LX > 2.35 × 10
43 erg s−1) through gas accretion onto their central
supermassive black holes over the past 12 billion years. This corresponds to a total
energy output, due to Seyfert luminosity AGN, of at least 35 times the average binding
energy of a massive galaxy. Thus, supermassive black holes have the means, through
their colossal energy outpourings, to strip apart each massive galaxy in the Universe
35 times over. Therefore, we conclude that supermassive black holes most likely have
a powerful inßuence over the galaxies they inhabit through shutting off star formation.
Also this can lead to scenarios which are conducive for growing the sizes of massive
galaxies as well (see e.g. Fan et al. 2008). However, a crucial question still remains
unanswered in this work: what fraction of this energy actually couples to the host
galaxies, leading to feedback on star formation and possibly size evolution?
5.2 Summary
In this thesis, the role of major and minor merging has been explored as a mechanism
for the formation and evolution of massive galaxies. We conclude that major merging
dominates over minor merging for the mass increase of massive galaxies, and, further-
more, note that the total merger fraction and major merger fraction increase dramati-
cally with redshift, suggesting that massive galaxies start to form early in the history
of the Universe. In total we estimate that these massive (M∗ > 10
11M") galaxies ex-
perience ∼ 4.5 mergers withM∗ > 10
9M" galaxies, which gives rise to a total mass
increase of ∼ 3 × 1011M" from z = 3 to z = 0. We also conclude that merging is per-
haps the most likely cause of galactic size evolution, although acknowledge that there
is still a potential role for AGN feedback here also. We go on to probe the co-evolution
of massive galaxies and their supermassive black holes and compute that at least 40
% of all massive galaxies will contain Seyfert luminosity AGN at some point over the
past 12 billion years, with typical lifetimes of ∼ 1 Gyrs for these bright systems. The
total energy released from this will be sufÞcient to strip apart every massive galaxy
in the Universe at least 35 times over, and this potentially provides a huge reservoir
of energy to tap in explaining size evolution and the shutting off of star formation in
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many massive galaxies by current times.
By way of conclusion, we have witnessed that massive galaxies form early, grow in
mass and size, become more regular and symmetric, have fewer close pairs, frequently
form powerful and short lived AGN, and eventually grow passive and redder over the
past 12 billion years. Therefore, not unlike humans, galaxies are formed from matter
created in the Big Bang, grow in size and mass throughout their lifetimes, and eventu-
ally, of course, die, in the sense that they will in the future run out entirely of fuel from
cool gas to form new stars, grow red, faint, and ultimately disappear as the Universe
accelerates forever onwards into darkness. Or so our current best favoured paradigm
(ΛCDM) suggests, which has phenomenal support from observations, including those
presented in this thesis.
5.3 Future Work
The author has been offered, and accepted, a three year position as a Science Fellow
at Gemini North Observatory in Hilo, Hawaii, beginning in November 2010, and will
thus be able to continue research into the formation and evolution of massive galaxies
and their supermassive black holes personally. What follows in this section are a few
examples of unanswered questions posed by the research presented in this thesis, and
some preliminary ideas for how to tackle them.
5.3.1 Massive Galaxy Formation and Evolution
Perhaps the most important outstanding question in the Þeld of extra-galactic observa-
tional astrophysics is: how do galaxies form? Throughout this thesis I have presented
numerous investigations broadly motivated by this question, in particular, looking at
the minor and major merger histories of massive galaxies (see Chapters 2 and 3). Al-
though we have made considerable progress in cataloguing the number of mergers
massive galaxies experience and the stellar mass increase they cause, we have not be-
gun to categorise gas rich (wet) and gas poor (dry) mergers. Since, for example, many
of the theoretical merger driven models for size evolution are sensitive to these distinc-
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tions, this becomes an important addition to attempt. The use of infrared spectroscopy
(possibly through the use of FLAMINGOS-2 and GNIRS at Gemini) in addition to
other measures (such as sub-millimetre approaches) can be utilised to begin to ascer-
tain the gas fraction of high redshift massive galaxies. Furthermore, the use of infrared
spectroscopy of massive galaxies can be used reliably to compute un-obscured star for-
mation rates which give a direct insight into when galaxies build up the bulk of their
stellar mass. Eventually, with deeper surveys and superior instruments, we may be
able to distinguish once and for all between models of monolithic collapse and more
gradual hierarchical assembly models.
Other approaches to distinguishing between these two competing models for galaxy
formation will utilise morphology (as in many parts of this thesis). The use of superior
adaptive optics (AO) technology on 8 metre class telescopes, the newly updated WFC3
on the HST, and the next generation of space telescopes (such as the JWST) will give
unprecedented clarity, resolution and depth to the imaging of extremely distant galax-
ies. From this, measures of the morphological disturbance will give a clear indica-
tion of whether these galaxies can be forming gradually (via hierarchical assembly)
or rapidly (via monolithic collapse), as, e.g., Þnding a high population of morphologi-
cally smooth and symmetric galaxies at z ∼ 4 - 6 would highly disfavour hierarchical
assembly. I will become involved in using AO on Gemini for NIR imaging of high
redshift galaxies, as well as joining the CANDELS consortium to utilise the extraor-
dinarily deep new WFC3 data from the HST covering all of the great extra-galactic
deep Þelds in the NIR. The wider areas covered by CANDELS will Þnally allow for
environment to be factored in to the evolution of massive galaxies from high redshifts.
Differential environmental effects are well established at relatively low redshifts, but
at higher redshifts (due to the exposure times necessary) this is almost entirely unex-
plored. The next ten years should see a revolution in this as CANDELS data becomes
available, and then the JWST becomes operational.
To end this section, I feel it is paramount to make some mention of the hotly debated
size evolution of massive galaxies. Most approaches to measuring the size of mas-
sive galaxies utilise some form of surface brightness proÞle Þtting, such as GALFIT
Sersic index Þtting. However, some of the biases and degeneracies inherent in these ap-
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proaches can be assuaged if one measures the actual velocity dispersion of the galaxy
in question. This has already been attempted (see van Dokkum et al. 2009) but for
only one galaxy, with disputable results. It would be particularly interesting to apply
for time on 8 metre class telescopes such as Gemini, the VLT and Keck to utilise their
NIR spectrographs to gain empirical measures of the velocity dispersion of a sizeable
population of very high redshift massive galaxies. Combining measures of stellar mass
to the velocity dispersion and estimated sizes will go a long way towards solving the
question of whether or not size evolution is an artifact of surface brightness dimming
and poor signal-to-noise ratios in current deep surveys. This will also allow the com-
munity to probe how mass-to-light ratios change over cosmic time, and understand the
build up of dark matter potential wells, not just stellar matter. For all of these activities,
I feel I will be ideally positioned at Gemini observatory to take part in this research.
5.3.2 Supermassive Black Holes
The most sophisticated and challenging research performed in this thesis all primarily
resides in the examination of the role of supermassive black holes in galaxy evolu-
tion (see Chapter 4). One of the principal reasons for this is the degeneracy between
black hole mass (MBH ) and Eddington ratio (µ) from Eddington limit methods. As
such, in Chapter 4, we retained the degeneracies in all calculations and ended up dis-
cussing the evolution, or lack thereof, of the minimum, Eddington, mass of black hole
(ME = µMBH ) with redshift. Although this proved sufÞcient to glean many inter-
esting discoveries about the co-evolution of supermassive black holes and their host
galaxies, it is still a degeneracy which must be broken to truly answer the question of
what drives theMBH − σ relation.
New instruments, such as the near infrared integral Þeld unit spectrograph (NIFS)
on Gemini North, have exceptional spacial resolution for near infrared spectroscopy.
These can in principle be used to probe the velocity dispersions of the innermost re-
gions of AGN, and from this be converted to black hole masses via virial estimator
techniques. This could prove a way to compute actual black hole masses and, hence,
Eddington ratios for intermediate redshift objects (as is indeed beginning to be done
at low redshifts by e.g. McDermid et al. 2006). I have already approached the team
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here and hope to become more involved in future applications for time to do this at
higher redshifts. Moreover, to directly probe the MBH − σ relation at high redshifts,
one must also compute σ as well as MBH , and this can again be achieved via near
infrared spectroscopy, using e.g. GNIRS on Gemini North. In a sense the past decade
in extra-galactic astronomy has been given over to near infrared imaging, and I suggest
that the next decade should go to near infrared spectroscopy, as this has the potential
to break many of the current degeneracies in the Þeld and truly propel our knowledge
of galaxy formation and evolution forwards.
The question of AGN feedback on star formation still remains an open question in the
Þeld. This is not because there is any doubt about whether there is enough energy
to make a difference (there clearly is, see Chapter 4 where we conclude that there is
enough energy released by AGN to strip apart every massive galaxy at least 35 times
over). Conversely, the reason the question is still open, is simply that no one has a
clear idea of how much energy actually couples to the galaxy, and how much is simply
lost to the intergalactic medium and the Universe at large. There are also theoretical
disputes concerning the causal nature of this coupling, i.e.: by what mechanism can
the energy released by AGN heat up (radiative driven AGN gas depletion) or push
out (momentum driven AGN gas depletion) the cool gas used as fuel by supermassive
black holes? Christopher Conselice and I are currently working towards an empirical
approach to solve this question, which is not unduly model (or theory) dependent. For
the purpose of this thesis it should sufÞce to state that this is work in progress, and
at an early state of development, although we are quietly conÞdent that in the not too
distant future the question of AGN released energy coupling to galaxies will become
an observationally determinable question.
5.3.3 Final Suggestions
During the course of the Viva Voce examination many interesting and valuable sug-
gestions were made on how to expand or improve the work presented in this thesis.
Although many of these ideas have now been investigated and implemented within the
thesis, inevitably due to time, data and space constraints some have not been. In the
Þnal paragraph I list a few of these for future reference.
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The need to test statistical measures of the pair fraction of galaxies with real world
spectroscopic data at high redshifts as well as with model data (as performed towards
the end of Chapter 2) is evident. This would come to establish once and for all the va-
lidity, or possible caviats applicable to the method. Further, testing the efÞcacy of the
close pair method presented in this thesis with minor mergers as well as major merg-
ers would be interesting to perform both for model and real world galaxies. Although
this is beyond the scope of the thesis, the author hopes to look into these issues in the
future. Moreover, a full comparison between the techniques of Lopez-Sanjuan and his
collaborators in maximum liklihood methods with the ones presented in this thesis on
more conventional pair fraction statistics would doubtless provide new insights which
both groups could learn from. Finally, an even greater use of the multi-wavelength
GOODS data (from radio to X-ray) to further establish the reliability of photometric
redshifts, stellar masses, morphological estimates, star formation rates and global SED
proÞles as computed and utilised throughout this work would be of much future inter-
est. As the data begins to come in from the HST WFPC3 CANDELS project, it is the
authorÕs hope that some of the original techniques and analyses presented here, as well
as error considerations and qualiÞcations, may be of immediate use to the astronomical
community.
Appendices
Appendix A
CAS Structural Analysis
The following is adapted from text in Conselice, Yang and Bluck (2009) describing the
formal procedures for deducing the CAS parameters:
We use the CAS (concentration, asymmetry, clumpiness) parameters to measure the
structures of our z < 3 galaxies quantitatively. The CAS parameters are a non-
parametric method for measuring the forms and structures of galaxies in resolved CCD
images (e.g., Conselice et al. 2000; Bershady et al. 2000; Conselice et al. 2002;
Conselice 2003). The basic idea behind these parameters is that galaxies have light
distributions that reveal their past and present formation modes (Conselice 2003). Fur-
thermore, well-known galaxy types in the nearby universe fall in well deÞned regions
of the CAS parameter space. For example, the selection A > 0.35 locates systems
which are nearly all major galaxy mergers in the nearby universe (e.g. Conselice et al.
2000; Conselice 2003; Hernandez-Toledo et al. 2005; Conselice 2007).
The way we measure structural parameters on our Hubble images varies slightly from
what has been done earlier in the Hubble Deep Field, and GOODS imaging (e.g. Con-
selice et al. 2003; Conselice et al. 2004). The basic measurement procedure, after
cutting out the galaxy into a smaller image, is to Þrst measure the radius in which
the parameters are computed. The radius we use for all our indices is deÞned by the
Petrosian radii, which is the radius where the surface brightness at a given radius is
20% of the surface brightness within that radius (e.g., Bershady et al. 2000; Conselice
2003).
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We use circular apertures for our Petrosian radii and quantitative parameter estimation.
We begin our estimates of the galaxy centre for the radius measurement at the centroid
of the galaxyÕs light distribution. Through modelling and various tests, it can be shown
that the resulting radii do not depend critically on the exact centre, although the CAS
and other parameters do (Conselice et al. 2000; Lotz et al. 2004). The exact Petrosian
radius we use to measure our parameters is
RPetr = 1.5× r(η = 0.2),
where r(η = 0.2) is the radius where the surface brightness is 20% of the surface
brightness within that radius.
A very important issue, especially for faint galaxies, is how to account for background
light and noise. For faint galaxies there is a considerable amount of noise added due to
the sky, which must be corrected. Through various test, outlined in detail in Conselice
et al. (2008), we conclude that the proper way to correct parameters for the background
requires that the selected background area be close to the object of interest. This is only
an issue for faint galaxies, and for galaxies imaged on large mosaics which have a non-
uniform weight map, and whose noise characteristics vary across the Þeld. By using
a background near each object we alleviate these issues as the noise properties do not
vary signiÞcantly over ∼ 0.5 − 1 arcmin, where the galaxy and the background area
are selected. We review below how the CAS parameters are measured. For more detail
see Bershady et al. (2000), Conselice et al. (2000), Conselice (2003).
A.1 Asymmetry
The asymmetry of a galaxy is measured by taking an original galaxy image and rotating
it 180 degrees about its centre, and then subtracting the two images (e.g. Conselice et
al. 2000). There are corrections done for background, and radius (explained in detail
in Conselice et al. 2000). Most importantly, the centre for rotation is decided by an
iterative process which Þnds the location of the minimum asymmetry. The formula for
calculating the asymmetry is given by:
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A = min
(
Σ|I0 − I180|
Σ|I0|
)
−min
(
Σ|B0 − B180|
Σ|I0|
)
(A.1)
Where I0 is the original image pixels, I180 is the image after rotating by 180 degrees.
The background subtraction using light from a blank sky area, called B0, are critical
for this process, and must be minimised in the same way as the original galaxy itself. A
lower value ofAmeans that a galaxy has a higher degree of rotational symmetry which
tends to be found in elliptical galaxies. Higher values ofA indicate an asymmetric light
distribution, which are usually found in spiral galaxies, or in the more extreme case,
merger candidates.
A.2 Concentration
Concentration is a measure of the intensity of light contained within a central region
in comparison to a larger region in the outer-parts of a galaxy. The exact deÞnition is
the ratio of two circular radii which contain 20% and 80% (r20, r80) of the total galaxy
ßux,
C = 5× log
(
r80
r20
)
. (A.2)
This index is sometimes called C28. A higher value of C indicates that a larger amount
of light in a galaxy is contained within a central region. This particular measurement
of the concentration correlates well with the mass and halo properties of galaxies in
the nearby universe (e.g., Bershady et al. 2000; Conselice 2003).
A.3 Clumpiness
The clumpiness (S) parameter is used to describe the fraction of light in a galaxy which
is contained in clumpy distributions. Clumpy galaxies have a relatively large amount
of light at high spatial frequencies, whereas smooth systems, such as elliptical galaxies
contain light at low spatial frequencies. Galaxies which are undergoing star formation
tend to have very clumpy structures, and high S values. Clumpiness can be measured
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in a number of ways, the most common method used, as described in Conselice (2003)
is,
S = 10×
[(
Σ(Ix,y − I
σ
x,y)
ΣIx,y
)
−
(
Σ(Bx,y −B
σ
x,y)
ΣIx,y
)]
, (A.3)
where, the original image Ix,y is blurred to produce a secondary image, I
σ
x,y. This
blurred image is then subtracted from the original image leaving a residual map, con-
taining only high frequency structures in the galaxy (Conselice 2003). To quantify
this, we normalise the summation of these residuals by the original galaxyÕs total light,
and subtract from this the residual amount of sky after smoothing and subtracting it in
the same way. The size of the smoothing kernel σ is determined by the radius of the
galaxy, and is σ = 0.2 · 1.5 × r(η = 0.2) (Conselice 2003). Note that the centres of
galaxies are removed when this procedure is carried out.
Appendix B
Data Tables
Full tables concerning all characteristics and derived properties of the HST GOODS
NICMOS Survey galaxies are provided at: http://www.nottingham.ac.uk/∼ppzgns/index.html.
This link is now available to the public - and our data is freely available for others to
use.
The best guide to the GNS and available data is Conselice, Bluck et al. (2010), now
accepted for publication in MNRAS, and currently available in draft version on the
ArXiv.
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Table B.1: Photometric Pair - Statistical Pair Comparison
z-range NGal fm (stats) fm (1 σ) fm (2 σ) fm (3 σ) fm (4 σ)
2.3 - 3.0 37 0.38+/-0.06 0.27+/-0.04 0.35+/-0.04 0.43+/-0.07 0.62+/-0.10
1.7 - 2.3 44 0.20+/-0.03 0.05+/-0.01 0.09+/-0.02 0.25+/-0.04 0.30+/-0.04
All (1.7 - 3.0) 81 0.29+/-0.04 0.15+/-0.02 0.21+/-0.02 0.33+/-0.04 0.44+/-0.05
The above table shows close pair fractions for the massive GNS galaxies. Thse are computed statisticaly and via proximity of photometric
redshifts, from 1 - 4 σ closeness. Effectively the photometric pair fractions may be interpreted as upper limits to the true pair fraction at the given
conÞdence level stated. Errors presented here are Poisson counting errors only, and are not representative of the Þnal error on the pair farction.
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Table B.2: Comparisons of Statistical and Photometric Close Pair Numbers, Asymmetry and Star For-
mation Rates
GNS ID RA Dec zphot Log(M∗ [M"]) HAB Np Np,corr Np,phot [3 σ] A SFRUV,corr SFR24µm
21 189.1354 62.1172 2.70 11.05 23.75 0 0.00 0 0.263 20 178
43 189.1254 62.1155 2.20 11.08 22.75 0 0.00 0 0.352 88 000
77 189.1326 62.1121 1.91 11.41 21.99 0 0.00 0 0.192 158 2220
227 189.1198 62.1355 2.07 11.20 21.85 0 0.00 0 0.268 14 000
373 189.0587 62.1635 2.51 11.06 22.70 2 1.39 2 0.243 9 000
552 189.0772 62.1510 1.93 11.33 20.89 0 0.00 0 0.202 10 122
730 189.2512 62.1527 2.47 11.09 22.80 0 0.00 0 0.306 22 000
840 189.1737 62.1673 1.93 11.30 22.05 0 0.00 0 0.165 54 000
856 189.1788 62.1663 1.74 11.38 21.65 0 0.00 0 0.374 78 000
999 189.1430 62.2335 1.98 11.17 21.49 0 0.00 0 0.271 569 319
1129 189.5074 62.2717 2.37 11.19 23.14 0 0.00 0 0.396 67 120
1144 189.5035 62.2700 2.07 11.13 22.13 0 0.00 0 0.246 19 000
1257 189.2264 62.2922 2.02 11.00 22.76 0 0.00 0 0.303 77 000
1394 189.3997 62.3453 2.04 11.36 22.18 0 0.00 0 0.201 82 290
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Table B.2 ÐContinued
GNS ID RA Dec zphot Log(M∗ [M"]) HAB Np Np,corr Np,phot [3 σ] A SFRUV,corr SFR24µm
1533 189.3058 62.1791 2.56 11.13 24.14 3 1.75 2 0.272 54 000
1666 189.2567 62.1962 2.36 11.38 21.47 1 0.73 0 0.240 217 1520
1769 189.2737 62.1871 1.95 11.32 22.20 2 1.59 2 0.445 9 000
1826 189.0732 62.2613 2.20 11.28 22.39 1 0.51 0 0.323 4 11
1942 189.2777 62.2546 2.51 11.03 21.83 2 1.65 0 0.319 49 000
2066 189.3002 62.2034 2.80 11.35 23.07 2 1.21 0 0.297 115 1230
2083 189.3122 62.2016 2.72 11.28 22.48 1 0.44 1 0.375 64 000
2282 189.3069 62.2626 2.30 11.13 23.36 0 0.00 0 0.402 21 679
2411 189.0479 62.1761 2.10 11.17 22.58 0 0.00 0 0.148 106 61
2564 189.2110 62.2488 1.83 11.13 22.18 0 0.00 0 0.434 119 000
2678 189.0475 62.1486 2.50 11.53 22.10 1 0.58 0 0.420 12 000
2734 189.0423 62.1463 2.60 11.03 23.60 1 0.00 1 0.138 38 000
2764 189.0525 62.1433 2.20 11.15 22.85 0 0.00 0 0.264 32 216
2837 189.0944 62.2750 2.30 11.39 22.83 1 0.37 1 0.269 30 131
2902 189.0913 62.2677 2.00 11.22 22.99 0 0.00 0 0.344 265 399
2965 189.0799 62.2449 2.80 11.13 22.97 1 0.25 0 0.286 50 472
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Table B.2 ÐContinued
GNS ID RA Dec zphot Log(M∗ [M"]) HAB Np Np,corr Np,phot [3 σ] A SFRUV,corr SFR24µm
3036 189.0869 62.2377 2.10 11.11 22.24 1 0.57 1 0.476 4 000
3126 189.1304 62.1661 2.10 11.09 23.05 0 0.00 0 0.362 45 511
3250 189.2291 62.1385 2.30 11.12 23.14 0 0.00 0 0.287 52 424
3387 189.2942 62.3472 1.83 11.01 22.62 1 0.47 0 0.411 97 000
3422 189.2808 62.3442 2.80 11.09 23.63 0 0.00 0 0.268 45 484
3582 189.0987 62.1693 2.40 11.18 23.51 0 0.00 0 0.354 14 22
3629 189.1829 62.2725 2.10 11.28 21.73 2 1.69 2 0.249 98 153
3766 189.2056 62.3226 2.10 11.19 21.96 0 0.00 0 0.291 53 197
3818 189.2022 62.3171 1.75 11.41 21.33 1 0.77 0 0.270 227 000
3822 189.2198 62.3169 2.20 11.06 23.31 0 0.00 0 0.163 19 132
3970 189.3319 62.2059 2.34 11.16 22.72 1 0.40 1 0.326 72 000
3988 189.3130 62.2047 2.40 11.21 23.09 2 1.25 1 0.336 60 1130
4033 189.4641 62.2440 2.07 11.04 21.46 1 0.74 0 0.299 30 542
4121 189.4564 62.2332 1.92 11.20 21.72 0 0.00 0 0.598 148 000
4239 188.9812 62.1738 2.20 11.17 22.89 0 0.00 0 0.234 97 592
4282 53.0938 -27.8013 2.60 11.08 23.79 1 0.00 1 0.350 61 15
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Table B.2 ÐContinued
GNS ID RA Dec zphot Log(M∗ [M"]) HAB Np Np,corr Np,phot [3 σ] A SFRUV,corr SFR24µm
4301 53.0923 -27.8031 2.40 11.33 23.54 0 0.00 0 0.207 51 65
4353 53.1011 -27.8086 1.97 11.21 23.29 0 0.00 0 0.216 155 000
4400 53.1013 -27.7117 2.30 11.10 24.30 2 0.73 1 0.234 10 000
4434 53.0976 -27.7153 2.14 11.06 22.30 1 0.54 1 0.300 32 53
4557 53.0892 -27.7601 2.27 11.21 21.87 1 0.65 1 0.271 109 25
4706 53.1231 -27.8033 2.35 11.10 21.96 0 0.00 0 0.311 150 000
4754 53.1200 -27.8082 2.00 11.50 22.61 0 0.00 0 0.196 109 126
4882 53.1718 -27.8257 1.74 11.10 21.88 0 0.00 0 0.325 309 000
4941 53.2300 -27.8508 1.83 11.01 21.68 0 0.00 0 -1.580 11 000
5171 53.0632 -27.6997 2.40 11.01 22.84 0 0.00 0 0.357 86 36
5282 53.0860 -27.7096 2.10 11.09 21.92 0 0.00 0 0.236 238 86
5372 53.1255 -27.8864 2.90 11.08 23.52 0 0.00 0 0.372 26 000
5445 53.1245 -27.8932 2.50 11.45 23.41 1 0.10 1 0.345 3 000
5524 53.1333 -27.9029 2.58 11.17 21.90 0 0.00 0 0.403 39 000
5533 53.1289 -27.9037 2.79 11.10 23.40 0 0.00 0 0.268 21 000
5764 53.2252 -27.8738 2.65 11.27 22.55 0 0.00 0 0.398 47 000
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Table B.2 ÐContinued
GNS ID RA Dec zphot Log(M∗ [M"]) HAB Np Np,corr Np,phot [3 σ] A SFRUV,corr SFR24µm
5853 53.0507 -27.7138 2.41 11.44 23.44 3 2.10 1 0.117 160 35
5933 53.0542 -27.7217 2.30 11.26 23.00 1 0.30 1 0.431 54 77
6035 53.0555 -27.8739 1.90 11.32 21.65 0 0.00 0 0.309 67 17
6114 53.0656 -27.8788 2.24 11.11 21.70 1 0.69 1 0.222 76 000
6220 53.0716 -27.8436 1.90 11.01 22.33 1 0.55 0 0.156 309 36
6352 53.0773 -27.8596 1.96 11.08 22.08 0 0.00 0 0.142 67 858
6468 53.1385 -27.6718 2.80 11.45 22.69 1 0.36 0 0.161 24 35
6575 53.0355 -27.6901 2.50 11.41 22.50 0 0.00 0 0.293 144 51
6584 53.0260 -27.6909 2.20 11.52 21.94 0 0.00 0 0.273 134 17
6876 53.0400 -27.6852 2.50 11.45 22.85 1 0.34 1 0.289 9 54
7090 53.0578 -27.8335 2.70 11.68 22.07 0 0.00 0 0.243 24 000
7156 53.1178 -27.9109 2.69 11.17 22.34 0 0.00 0 0.128 96 000
7321 53.1161 -27.8719 2.07 11.00 22.38 0 0.00 0 0.312 23 000
7425 53.1272 -27.8345 1.81 11.22 21.47 0 0.00 0 0.270 73 000
7677 53.1830 -27.7090 1.76 11.57 20.54 0 0.00 0 0.341 4 000
7970 53.0282 -27.7788 2.30 11.15 22.59 0 0.00 0 0.238 389 101
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Table B.2 ÐContinued
GNS ID RA Dec zphot Log(M∗ [M"]) HAB Np Np,corr Np,phot [3 σ] A SFRUV,corr SFR24µm
8140 53.1410 -27.7667 1.91 11.22 21.38 0 0.00 0 0.260 231 000
8214 53.1623 -27.7121 2.14 11.16 21.97 1 0.64 1 0.312 201 20
In the above table we compare statistical close pair numbers to photometric close pair numbers (those with companions with photometric redshifts
within 3 σ of the host). Those galaxies with high (non-zero) values of both may be worth considering for spectroscopic follow up in the future.
Tables B.3 and B.4 present the 1st and 2nd potential true pairs respectively. We also add here CAS asymmetry and UV and 24 µm deduced SFRs.
Full data catalogs are available at http://www.nottingham.ac.uk/∼ppzgns/index.html, where all computed values and initial error estimations are
publically available. Errors are omitted here due to space limitations. All star formation rates are given in solar units per year (M"yr
−1).
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Table B.3: List of Potential Close Pairs - 1
Host GNS ID RA Dec zphot Log(M∗ [M"]) HAB Pair GNS ID RA Dec zphot HAB Np [<3σ]
373 189.0587 62.1635 2.51 11.06 22.70 362 189.0594 62.1643 1.10 23.34 2
1533 189.3058 62.1791 2.56 11.13 24.14 1548 189.3076 62.1786 2.36 23.12 2
1769 189.2737 62.1871 1.95 11.32 22.20 1775 189.2730 62.1862 0.65 23.09 2
2083 189.3122 62.2016 2.72 11.28 22.48 2076 189.3126 62.2022 2.38 23.90 1
2734 189.0423 62.1463 2.60 11.03 23.60 2741 189.0417 62.1457 2.48 24.09 1
2837 189.0944 62.2750 2.30 11.39 22.83 2853 189.0938 62.2748 1.60 23.90 1
3036 189.0869 62.2377 2.10 11.11 22.24 3039 189.0874 62.2368 0.98 22.74 1
3629 189.1829 62.2725 2.10 11.28 21.73 3630 189.1826 62.2720 0.94 22.60 2
3970 189.3319 62.2059 2.34 11.16 22.72 3966 189.3336 62.2064 2.19 22.36 1
3988 189.3130 62.2047 2.40 11.21 23.09 3981 189.3142 62.2051 1.75 22.12 1
4282 53.0938 -27.8013 2.60 11.08 23.79 4280 53.0928 -27.8012 2.45 24.26 1
4434 53.0976 -27.7153 2.14 11.06 22.30 4442 53.0978 -27.7161 0.96 23.64 1
4400 53.1013 -27.7117 2.30 11.10 24.30 4399 53.1008 -27.7118 2.44 24.71 1
4557 53.0892 -27.7601 2.27 11.21 21.87 4559 53.0885 -27.7600 1.68 23.34 1
5445 53.1245 -27.8932 2.50 11.45 23.41 5455 53.1251 -27.8940 2.34 24.14 1
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Table B.3 ÐContinued
Host GNS ID RA Dec zphot Log(M∗ [M"]) HAB Pair GNS ID RA Dec zphot HAB Np [<3σ]
5853 53.0507 -27.7138 2.41 11.44 23.44 5867 53.0503 -27.7146 2.81 24.48 1
5933 53.0542 -27.7217 2.30 11.26 23.00 5934 53.0545 -27.7217 1.71 24.47 1
6114 53.0656 -27.8788 2.24 11.11 21.70 6115 53.0654 -27.8786 1.25 22.78 1
6876 53.0400 -27.6852 2.50 11.45 22.85 6879 53.0394 -27.6861 3.74 24.09 1
8214 53.1623 -27.7121 2.14 11.16 21.97 8213 53.1629 -27.7123 0.90 21.97 1
This table presents a list of massive galaxies with possible companions with H-band magnitudes between +/-1.5 of the host, within a 30 Kpc
(physical) catchment radius, and with photometric redshifts within 3 σ of the host. A list of useful quantities is provided for each host and
companion. For those objects with more than one companion please see Table B.4 for the second object.
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Table B.4: List of Potential Close Pairs - 2
Host GNS ID RA Dec zphot Log(M∗ [M"]) HAB Pair GNS ID RA Dec zphot HAB
373 189.0587 62.1635 2.51 11.06 22.70 385 189.0577 62.1629 0.94 23.42
1533 189.3058 62.1791 2.56 11.13 24.14 1534 189.3066 62.1789 2.61 23.91
1769 189.2737 62.1871 1.95 11.32 22.20 1774 189.2728 62.1865 1.45 22.40
3629 189.1829 62.2725 2.10 11.28 21.73 3614 189.1821 62.2730 0.80 22.72
This table presents a list of massive galaxies with possible companions with H-band magnitudes between +/-1.5 of the host, within a 30 Kpc
(physical) catchment radius, and with photometric redshifts within 3 σ of the host. In particular, this table lists for those primary targets with two
possible companions, the second companionÕs derived properties.
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Table B.5: Close Pair Method Test: Spectroscopy form the Millennium Simulation
Run ID Nhosts Ntotal fm (stats) fm (< 500 km/s) fm (< 1000 km/s) fm (< 1500 km/s)
1 44 30738 0.149+/-0.022 0.068+/-0.010 0.114+/-0.017 0.159+/-0.024
2 43 31295 0.247+/-0.038 0.210+/-0.032 0.233+/-0.036 0.280+/-0.043
3 82 31921 0.110+/-0.012 0.061+/-0.007 0.098+/-0.010 0.146+/-0.016
4 49 32501 0.161+/-0.023 0.121+/-0.017 0.167+/-0.024 0.198+/-0.028
5 62 33770 0.152+/-0.019 0.097+/-0.012 0.113+/-0.014 0.168+/-0.021
6 84 31948 0.189+/-0.020 0.123+/-0.013 0.166+/-0.018 0.221+/-0.024
7 54 34376 0.161+/-0.022 0.019+/-0.003 0.093+/-0.013 0.167+/-0.023
8 65 31727 0.191+/-0.024 0.070+/-0.009 0.142+/-0.018 0.161+/-0.020
mean 60 32285 0.170+/-0.040 0.095+/-0.050 0.142+/-0.045 0.188+/-0.044
This table presents the results from a series of eight Millennium Simulation run tests on the efÞcacy of the Close Pair method presented in Chapters
2 and 3. Presented are close pair fractions deduced statistically, and through a spectroscopic-like method for comaprison. The Þnal row presents
the mean properties across the varying tests. The models used were taken from the Kitzbichler et al. (2006) view of the De Lucia et al. (2006)
semianalytic galaxy catalog for the Millennium simulation. Please see http://www.g-vo.org/Millennium for full details and to access the mock
catalogs used here for further investigation. The errors on indiviually calculated merger fractions are simple Poisson counting errors, with the
errors presented for the mean values being the standard deviation about the mean across the eight runs performed here.
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Table B.6: AGN Data Source Summary
Field Waveband(s) ATot [deg
2] Avol.lim. [deg
2] Depth M∗Lim [M"] z Range
EGS (POWIR + CFHT) BRIJK 1.5200 0.3466 23.0 (AB: K) 1010.5 0.4 - 1.5
GOODS (GNS + ACS) BViZH 0.0120 0.0079 26.5 (AB: H) 1010 1.5 - 3.0
AEGIS-X 0.5-2, 2-10 KeV 0.6419 0.3466 3.8 × 10−16 erg cm−2 s−1 .... 0.4 - 1.5
CDF-N 0.5-2, 2-8 KeV 0.1211 0.0044 2.5 × 10−17 erg cm−2 s−1 .... 1.5 - 3.0
CDF-S 0.5-2, 2-8 KeV 0.1212 0.0035 1.9 × 10−17 erg cm−2 s−1 .... 1.5 - 3.0
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Table B.7: Average Properties of the AGN Samples
Sample NGal < z > < Log(M∗[M"]) > < Log(L2−10Kev[ergs
−1]) > < Log(MEdd[M"]) >
Vol. Lim. (ÔSeyftertÕ) 85 1.239 11.02 43.76 6.755
Total (All AGN) 508 1.343 10.90 43.29 6.285
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Table B.8: Volume Limited Sample of Active Massive Galaxies at 0.4 < z < 3
ID RA Dec zphot Log(M∗ [M"]) Log(L2−10KeV [erg s
−1]) Log(MEdd [M"]) Hardness (H)
1 189.1483 62.2400 1.550 10.84 43.42 6.42 0.85
2 189.0489 62.1708 1.550 10.72 43.46 6.46 0.95
3 189.0659 62.2544 2.745 11.25 43.85 6.85 0.95
4 189.0912 62.2677 2.235 10.75 43.51 6.51 1.00
5 189.0798 62.2449 2.945 10.76 43.95 6.95 0.28
6 189.0944 62.1747 2.385 10.61 43.91 6.91 0.30
7 53.1070 -27.7182 2.410 11.27 44.17 7.17 0.59
8 53.0764 -27.8486 1.570 11.42 43.74 6.74 0.93
9 53.0393 -27.8018 2.705 11.37 44.34 7.34 0.67
10 213.8910 52.0994 0.986 11.06 44.18 7.18 0.17
11 213.9490 52.1455 0.619 11.33 43.44 6.44 0.77
12 213.7360 52.1612 0.992 11.32 43.77 6.76 0.42
13 213.9640 52.2279 0.752 10.95 43.43 6.42 0.45
14 214.2080 52.3026 0.808 11.17 43.41 6.41 0.97
15 214.2220 52.3511 0.982 11.06 43.37 6.37 0.16
16 214.4410 52.5090 0.985 11.34 43.85 6.85 0.70
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Table B.8 ÐContinued
ID RA Dec zphot Log(M∗ [M"]) Log(L2−10KeV [erg s
−1]) Log(MEdd [M"]) Hardness (H)
17 214.3860 52.5342 0.986 11.34 43.59 6.59 0.48
18 214.4790 52.6956 0.464 10.52 43.82 6.82 0.85
19 214.9280 52.7771 0.784 10.92 43.73 6.73 0.35
20 214.7950 52.7839 0.820 11.15 43.60 6.59 0.51
21 215.1170 52.9782 0.871 10.62 43.56 6.55 0.37
22 213.7870 52.1117 0.837 11.09 43.65 6.65 0.54
23 213.7930 52.1086 0.931 10.85 43.60 6.60 0.42
24 214.2680 52.3611 0.859 11.17 43.77 6.77 0.89
25 214.2140 52.3462 0.981 11.35 43.92 6.92 0.15
26 214.0950 52.3212 0.826 11.35 44.47 7.47 0.42
27 214.1440 52.3775 0.885 10.88 43.56 6.56 0.50
28 214.4960 52.5275 0.938 11.02 43.46 6.46 0.51
29 215.5220 53.1810 0.995 10.88 43.66 6.65 0.46
30 215.5000 53.2119 0.780 11.51 43.92 6.91 0.51
31 215.2640 53.3062 0.873 10.96 43.42 6.42 0.20
32 215.7650 53.4468 0.866 10.50 43.66 6.66 0.46
33 213.8120 52.1602 1.296 11.33 43.61 6.61 0.31
D
a
ta
T
a
b
les
1
9
3
Table B.8 ÐContinued
ID RA Dec zphot Log(M∗ [M"]) Log(L2−10KeV [erg s
−1]) Log(MEdd [M"]) Hardness (H)
34 214.2120 52.2579 1.034 10.89 44.24 7.23 0.35
35 214.1370 52.3172 1.028 11.12 44.15 7.15 0.97
36 214.0270 52.4165 1.313 11.37 44.34 7.34 0.60
37 214.4240 52.4732 1.148 11.93 44.37 7.37 0.53
38 214.3910 52.5637 1.083 11.43 43.40 6.40 0.66
39 214.5230 52.6757 1.413 10.79 44.08 7.07 0.54
40 214.9170 52.8274 1.232 11.32 43.42 6.42 0.69
41 214.7870 52.9436 1.392 10.69 44.22 7.22 0.40
42 215.4250 53.1798 1.418 11.26 43.60 6.59 0.30
43 213.9240 52.1551 1.343 10.51 43.46 6.45 0.45
44 213.6690 52.1407 1.017 11.02 43.59 6.59 0.50
45 214.1800 52.2433 1.069 11.54 45.03 8.03 0.35
46 214.2360 52.2577 1.033 11.49 43.44 6.44 0.19
47 213.9910 52.2502 1.060 10.81 43.39 6.39 1.00
48 213.9520 52.2691 1.033 10.93 43.91 6.90 0.44
49 214.1500 52.3201 1.180 10.98 43.38 6.38 0.50
50 214.4120 52.3925 1.138 10.68 43.91 6.90 0.35
D
a
ta
T
a
b
les
1
9
4
Table B.8 ÐContinued
ID RA Dec zphot Log(M∗ [M"]) Log(L2−10KeV [erg s
−1]) Log(MEdd [M"]) Hardness (H)
51 213.9730 52.3799 1.405 10.70 43.47 6.47 0.58
52 214.1240 52.3926 1.044 11.49 43.47 6.47 0.97
53 214.5000 52.3732 1.240 11.09 43.99 6.99 0.69
54 214.4550 52.4699 1.064 11.07 43.62 6.62 0.62
55 214.5860 52.5842 1.488 10.87 43.43 6.43 1.00
56 214.5190 52.6092 1.223 11.15 43.88 6.88 0.30
57 214.6920 52.6866 1.492 10.90 43.90 6.90 0.39
58 214.5590 52.7224 1.206 10.88 43.55 6.55 0.90
59 214.5770 52.7322 1.148 10.54 44.00 7.00 0.36
60 214.4680 52.7154 1.239 10.91 43.52 6.52 0.69
61 214.7520 52.7618 1.460 10.65 43.42 6.42 0.75
62 215.0280 52.8236 1.443 10.67 43.64 6.63 0.21
63 214.9480 52.8407 1.336 11.45 43.40 6.39 1.00
64 215.2690 52.9748 1.322 11.03 43.77 6.77 0.88
65 215.2820 53.0550 1.052 10.70 43.74 6.73 0.52
66 214.9760 53.0463 1.419 10.97 43.70 6.70 0.28
67 214.9720 53.0349 1.362 10.83 44.15 7.14 0.45
D
a
ta
T
a
b
les
1
9
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Table B.8 ÐContinued
ID RA Dec zphot Log(M∗ [M"]) Log(L2−10KeV [erg s
−1]) Log(MEdd [M"]) Hardness (H)
68 215.0970 53.0865 1.078 11.43 43.55 6.55 0.89
69 215.0850 53.1205 1.309 11.08 43.58 6.58 0.35
70 215.4300 53.1478 1.200 10.95 43.61 6.61 0.59
71 215.4930 53.1347 1.043 10.77 43.47 6.47 0.46
72 215.0710 53.1338 1.038 11.18 43.68 6.68 0.34
73 215.5000 53.2149 1.309 10.62 43.56 6.56 0.69
74 215.3970 53.2262 1.150 11.17 43.74 6.73 0.33
75 215.2950 53.1810 1.206 10.81 43.71 6.70 0.45
76 215.4800 53.2373 1.226 10.83 43.80 6.80 0.38
77 215.7630 53.3735 1.405 11.44 44.27 7.27 0.67
78 215.6570 53.3620 1.272 11.05 43.96 6.96 0.43
79 215.5830 53.3306 1.240 11.13 43.71 6.71 0.43
80 215.4020 53.3373 1.466 11.08 43.88 6.88 0.18
81 215.5160 53.4142 1.082 11.13 44.11 7.11 0.37
82 215.8490 53.4718 1.460 10.90 44.19 7.18 0.91
83 215.7700 53.5167 1.281 10.67 43.41 6.40 0.20
84 215.7770 53.5192 1.281 10.69 44.22 7.21 0.91
D
a
ta
T
a
b
les
1
9
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Table B.8 ÐContinued
ID RA Dec zphot Log(M∗ [M"]) Log(L2−10KeV [erg s
−1]) Log(MEdd [M"]) Hardness (H)
85 215.6980 53.5342 1.157 10.78 43.56 6.56 0.63
In the above table we restrict the full AGN matched list of 508 secure AGN detections (provided by matching within a 1.5 ′′ radius GOODS and
EGS galaxy catalogs with the extensive deep Chandra imaging in the same Þelds), by highlighting only those AGN with host galaxy stellar masses
M∗ > 10
10.5M" and with hard band X-ray luminosities L2−10KeV > 2.35 × 10
43 erg s−1, where we are complete for restricted areas of the EGS
sample to z = 1.5, and for the GNS sub-sample to z = 3. M∗ is the stellar mass of the AGN host galaxy,MEdd is the Eddington limitted (minimum)
mass of the SMBH (see §4.4.3 for deÞnition), and H is the hardness ratio (see §4.5.5 for deÞnition). A detailed discussion of the errors on these
quantities from both random and possible systematic sources is provided throughout Chapter 4 (see §4.3 in particular).
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